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PREFACE 

The Specialists' Meeting on Damping Effects in Aerospace Structures stemmed from a 
proposal made by the writer, leading to the formation of a Sub-Committee on Structural 
Damping during the 44th Panel Meeting in Lisbon, April 1977. I do believe, in fact, that 
the effects of damping on the problems of elastic stability are of the highest interest for 
several NATO countries, for their national activities and also for some multi-national co- 
operative programmes, e.g. POGO effect, dynamic response of structures, flutter. 

In view of the need to have available pertinent information and reliable rules to account 
for these effects, which in some cases are of vital importance, the Sub-Committee undertook 
the organisation of the present Specialists' Meeting. The first step was the preparation of two 
pilot papers, presentedat the 45th SMP Meeting in September 1977 and published as 
AC^RÖ Report NoJ)63i t/Joi Introduction to the Problem of Dynamic Structural Damping" 
by P.Santini, A.Castellani and A.Napgi,, The interest shown in this subject enabled all details, 
of the Specialists' Meeting to be established by the following April. 

The Specialists' Meeting covered the most general aspects of structural damping; 
physical roots, mathematical formulation, damping characteristics of aerospace structural 
components, effects on dynamic response, investigation of damping in composites and 
effects in joints. 

The Meeting was very successful, as was agreed by all the Sub-Committee members; this 
was essentially due to the spectrum of practical information presented by the participants, 
covering the whole area of the subject. The importance of the problem and the need for up- 
dating technical information is such that AGARD will be requested to consider the possibility 
of continuing the activity in the future in order to disseminate as much as possible aU 
pertinent data, as is the aim of the present volume. 
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT 

by 

Paolo Santini 
Scuola di Ingegneria Aerospaziale 

Rome University 
Rome, Italy 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

There are many aerospace problems of engineering interest where structural damping plays a basic rcle. Suffice here 
to list just some of them: 

(i)   It is well known that, for an undamped structure, the response near resonance peaks increases without limits. 
If damping is present (e.g., of a viscous kind) a very elementary analysis shows that the response is roughly in 
inverse ratio to the damping coefficient. Therefore, if one has to evaluate deagn stresses, uncertainties in 
damping coefficient are exactly equal to uncertainties in such stresses. 

(ii)  The aeroelastic behaviour of a panel in supersonic flow is such that a pre-critical phase is followed by the 
critical phase at a certain dynamic pressure - qc; the value of qe is little influenced by damping, although in 
special cases a dangerous reduction may be observed. The postcritical phase (dyn. press, q > qc) corresponds to 
the appearance of a "limit cycle", the amplitude of which is governed by the balance between energy input 
(from air) and energy dissipation (from structural damping). It is easily understood that, again, the dynamic 
damping coefficient is of paramount importance. 

(iii) A typical problem of large liquid fuel booster structures is the so-called "POGO" effect, i.e., a case of dynamic 
instability where structure, propulsion system, and fuel pipelines are involved. The overall loop is equivalent 
to a system with negative damping; so that structural damping is the only source from which stability can be 
obtained. This phenomenon is associated with a particularly dangerous and uncertain situation, since loss of 
stability inevitably leads to the loss of the rocket. 

Several other examples might be given. From analysis of all of them, one can conclude that what is missing is the 
basic conception of damping, and the numerical values of the relevant coefficients, for which only empirical rules are 
available. 

It seemed therefore quite important to have a SpeciaUsts* Meeting on the subject, so as to gather as much informa- 
tion as possible from scientists and technical personnel of NATO countries. Some of the results of the meeting are 
summarised here. 

2.    GENERAL AS'ECT OF DAMPING IN AEROSPACE STRUCTURES 

2.1   Generai Papers 

Ottern1 presented a survey of dampini modeb, ran&ng from the very simpte viscous model to the more sophisticated 
hysteretk damping concept, and to muStipannieter approaches. Speciai attention is given to implementation of modeb 
in response cakuktions; although the fnatkematkai fomulation can be very itmpie, teBabk numcrkal values «« still 
missing for a complete structtne. Inotteirands.tf ti%daRpfaigpn^@^sofc»BbiRdivyu^leoRi|K8i«itafcki»>«m, 
this by no means impttes that, by finite element analysis, or my other stmaar technique, ti» complete dampfaag matrix 
for the structure may he coRitnicted. A€»K>nth^toCMtas,thkiiMtthod(lo«im>t»»nl«^Me,«id(iun|inf ambe 
represented on!y by quantHiea deattag with fte energy dissipation in the entire structtue; to one is led to the concept of 
moual dampsng factor. Forapaftia^rtnKtim,im«RU«dmoä>Id«n^^«ltMaatetemoMrAride,hi^piteof t)» 
fect&attheyaregentisL^ai^dahieatalaleftapofdcäp- AiwatoiitWecoaeclloaofdatabaliopitiiBleifor 
European spacecraft: the vataes of damping ratio (acted damping coelfldeBt/ciitfcal damping coeflkteit) are centered 
atowd 4 x I0ri

> with a raiher large scatler. 

Mes^1 "»-««m^avf^falBiett^atto^al^tert^tetettB^ystoof^pfolisia. Of ai tie sources of 
danfiag, fc/ a vibrattag söffenid plate, tte most teportMit «mm to be tte <^ anodtoled «ritt am riveted jotots 
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attaching the skin to the stringers. Each structural joint is characterized as a "semi-rigid dissipator", quantified by the 
"joint dissipation coefficient (JDC)"; i.e., the ratio of cyclic energy dissipation to the square of the force transmitted 
across the joint. The Author then shows, in a very ingenious way, how it is possible to obtain, from measured values of 
JDC, modal damping values in a structure whose vibration modes are known. However, comparison of calculated and 
measured values (for a given stiffened flat pkte) shows that the latter are one third of the former. In the author's 
opinion, this result is "disappointing", in my opinion it is encouraging, if one considers that nothing is known on the 
prediction of damping of complex structures. It appears that the single joint, on which the dissipation coefficient 
measurement was made, did not adequately represent the actual joint in the reinikr.xd plate. Mead also discussed the 
'inear behaviour of the joint. According to his results, such linear behaviour holds reasonably well for joints loaded in 
lonsion or by moments, but, for joints loaded in shear, there is a sudden rise in the JDC above a given level. 

Baldacci et al.3 discussed different techniques of analysis (from the point of view of the structural behaviour) when 
finite element models including damping effects are introduced. Also, the most popular de-coupling approaches are 
reviewed; such techniques are only approximate when the damping matrix pertinent to the structural model exhibits a 
non-proportional trend. The authors also presented various diagonalization schemes, and special emphasis is given to 
evaluation of errors arising in computations. Such errors can be identified on an "a posteriori" basis, through parametric 
numerical studies or, in many cases, an "a priori" evaluation is possible. Thus one is led to define a set of "admissibility" 
criteria. 

2.2  Experimental Results 

Phillips4 presented values of structural damping obtained from tests upon a complete aircraft and upon aircraft 
components. For the first case, the wing was excited by vertical impulses, reasonably careful elimination of aerodynamic 
damping being ensured. Damping of each mode of the structure (a typical integrally machined one) was determined from 
the logarithmic decrement of the signal. Examination of the results shows that damping was consistently higher in anti- 
symmetric modes than in symmetric modes the values of the former being centered around 3.5%, those of the latter 
around 2%. It would be of great interest to ascertain whether these results can be extended to many other kinds of 
similar wmgs. 

The second typical structure tested by Phillips was an underwing mounted pod, (a component that recently became 
famous on account of a series of cracks). Here amplification factors, and not damping itself, were measured: however, 
comparison of the reiponse amplitudes gave important information about the variation of damping vs vibration 
amplitude; clearly, a non linear effect. 

One of the main results was that decrease or increase of damping is strongly related to the type of suspension. For 
excitation at pod nose and tau, damping was directly measured; a very useful set of data was presented, which seems to 
be rather low if compared to similar other results. 

The third series of tests was concerned with a box-type structure, on the upper and tower surfaces of which various 
items of avionics equipment were mounted. The results are centered around a rather high value; (about 5-6%), and this 
is easily understood since the primary objective of the test program was to demonstrate that vibrations attenuation by the 
shelf and the anti-vibration mounts were satisfactory. In my opinion the results are far from general, but the technique 
reported in the paper could usefully be applied to space instrumentation supports, so as to help in avoiding undue 
acceleration peaks, which might jeopardize the integrity of electronic equipment. In any case, this seems to be a very 
important paper for design purposes. 

Experimental data on composite materials (with reinforcement by boron-, carbon-, glass-, and synthetic-fibres), 
structural components (sandwich and I-beams); composite structures (wing box beam, rotor blades) were presented by 
Georp*. The main goal of the tests was directed towards a collection and comparison of damping data of such different 
composite materials and structural components, and a discussion of a semtempWca! approach to damping behaviour of 
composite beams in different configuratkmal and operational conditions. Here too, white the prediction of structiral 
damping of compodte systems based on damping measurements of simpler, but similar configurations seems to be 
possible, predictkm of structural damping of more complex structures (rotor blades) is not yet achieved. The author 
proposes a future damping ptognun on composites that should be directed towards a systematic compfction of experi- 
mental damping data and a study of damping behaviour under severe envraimentai conditions. 

Further experimental regutts were presented by Balk Cwm et al.11. la this paper the importance of damping in 
riveted joints is coasktared in detail. The state of the art in the field of Joint dampini wag illustrated and a gcrxra! 
demand for deveiopinent of expetteeatal mmmek mm pointtd out, sine» avattsMe theoretical approaches do not seem to 
te adequate to make sttywMrypifedktmsimcM^testructim^ Further, a series of tests ©»riveted spedmeii« of 
diffei^t types kdetoibedsttiddiicuüci. Th« pMV» of the i^B«cb was to «siwite äw «»»Oihutoi of riveted ^»mts 
to gtobd dan^iiig properties mi the analysis of the results ohtahied for eieneatuy stntctwii components shows that 
significant data conceratag «i«aiy losses m Future 
piogniiissiiouM Iw directed towai&evaluai^ 



2.3 Influence of Damping Upon Response 

Degener's paper5 was chiefly concerned with one of the major items listed in the Introduction, i.e., the response of 
a structure to sinusoidal excitation at frequencies near resonance. Satellite structures were mainly investigated. Firstly, 
a general survey of mathematical manipulation for obtaining structural response is reported; it is shown that neglecting 
intermodal coupling would drastically reduce computing time. The question then arises, whether or not such coupling 
can actually be neglected, ki order to give an answer to this question, two methods were used: firstly, a five-mass 
dynamic model, with reahstic values for dampers was studied; secondly, experimental results of satellite ground vibration 
tests were employed for dynamic response analysis. In both cases, the Author finds just small differences between 
diagonal and nondiagonal damping matrix, "in spite of large [artificially introduced] off-diagonal elements in such 
generalised damping matrix". A very important result (that should however be taken with some caution) is therefore 
that influence of interraodal coupling is very small and may be neg'ected in response analysis; for the example reported 
by the Author, computing time was reduced by a facior of 4. Intermodai coupling could be very important in other 
problems, e.g., modal synthesis. 

A survey of test results was then presented, with the following conclusions: 

- In general, damping of spacecraft structures is an increasing function of input level. 
- Damping properties are different for each normal mode. 
- Typical damping values of reduced damping for spacecraft structures are between 0.5% and 5%. 

The third important subject considered by Degener was dynamic response in the case of nonlinear damping, where 
reduced damping is linearly dependent on mode amplitude. A numerical iterative method is presented: results based on 
such method indicate that, in frequencies far from eigenfrequencies, the effect of damping is quite small, but, in their 
vicinity, dynamic amplification decreases rapidly with increasing input. 

Giavotto et al.8 presented a paper on Damping Problems in Acoustic Fatigue. Firstly the Authors point out the 
importance of a more accurate knowledge of the damping values on prediction of durability and safety of structures 
operating in an acoustic fatigue environment. They then considered the different mechanisms developing some damping, 
such as material damping, joint damping and acoustic radiation damping. The wide pp existing between the needs for 
structural analysts and data collected by researchers was pointed out. In particular, the Authors remark that, all that is 
available now are experimental data on damping ratio plotted vs frequency, and such plots have the aspect of clouds of 
points: so it seems obvious that mode frequency alone is not enough to obtain a reasonable correlation cf damping ratios. 
So the authors launch a program of tests, with the aim of clarifying damping phenomena in riveted joints and, possibly, 
of evaluating damping from acoustic sources. 

2.4 Design Probfems 

Wada* emp'iasjzed the circumstance that damping plays a significant role in the prediction of spacecraft structural 
response and loadr, that in turn influence the structural design. The Author reviews some of the techniques adopted to 
incorporate such effects in the overall model, but, again, the main problem is that of defining clearly damping charac- 
teristics. A design rule is that of subdividing the spacecraft into subcomponents, estimating the kinetic contributions of 
each of them in the various modes, and performing a weighted sum of the component modal damping ratio, each 
weighted by its kinetic energy fraction. When a launcher is coupled to a payload, individual damping matrices are 
combined via the coupled modal matrix to obtain a nondiagonal modal damping matrix, in some other cases (Space 
Shuttle, HEAD) a constant damping ratio is assigned to payload modes (0.5 to 1.5%). The importance of such damping 
values on POGO qualities are illustrated. Mode! Test/Data Reduction am be perform«! in many ways; resufts obtain«! 
for the Voyager spacecraft Indicate considerable variations between methods in many Instances. Another ."actor is the 
test article, which is not always flight hardware, but engineering n-vdels, or dynamic sunuUtors, so that wiring harness, 
electronic equipment and mounting hardware which do not add to the intepity of the structure may contribute to 
damping values. Ato, response amplitude level should be constdered. Air damping (influence of the air of the total 
damping in a vibrating structure) may be »eligible in some cases and sjfnifictnt in other cam: general methods to 
account for such effects are still miastng. 

As a conclusion by the Author, for to-day's spacecraft cumnt methods of predicting damping appear to be 
adequate: new methods do not wo» to be forthcoming, aUhougit improwments in current methods are expected. Good 
tngineenni Judgement and design practice ars th» best basis. More sophisticated analysts win surety be required for 
future laner spacecraft. 

Jones, et ai.,e discussed Viscodastie Otmpag in USAF awikatioas. Main appGcatkm in the future may tie damping 
tedinoiogy for vibration control in laife fkxfbte spam stntctures, eg., extremdy exacting nquitciiients for poitiooai 
MM^ eequiii» ^iwhw daisptag to sup^faamit active contiois. Other arm aie jet etiifa^ printed drcuitlKaids, 
MK:raftt»to«fcsaiyequ^(i«ajt«nict«ii«s. Cumal tedwoioiical pfoMefiis invoN«: (I) damptai malerfcife dtlt; 
lit) tedwiqi^ of tteatnteet for pioteetiag from mm* mvimmmU; (H) cast reduction; Civ) more advanced deign 
Mmitues; (v) tedMoleg^ ttmsf^ 
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Once the above problems are solved, design of damping treatments on a rational basis will be possible. (Most of such 
treatments used at present time consist of one or more layers of viscoelastic material bonded between metallic or other 
stiff structural members.) As a matter of fact, equations providing multilayer beams or plate flexural rigidity can be used 
to derive elastic modulus and loss factor (the pair of parameters used commonly to describe viscoelastic materials) from 
observed resonant frequencies and modal damping. Applications are widely described; jet engines, inlets and components, 
avionics, as said above. From an aeronautical standpoint, however, the most important applications are constrained layers 
of elastomeric damping materials, either to increase service life or to reduce noise; so, fatigue cracks in secondary 
structures can frequently be prevented or minimized through the application of additive damping. 

2.S   Special Problems 

Arduini7 analyzed some anomalous behaviour observed in the San Marco satellite. The anomalies can be explained if 
one introduces damping into the equation of motion of the satellite. Detailed analysis (and su^estions for future work in 
this area) proves the importance of the subject, for which further data may be of significant value. 

Gaudriot et al." examined the effects of instrumentation to be applied to a structure when applied for damping 
purposes. Several examples of special techniques developed for general and for special purposes are given by the Authors. 
The results could be applied also to non-aerospace structures. 

In my opinion, some of the ideas and concepts of this paper can be considered to be a real guide in mounting of anti- 
vibration and shock devices. The reader is referred to the written version of the paper for technical details. 

3.    RESULT OF THE MEETING 

It is now possible to draw a general conclusion on the result of the Meeting. Was it successful? Was it useful? 

It was certainly successful, also on account of the interesting discussions with which every session was concluded, 
and which cannot even be summarized here. However, such discussions proved the great interest of the subject of 
damping to the aerospace community. 

As far as the usefulness of the Meeting is concerned we must define the different areas of the aerospace community 
to which it was directed: 

(i)   Universities - In my opinion, the general papers (eg., Ottens, Mead, BaWacci) are of prime interest from a 
didactical point of view. In courses of Applied Mechanics, Aerospace Structures, Aircraft Vibration, very little 
is said about the problem of incorporating damping into the frame of the general mechanical problem. Also, 
the complete Report can be considered as the first textbook on Damping in Aerospace Structures. 

On the baas of a careful selection of the topics listed in all the papers, a hmc ünpfementetion of such items is 
possible. Bibliographic references (some 239 altogether) are such that also preparation of a complete teaching 
course on the subject seems to be possible. 

(ii)   Industry - Nearly all the papers presented at the Meeting are of interest for industrial applications. Desifners 
may find useful data in thf work done, e.g., by Georp, Dejener, Phillips, Jones and Wada. Procedures for 
experimental determination of coefficients, numerical values to be used, practical rules to account for damping 
effects, are base information that can be found in such papers. The reader might sometimes be surprised or 
disappointed by the data scattering, it should be borne in mind, however, that this is a feature of the 
phenomenon itself, reflecting the state of the art of our present knowledge. It is also important to notice, 
however that scattering is greatly reduced if damping for wide daases of structures («4.,"aircraft"; "soaceenft"; 
"rockets") is considered and a bask improvement may be readied only if such are» shad be considerabty 
reduced (e.g., "wing"; "aileron": "mounting pod", etc.). 

(iU) Research - Substantially similar cowderetlons wBI hold also for research. Many papers, even these devoted to 
special problems, contain observations and description of phenomena whkh are really starting points for ntw 
research areas. 

4.    WHATISMISaNG? 

A deeper insist into the physical mechaitlsm «id the inherent reasoas of dampifig is a god that has not yet been 
achieved. Thfe is a feature comrooe to maay other fteMi^ II** as 
until the "core*' of such phenomena k discovered and studied, time is Bttte hope that itfrrilkaiit advaaots in tte 
prediction of ttem may reaBy be obtained. Such foais may be achieved only from coopetation between engiwBBs and 
physeäts. 

AÄo.anofter^^cthrewiamiHäiif (M^thfeisiaytoill>: tiie"itei0s,,ofaw««f4ti wtths^edßöldimpi«« 
prapertte (ahhouiM first examife 
a doaer fawiilit into Urn leal midaiitmdfag of flie phaaoiimioii wM be iiareiiiiy. 
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From a practical standpoint, the review and listing of experimental data is far from being complete. What is known 
to us to-day is that typical values may be given for special classes of structures: but, as said before, such classes are too 
broad to be of a real help to the designer. Factors of uncertainty of 10 are far from being uncommon, and the same 
factor is applicable to related design quantities. A more careful review of existing data and classification into narrower 
categories should be performed. This is a very big, time consuming, and expensive job, and doubts might be inferred 
whether this is within AGARD's scope. This is, however, in my opinion, the most ambitious medium term objective that 
the aerospace technical community can reasonably consider reaching in the future for so important a problem. Because 
this at least has been a great result of our meeting - damping is a real problem. 
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF HAMPIHG POP. STEUCTOBAL RESPOHSE AHALYSIS 
by 

H.H. Ottena 
Katioaal Aerospace Laboratoir NtR 
1059 CM Aasterdaffl, The Netherlands 

SUMMARY 

A sunrey is presented of damping models that are ocaaaonly used in the structural response analysis of 
aerospace structures. The various damping models are evaluated with respect to the required knowledge of 
structural damping, the mathraaatical complexity and the accuracy of the calculated response. The survey is 
limited to linear damping models and special attention has been given to models which represent lightly 
damped structures. 
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ae effect of material dunpinf «s the vibratims of ttrueturta is ««wily obatrvable. When the driving 
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rotation, out of eenaidtPAti«»). Thia »Imottt vulgar d»«rv»ti«» do«« sot titter tbe fact that the physical 
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2.  MODELS OF THE DAMPIHG MECHANISM 

In a vitrating structure an exchange takes place betveen kinetic and potential energy. During this 
interaction danping removes energy fro» the vibrating structure by radiation and dissipation. The radiated 
part is associated with acoustic or aerodynajnic daaping, the dissipated part with structural damping. This 
distinction, however, is rather formal as in many cases the two parts cannot be separated. Anyway, the 
damping models treated in this paper will be concentrated on structural dan»in*;. 

With that, nothing has been said about the way in which the energy dissipates: by internal friction, 
friction of slipping surfaces or other sources. The effect of these daaping mechaaiaaa has to be incorp- 
orated in the specific damping models. 

According to the phenoaenological approach it is necessary to apply daaping models in response analyses 
which are adequately managable in calculations and which are able to stand the confrontation of analytical 
and experimental response results. The question remains unresolved as to which extend these models should 
be inherently consistent in their physical features. It may come out, therefore, that different linsar 
daaping models have to used for low and for high amplitudes. 

A damping measure which is comnonly employed in setting np daaping models is the quantity of the 
energy, D, that is dissipated during one cycle of a harmonic motion. This quantity is related to the 
maximum potential energy stored in the structure, V, by the introduction of a losa factor n 

n " D/2irV 

In general this loss factor is a function of frequency and amplitude. For aerospace structures the loss 
factor is usually small (1.10-5 to 0.2) »Ithough larger values may occur when special da^iers are implement- 
ed in the structure. 

In looking for an adequate mathematical formulation for the daaping model an important point that has 
to be decided is whether the loss factor should depend on amplitude or not, in other words whether the 
model should be linear. In a vast majority of the publications linearity has been adopted, mainly because 
of two reasons (Ref.l): 

a the models are sufficiently accurate 
b they are ccmputationaUy more economical 

In engineering practice the idea is generally accepted that linearity is allowed in the case of low 
amplitudes levels. When the loav  factor is expected to depend on the amplitude different loss factors are 
estimated for various amplitude levels. 

In specific cases, however, it is admitted that linear damping models are not accurate enough. Study- 
ing e.g. phenomena where friction of joints plays an important role a nonlinear damping model, where the 
daaping force depends on the sign of the relative velocity, should be adopted. Effects of nonlinearities 
for aircraft structures are discussed e.g. by Haidl (Bef.2) and Breitbaeh (Ref.3). 

In this paper a restriction will b* made to linear damping models as they govern a aajor part of 
structural response probleaa. Various daaping models have been proposed and used. Reviews of these model« 
are given e.g. by Praeys de VeubeSte (Re.'.i), by Bert (Ref.l), by Crandall (Ref,5) or by Grab«» (Ref.6). 
The most usual models will be discussed here in some detail in application to a simple aass-spring system. 

2.1 Viscous damping model 

This model has a clear physical meaning. Energy is dissipated by fluid frietiea and a typical applicat- 
ion is the dash pot. The da«ping force, Fp, is proportional to the velocity of the motion, tt 

F_ ■ - c* 

where c is the viieou« daaping factor. The dissipated «ntrgy during one cycle of a h«»onic notion with 
frequency « is 

viier« a is the amplitude of the notion. 

D ■ s c ae 

Cmmmlf, the dsspinf factor is fiven as a fractiois of the critical dsrapisi «feieh is the dtaping for 
which the aotion ia just not haraonie anysor«. This critical »»la« is 

er n 

wfcere a and «   are the mms and the natwr«! ftrsquwiey of tt« »ass-spring tyat«*. Tb« vi«co«« daspiog ratio. 
I, is 

S • e/c er 

9M saxiMaa stored potmtial «acrgy i« 

V • I k a2 

«her« k is the spring stifffetas. 9M rtlstionship betwws g «ai tit« less factor n ia 
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TbiB  showe that the loss factor is proportional with ta. 

When the viscous damping model is applied to represent the structural damping its pbeoooenological 
value fades away as the frequency dependence of the loss factor is not ohssnred generally. In reference 5 
it is discussed that the role of damping is only important when the frequency of the driving force is near 
the resonance frequency of the structure. This is illustrated in figure 1, where differences in frequency 
response functions emerge only near the resonance frequency. 

A constant equivalent viscous damping ratio, Beq» """y ^e established which juatches the loss factor 
velue for u « (CJJ, no matter how the factor depends on frequency: 

a « 2 n 
eq     (0=»^ 

This is shown in figure 2. Although this equivalent damping value may be incorrect for all other freqencies 
except the resonance frequency the response results will still be sufficiently accurate. 

A great advantage of the use of the viscous damping model is its applicability in both traasient and 
steady state response analyses without heing troubled by inherent inconsistence in the damping model. 

2.2 Hysteretic damping model 

For many structures it has been observed that the loss factor is independent of the frequency, at 
least in a certain frequency range. The hysteretic damping model has heen designed to cover this observation. 
The damping force is proportional to the displacement of the motion, at, and 90° out of phase 

Fp ■ - ihx 

where h is the hysteretic damping factor. The dissipated energy per cycle of a harmonic motion is 

D ■ IT h a 

where a is the amplitude of the motion. 
The maximum stored potential energy is V « i k a^ and the resulting loss factor is 

'■I 
which is indeed independent on frequency. 

It should be noted that material hysteresis due to the plasticity is not included as this is nonlinear 
in nature. 

A main disadvantage of using the hysteretic damping model is discussed by Fraeys de Veuheke, Crandall 
and others (Ref. 1«,5,7). It was shown that using a hysteretic damping model the response on a unit impulse 
is not causal that means the response depends not only on the previous history of the excitation hut also 
on the future behaviour. It is therefore stated that the hysteretic daaping model can only he used for 
steady state response analyses but not for transient analyses. 

2.3 More advanced aodels 

For the description of the damping characteristics the previously described models can be considered 
as firist approximations. For the hysteretic damping model only the stiffness has to he knows besides the 
damping factor, and for the equivalent viscous damping model also the resonance frequency. More advanced 
damping models hare been designed by taking the freedom to choose one or more additional system parameters. 
This implies of course that more experimental data conceiving material and structure should he available. 

An extension of the simple viscous damping or Kelvia-Veigt model (shown in figure 3) is the so-called 
standard linear solid. This three paraaaeteer model is shows in figure k. In this model not only the 
instantaneous applied force hut also the previously applied loading is taken into account. Formally written 
the damping force is 

t 
Pn -  / «(t,T) X(T) dT 

•■Xmm 

«here x is the displaceaest and # is a wmory fasetion. Fraeys de Venheke (Ref.b) has shorn that «his model 
can he intcrpretated as a viscous damping model with frequeaey dependent damping sad stifftwss parameter. 

An evaluation of sort parameter modtlM  is given by mine (Ref.8). A vid« class of frequancy dependent 
dating behaviour em be constructed if only enough experimeat«! data Km «vula&le to eat Allah all 
necessary paraaetera. 

Use agiplication .>f thesi »ore complicated daaping motels for reirpoase calculatieB« m «erospaee 
structures is very limited. They are mainly usefttl for damping investlgatio«» on specific material rather 
than on eaqdex struetares. 



3.  IMPIÄEHTATIOH OP DAMPING MODELS IS RESPONSE CALCULATIONS 

Besides reflecting essential physical features, the cUuaping mechanisBS should allow proper 
implementation in response calculation formulations. These calculations can he as siople as modelling 
the structure into a single beam element but also as complicated as using a finite element representat- 
ion. The refinement of the model depends of courae on the available information and the desired 
accuracy of the results. 

When the structure is built up frcoi elements with known damping characteristics a proper damping 
matrix can be determined leading to the equations of motion, for viscous damping 

and for hysteretic damping 

(as} m  + [cl {i} + (k] {x} - {f{t)} 

(m) m  + ((k) + i (hi) {x} - {f(t)} 

{x} is a vector representing the displacements in a number of points of the structure. The elements 
of the damping matrix [cj or [h] may be derived from results of investigations in which the damping 
characteristics have been determined of more or less homogeneous test specimens. These characteristics 
have provided sometimes the basis to design the more advanced damping models pointed out before. 

A large number of publications on damping deals with this kind of investigations. In particular 
damping of joints {e.g. Ref,9,10), of stiffened panels (e.g. Ref.11,12), of sandwich plates and beams 
(e.g. Ref.13,ll») and of raultilayered beams with visco-elastic l^ers (e.g. Eef.15) have been reported. 

The results of these investigations are used in the design phase of a structure in order to pursue an 
optimal solution. For example, while designing an acoustically loaded stiffened panel the results of 
coaparitive studies of damping of various panel configurations may be very useful. An optimal panel can 
be designed and the danger of acoustic fatigue can be diminshed. Another important application of the 
results of these specimen studies is the improvement of damping properties of existing structure e.g. by 
adding visco-elastic layers. 

Theoretically it is possible using the damping data for each component to construct a damping matrix 
for a complex structure e.g. by applying a finite element method. In practice, however, the damping data 
of the individual components show a wide scatter. This is illustrated in figure 5 where dashing data of 
stiffened panels are shown, as gathered by Hay (Ref.1l). A complex aerospace structure consists of a 
large number of panels and joints each with its own uncertainties with respect to dastping that a» accurate 
determination of the damping in this way seems unfeasible. 

For these structures damping can only be represented by quantities delaing with the energy dissipat- 
ion of the total structure disregarding the damping in the individual components. In that case introduct- 
ion of modal damping factors is appropriate. Because of the importance of this category a separate 
discussion is given in the next chapter. 

1*.  MODAL METHODS FOR STRUCTURAL RESPONSE ANALtSIS 

A very coBmon way to analyse damped structures is to use a modal approach, which is permitted when 
only the response of the structure within a certain frequency range is of interest. Then the response can 
be expressed by means of a limited nxmber of vibration modes, the reduction of the extent of the calculat- 
ions is the advantage of this approach. 

h.\    Methods using vibration modes of the undraaped structure 

For lightly damped structures the vibration modes of the undaaped structure «re taken in the modal 
representation. These modes follow from the equations of motion 

H {»} ♦ W {x} - {OJ 

Substitution of a harmonic solution M  ■ {f} ei«* leads to «n eigenvalue profclea froa which the natural 
frequencies wj «id their corresponding node shapes l9)i  eas be established. Introduction of the amplitude» 
of the modes qi  as generalised coordinates the following tra&sfonuition 

M'U'h   % 

leads to the uncoupled, modal equations of motion 

2 Mii V«I *ii *i • ri(t> 

where MJJ and FjiCt) are the generalised nasses and forcing functions defined by 

«ii • ™i N ^i 
r.(t) - {f)J {f{t)) 

-^ •=a 

Using the use transformation gm«raliB«d daaping aatiiees csa fee «terived 
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C..  - Wl  (c) l*}. 

H.. - {«•}T [hj M. 
U    i      J 

In general the generalized damping matrices are nondiagonal so that the modal equations are coupled. 

Hasselman (Ref.l6) has shown that for viscous daarping the influence of the coupling terms on the 
responst-- can be neglected if 

C. . 
-ill 
C. I 
11 

« 1 

where 8^ is the viscous damping ratio of the i**1 aode. 
This inequality holds depending on three paraaeters: 

1 magnitude of fj; 
2 ratio of off-diagonal and.  diagonal terms (Cij/Cji) 
3 frequency separation (DJ.-ADJ-I) 

Writing the derivation of the generalized damping matrix in this way is a tit foraal as the proper 
determination of the matrices [c] or [h] is nearly impossible for a complex  aerospace structure, as 
discussed in the previous chapteir. 

Sometimes the concept of the proportional damping matrix, introduced by Bayleigh, is used 

1°) x »T [«1 + ^ W 

or the extension given hy Caughey (Ref.17) 

This damping matrix is introduced for aathe^tical convenience, as it does not couple the modal equations 
of motion. But as this matrix has no physical meaning proper determination of the proportionality factors 
is difficult. Usually these factors are related to the modal damping factors, but then the modal daaping 
factors can better be used directly instead of firstly derive a proportional damping matrix which will be 
used in the modal equations. 

Conaoniy damping is introduced on modal level. This means that each »ode has its own viscous or 
hyateretic damping value. These modal damping values have to estimated froR previoms experience on similar 
structures or can be measured afterwards by means of growid vibration tests. 

An assessment of the modal danping values can be obtained using the method proposed by Biggs. The 
modal daaping value is derived frost the loss factor of the various used materials 

i v2 *; (i). 
nr 

max 

th where nj is the loss factor of element j and Vjaax £> *^e swximn potential eaeargy of eleaent j in the i 
mode. This method is used to determine th« dasping values of structural components. 
Application to aerospace structures has not been reported and «My be rather difficult also bee»»« Lo«^ 
(Ref.19) has reported that for spacecraft structures up to 25 £ ?** the damping results from son-load 
carzying parts such as cable booms and themal blankets. 

For a particular structure measured modal daaping values are the most reliable but, as they can only 
be obtained fron ground vibration »ests, they srm only available in a rather late stage of the design. 
This disadvantage can partly be ov«rcoo« «Hen vtbraticai tests «re perfoxsed on svflxtruetw««. Kan« et «1 
(Ref .20) have proposed a method to derive «xtsl danping data for the eoaplete structure trem meaaured 
motel damping values for the svdistnactures. ft« method has bees applied tnalysiag the Space Shuttle (Ref. 
21). 

h.2   Methods using vibration »odes of the taped »traeture 

Wim the aodal eguations arc uneoi^led the respoas« i« otetaiaed by SUMMAJOB of the respaae of the 
iBdividoal aodss. She modal response can he ealeolsUd by direet stepdse integrati«» or wing WIM»! 
integrals. 

When   the e^aatiaia of sotioB arc sensed a direct »tepiriee Istegrafeic« aethod &m stiU he allied. 
f&r transient aaalyMt this amy he m ^pr^i'd* aetkoä hM l^r hemseie ws^pe«»« memSynm titis mmthoA 
My he «wieMy «» it tdces sow tto» hefsre th« ■%••& ■%»*» eolalioB ia stotrtned, 

for  hmemmis loading tad also far randoa lomtämg teK^pMag of the e^nctia» by Introd^i^i daaped 
vilawtion aodn map he »efttl. for •traetww vitk wiapmm dn^ag the deriTOtioa it «1*1® by fmm ftof.2&} 
«A tof »tmetiaws with hyetereti« dayiRg by Mted (lef.as). &• «ftUtad» of «he dinpcd vltertiis» as*» 
mm ttemm m mm gmmAimA axst&amltm »MA aov ^epmä am Wbm ftM^nIng. Mead hat ifpUed this Bethod ia 
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analyzing sandwich beams and plates (Ref. 13)- Changes in the dampiiig, however, alter the generalized 
coordinates which is unattractive as damping is a rather uncertain paraaeter. Further, the modal response 
analysis using damped vibration modes is slightly more complicated as all generalized quantities are 
complex. 

Reviews of the features of various general purpose computer programmes for vibration analyses are 
given by Helson (Ref.26) and by labert (Ref.27). In table 1 a list is presented taken from reference 27 
showing the modelling features available in the various progranmes. 

5.  RESPONSE CALCULATIONS 

When response calculations are made damping values have to quantified. Even for a simple danraing 
representation using modal damping values it is difficult to obtain proper damping values already in the 
design phase. As the role of damping on the response is important the question arises whether incorrect 
damping values lead to •«n improper basic design of the structure. This is true for spacecraft structures 
but hardly true for aircraft structures. 

Consider for example the response of an aircraft on a landing impact or store separation. For these 
calculations the structural damping is only a small part of the total damping as the aerodynamic loading 
provides the major contribution. For the design of specific parts, such as panels which are acoustically 
loaded, the structural damping is an important parameter. If no proper damping information is available low 
values are taken as a conservative measure. Such a proceeding does hardly not affect the basic design of 
the structure. 

An important design oriteriua for a spacecraft, on the other hand, is that the spacecraft structure 
must withstand severe dynamic tests. Having calculated the transient response of a spaceeraft-laancher 
combination on ignition of one of the various stages the maximum loading is used in the dynamic tests as 
an upper limit. An example of these calculations is given in figure 7. The response is calculated of the 
ABS satellite and SCOOT launcher on the ignition of the third stage. (Ref.22,23) 

If during the tests these limit load levels are still exceeded the input test levels may be notched. 
As these load levels are derived from response calculations the role of damping is obvious: the limit load 
levels in the spacecraft structure are more or less dictated by the used damping values. 

A review of all available damping data for spacecraft structures will be very helpful. 
spacecraft such a review has been given in figure 7 (Hef,l8). 

For European 

6. EXPEHIMEHTAL VERIFICATION 

The choice of the method to calculate the response is also influenced by the possibility to adjust 
the damping factor afterwards so as to agree with measured results. When the modal approach using undamped 
vibration modes is applied not only the final response but also intensediate results can be checked. By 
perfoming a ground vibration test, modal ijuantities (natural frequencies, mode shapes, generalized masses 
and modal damping factors) can be measured. These quantities can be used to improve the analytical model. 
As already discussed in chapter h this vibration test may be the first opportunity to obtain proper damping 
data for this particular structure. 

Also basic assumptions, such as whether the intensodal coupling can be neglected or not, can be 
experimentally verified. The difficulties and possibilities of measuring modal couuling terms are discussed 
by Coupry (Ref.28). 

When damped vibration modes are used in the modal representation experimental verification of the 
modal results is very difficult as measuring damped vibration »»des is nearly impossible. Then, and aüso 
when the original set of equations of motion is directly integrated, only the final response can be 
verified. If the agreement between calculated and measured results is poor little is known about the 
defects in the analytical model. 

7. COSSUJSIOiS 

At this msmmt various damping models ar« available to describe structural daaaping mechanisag. Success 
in «p^iyiug the» depends on the fortunate etioiee of the varieus paraaeters which, however, is not guaranteed 
by ^drrent experience. 

For response asalyses of eonplex aeroapaec structures a modal approach and the coasequeist use of modal 
damping values is appropriate, a« modal dsapiag ttaa be considered either viseou» or hysteretic. 

In the dealgB phase the drnping value« that have to be chosen are often only eonjeetured. For aircraft 
structures this dorn Dot lead to aaeertalaity in the basis design but for spaeecraft structures the limit 
load levels are dapeadeat «a the applied damping values. Incorrect daoping values m^ lead to an inpropcr 
desigo. 

CoUeetioB and evaluation of available wmavanA dashing data of satellite structures se« a rational 
first step to clear t^ vhe desigm aBcertaielties. 
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TABLE 1 Linear dynamic modelling features in general pin-pose computer progrananes (Ref.27) 
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PREDICTION 0? TIffi STRUCTDBAL DATING 

OF A VIBRATING STIFFENED PLATE 

by 

Denys J. Mead 

Department cf Aeronautics & Astronautics 
University of Southampton 

Southampton, S09 5NH, England 

SIMÄBY 

This paper outlines the sources of energy dissipation in a vibrating stiffened 
plate, typical of a fuselage stringer-skin structure. For a particular specimen, 
the principal source was identified as the riveted joints attaching the skin to the 
stringer. These undergo oscillating tension / compression loads (in the direction 
of the rivet axis) «hen the plate vibrates. 

An experiment is described which attempted to measure the basic damping 
characteristic of a single riveted joint loaded harmonically in this way. The non- 
linearity of the damping was clearly demonstrated, as was the effect of an air- 
pumping mechanism in the joint. The results of the experiment were used to predict 
the dating of a riveted stringer-skin structure containing tacny such joints. The 
predicted damping is compared with the value actually measured. The results are of 
the sane order of magnitude, but the numerical difference highlights the difficulties 
involved in undertaking such damping studies. 

fe 

1. ISTHODgCTIOM 

Several different energy sinks contribute to the danping of the high frequency vibrations of 
stiffened piste structures. The material of the structure is never perfectly elastic, and dissipates 
energy as it undergoes stress cycles. As the surface of the structure vibrates in its plate flsxural 
modes, the surrounding medium (air) is made to vibrate and acoustic energy is radiated sway from the sur- 
face. If there is an aerodynamic flaw over the surf«», further vibratianal energy con be lost to the air 
by a different mechanism. 

It is well-known that a jointed structure is more highly damped than one which is continuous and 
machined out of a solid block. As the riveted or bolted joints are subjected to oscillating loads due to 
the vibration, the inherent flexibility of the joint permits some degree of relative motion between the 
joint interfaces. This «ay only be due to higfc shear strains in the surface layers, but on account of the 
high strain more energy is dissipated in the layers than would be dissipated if the structure were 
continuous. The local discontinuities ant stress concentrations due to joints therefore cause extra energy 
to be dissipated. If the relative motion involves actual slipping and dynamic friction, much more energy 
will be lost at the interface. 

Further structural damping can derive fro» noarstruetural items attached to the structure, e.g. pipes 
and cables, passenger chairs and luggage pallets, the attachoents of these conpcments will not be 
perfectly rigid, will allow son relative movcnants and so will allow energy to be dissipated. However, 
it is in those regions of the aerospace vehicle which do not haw such attached items that the danping is 
lowest, and of greatest importance.  In those regions, the resonant vibration responses are likely to be 
highest. It is of value, therefore, to study the sources «ad aeehanisat of draping in lightly-daved 
built-up structures. 

The material damping of alundniun allov etiueturea is known to contribute only a tiny proportion to 
the total dating *■*■'.   Acoustic damping (2) caa soMtlau be the major damping sink, but this has a 
frequancy-dependant damping mechanism which is anenoble to analytical study and is now well-understood. 
So«» nodes of vibration of stiffened plate« have very low acoustic dompiag. Aerodynamie danping depends 
on the speed of the flow over the structure and vanishes at tars flew speed. For »mm structural modas 
and «dar wem operating csnditiona, the structural daapiag fron the joints is the largest contributor to 
the total danping «id for this reaeoc this present work «as uadertakoR. 

a stiffened plate vibrates, tha note of flexwral plat« vihration along a line acre»« the 
stiffamrs {stringers) my be of the fa» indicated is flfure 1. Is sane node« (e.g. le) the plat« 
inarti« fareas «xad to pall the plat« «way fron the «tiffanars, «ad put the attochmnat «iwits is a stat« 
of ftaeesating 'nomal tDesion'. la otter nodes (e.g. la) tin plat« is tandiag to «wist th« stiffamr, 
«Bd la «uhjectiiig tk« «ttadwmt rivet «id Joist to a mtmmt   «hicti is tr«B«f«rr«d ist« &m atiffMat. 
Th« joint th« tea a 'wmmt'  loading. Vhen the «eiffener itself tends, tte son« joists «re subjaeted to 
stear imsm- which Und to A« roe« of eteste of tending lead« is ehr stiffosor-teai eonponoats. tte joist 
ttea has « '«tear lo«diag*. 

TtetM cteM typ«» of loading, to te known as Nad« A, iod« B «ad IM« C, mem itluatratad is fwrtter 
dstail is Fipra 2. ReCic« «hat is both MedM A and Bt tte eseillattsg ourvatiBfa in tte plat« mmt eana« 
a parlodlc opasiBg 'and eloofnt of a pf teOMas tte plat« and tte atifitaaac flaain» pecwiia* ttem la so 
joiatiag eonpomd tetwaes tte istarfaens. Hit« nay mmmm as actual pariodie iapiet of l&a flat« and 
flanp ««fa«» wWeh nay caaM «targy te te ^.aaipatad tiHro^i HKxeae^ie local plastic dafecnatiea. 

•i' 
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It will certainly cause air to be pumped in mid  out of the fluctuating gap and this results in a powerful 
air-punpiag damping mechaaism "'. This is partially due to viscous aerodynamic losses in the small gap 
but also to acoustic energy losses as the air gap acts as an acoustic line source. 

The rivet in Mode A is subjected to oscillating normal tension and it Is conceivable that high shear 
strains (and relative slipping?) can occur between the rivet sides sai  the internal surface of the rivet 
hole. Oscillating compression stresses 'U exist between the rivet lead and the plate surface, and at 
all such points ot stress concentration, energy will be dissipated. It will be assumed that the amount 
of energy dissipated per cycle in this mode depends on the amplitude of the normal tension force acting 
on the rivet. 

In Mode B, the whole joint is subjected to an oscillating moment. If the joint interfaces are 
initially in good contact, this mo&ent will cause oscillating tension/compression forces on the rivet, 
with associated oscillating compression forces on the adjacent interface surfaces. Some of the moment 
may also be transmitted along the rivet in a rivet bending mode. Each of these fluctuating forces can 
cause energy to be dissipated as described for Mode A. The energy dissipated per cycle depends on the 
amplitude of the moment transmitted from plate to stiffener. 

In Mode C, the joint is subjected to simple shear in the mode for which a rivet is designed. The 
mechanism of the interface damping has been described previously '" and is clearly associated with shear 
deformation and ultimately with relative slipping of the interfaces. The energy dissipated per cycle 
depends on the amplitude of the shear force transmitted across the joint. 

AttenDts have been made to analyse the energy dissipation of very ideal joints under Mode C 
loading "'. The frictional shear stresses and degree of slipping all depend upon the normal pressure 
between the plates, «id in a riveted joint this depends up«« the technique of forming the rivet. For 
the average riveted joint the normal pressure is unknown sod almost uncontrollable. There sees» to be 
little hope of a mathematical analysis of the doping of such a riveted joint. Analysis of the  damping 
of the joints airier the Mode A «id B types of loading is even more intractable, and its magnitude is 
even more sensitive (it would seem) to manufacturing inconsistencies from one joint to «Bother. A 
series of experiments has therefore been conducted to measure the energy dissipation in specially prepared 
single-joint specimens, designed to subject the joints to either Mode A, B or C type loading. Several 
joints of each type were made in order to investigate consistency of duping (or otherwise) between 
different specimens. Each specimen consisted basically of two Alclad strips 23 mm wide, 1.2 mm thick, 
jointed with a single mushroom-he»} rivet (Sural) of 3 mm diameter. 

fftwa the energy dissipation characteristics of a joint are known, it is possible to estimate the 
contribution of that joint to the total damping of a structure in which the joint is incorporated. The 
mode of vibration of the structure must, of course, be known. This paper presents a simple theory for 
predicting the total damping of a malti-jointed structure, vibrating in a known «ode. Also derived is 
the cross-damping coefficient deriving from the joint dissipation which ev.a4.les a pair of the otherwise 
normal modes of vibration of the structure. 

This theory, and the measured values of the joist energy dissipation rate, are then used to predict 
the damping of • plate with multiple stiffeningt ell of which is attached to die plate by rivets of the 
same type as used in the single-joint tests. Only one mode of vibration has been considered, in which 
the riveted joints between plate and stiffening wer« stAjected to Mode A loads. This mode of vibration 
was chosen as it was relatively simple to calculate tk« joint loads. In the other modes, the joint 
loads could only be found approximately and with great difficulty. 

the warte described in this paper is associated only with steady-state harmonic (or near-harmonic) 
vibratiea. Further work is required to investigate its relevance to transieat or random vibration. 

2. THE csiMcwaunm OF mscrmuu. JOISTS 

A joint possesses both flexibility and damping capacity.   To incorporate its effect in a vibration 
analysis one requires a model of it« stiffness «id «'aapiag meduaisms.   The stiffness most ttkm account 
of the loss of stiffness ia Che adjacent structure dm to the stress rc-dlstribatioas close to the joint, 
as well as of eh« stiffness of the joieiag «lameat itself.   The daaplag must take acceunt «f any 
alippiag «d CealoBb frietim oeetirriag withia the joist, a« veil «a eh« effect« of macroscopic plastic 
defoematioa« at the joint ttrM« eaacsatraeioa«. 

to obtain a detailed model of spriag-daaper-frieeieB «Umaat« for only on« particular joiat would 
involwa a fonddable analy«!«.   It «oold be «ithiakable to csandae all the different joiat« ia • typical 
«cro-epae« vehicle,   lowevar, it «ill ha crgaed that a detailed model of the joint i« not required.   It 
ia only aaeessary to know eb« amount of aaargy dissipated ia one cycle of given load ea ehe joist, rather 
than a totalled l©ad-*»fl«e«4on relatioaaMp for eh« joint.   Tin ttmmt i« «acy to datcrmiae «xparlmcstally. 
The latter is a««.   IS is «Is« desirable (bat see almya saeesawcy) to kasw the ovarall «tiffaeM «f eh« 
joiat, aad ebia can samatian be maaaared, thragi wiiA difficalty.   These two quantiei«« eas be aaeoel»»«* 
wit* Iwit tm eerie« «leanes t» a model of efw joiat.   HW diaalpaeioa will b« associated witb a 'ffiNI- 
HSIÖ BtSSmttOi' repreaeatad by B ea ftgwt« 3a, aad the «tiffaew by eh« spriat kj on rignt« 3a. 

A ,S«mi-tlgld OlMipatar* is « hypottocieal daamat which dissipat«« awHrgy at a cyclic rate which 
ia depeadsae em eh« «apliead« of eh« low« «ctiag oa it.   It ia caltad 'uami-ritii' bacaaa« «ka r«lativa 
diaplaeaMse «on»« it» «xtnadtiM A aad I is aafligiHy nail.   If ie mmtm «etaally «are, of eowrse, 
so anercp emU be diasipatad ia a real «teasse of tMs type, bat ia a raal joiat f*a aetaal üsplaca- 
aaat aeraaa eha «laatee« «Ueh 4e Oa diaaipaeiaf is careäialy aaeh IHM MM tfea diaplaeaaaat aeteaa Ite 
spiiat ki «Ucfe capraaaats ate atiffaaaa (mi ftaciMUtf) ef eke «anroaadiaf pmet of IAM jaiat.   ffarehar- 
aera, &m ^uneial mmtgf aaaaeiaCad vitk da^lacaaaaes «itUa ÖM iiwtlfaeia« pare c* tto Jaiat is likely 
to b« maA laaa ttae &m pecaMd^t mtmff aaaaeiaead witt <U»laeaMat« of tte mummMmg f*t»* 
lätxqßtim, Aaa, te is jastiflAla to «^wafaw UM jelae late &m tm «Mpaamts -eaa «Utdi toflaets 

mm^mmimm 
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and «tores energy, and the other which does not deflect but dissipates energy. 

The semi-rigid dissipator will be quantified by the 'Joint Dissipation Co«fficient', J. If the 
joint («id the element) is subjected to a cyclic load of amplitude P, then the cyclic energy dissipation 
D is given by 

D • J.P2 . (1) 

If the dissipator is linear, J is constant and then represents the cyclic dissipation at unit load 
amplitude. When dissipation stem from non-linear mechanisas, such aa Coulomb friction or plastic 
deformation, J depends on the magnitude of P. Experimental evidence (as trill be seen later) suggests that 
J is constant at low load levels but increases at higher load levels. 

For further justification of the semi-rigid dissipator hypothesis, consider Figure 3b which represents 
the joint by three simple (and conventional) elements - two springs and a linear hysteretie damper. This 
is the r.ext-to-simplest model of a real joint. Separate values cannot reliably be assigned to the three 
elements. Experiments can determine the overall stiffness and the overall cyclic dissipation, but a third 
quantity must be measured if the three element values are to be determined. The quantity required is the 
ratic of relative displacements A to C and A to S. The relative displacement A to C clearly cannot be 
measured as point C is inaccessible inside the real joint. The two-element model of Figure 3a can just 
as adequately represent the joint, at least for harmonic vibration conditions. 

3. THE DAMPING OF STBIJCTDRES DIB TO DISSIPATIO» 
AT JOISTS  ""*" 

Suppose the r6*1 joint in a structure is characterized by Jr and k,., and is used to connect two 
flexible linear elements characterized by K^ and Kg (see Figure 3c}. The displacements at A and D «re 
Xx and X2  Elements kr «id KB can be combined into the simple linear stiffness (1/kr + l/Kg)"! ■ Keß. 
If the stiffness of the joint, kr, is much greater than that of the element Kg, then KCD * Kg, and the 
joint can be regarded as being effectively rigid. The relative displacement across CD is, by the hypo- 
thesis regarding the dissipator, the same as that across AD. The force in the coabiaed spring KQ) is 
then Kmd? - %i) •    If Ziand Xj >re varying harmonically, the amplitude of the force in the spring is 
K0)(X2 - Xx), and this is also the amplitude of the force aa  the dissipator. The energy dissipated per 
cycle by this joint is then 

Dr " Jr "CD »T7*!)2. (2) 

Now suppose the whole system of all such elements together with the systea masses is forced to vibrate 
harmonically at frequency u in two principal modes whose principal co-ordinates are qg^os ut «id 
qn cos (ut ♦ e). The displacements Xx and X2 are now given by 

xl " <»i_q_co« »t + o,ltq_co« (ut ♦ e) 

and 

«taV08 Mt + 'inV0- 

c
'la> a2a> *tc., clearly define the «ode of vibration. The aaplitmi« of the relativ« notion. Xx - Xj 
can now be evaluated, fro« which one find« the following expression for the «yclic dissipation at eh« 
joint: 

»r " ^(»2. " «u^M + 4 <a2« " alA 

* »L^Z« " al«)<a2« ' VW0« e } ' 
(3) 

tet the generalized direct hysteretie dampiag coefficients for tta two aod«s be R^ and B^, and the 
cress-danping coefficient b« H^. In ten* of these «oefficlent», the energy dissipated per cycle whan 
the two «odes co-exist is given by 

{^md   ♦ «m,^ + 28«%Hi«» «} (*) 

Coapariag the above two expreasi«», it is evident chat tfe« eonerlbntioBS fna the joint dissipatioa 
to the generalized daapisg coefficients art 

^"ir«!»^-"^2 

**** m ** "to {*2* V 
4a_ ^ (*ai »te»^ " V 

(S«) 

(») 

(Sc) 

Row thm turn XQ}(«^ - «j^ is tkm amfUtwä* «f CIM f«e« is &» sptiag K^ (■ tim fore« ao tte ttt jeiat} 
vhm ttm sfttmymnrnttm «läi «nie % is tto MM a.   UfandM, l«^8*» ~ mld ^ ^tm —fUtmim «t &m 
tote» em the r** joint timm the systea vikratM »itti wAt ^ is ms a.   Omtatm timm tmtm sapliMtas 
kj pm »mi pmt se that &!_ • Jetp/» «tc.   If ttomm mm t »mek jsists is tiM iAol« syataa,» ths gmmM 
tvm for th« tstsl ^rsttnac Anplag «wiffld«« fna sll tite j^sts «ill te gtvaa hf 

•m-  I m 
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This is true for «a - n and n j n. 

The gBiwraliaed hysttrctic daaplag coefficieat ia tiierefore rel«e«d vwry aiaply Co th« aaergy 
dissipation coafficicnts and to tile aedal forces acting on the joints. 

The LOSS Ti£Wk of a node of vibration of the whole systaa can be defined by the diaaasionless 
quantity 

n_ ■ I Enersr dissipated per cycle of disglac^wnt in aod« ■ 
5w SSSHB energy stored during the cycle " (7) 

Wie« the system vibrates hanaonieelly at its aaturftl frequency, «%, the —CUM potential and kinetic 
«nergies are equal, so that 

«here % is the generalised oaas of the node and is given by 

^ " fp*«(ViI>dv • 

(8) 

(») 

p is the naterial density, (jitt is the nodal displaccmmt function from which «i«, a^ etc. are derived. 
and the integration extends throu^out the volaae of ttm vibrating systea. 

The energy dissipated by all the joints in the system in the coarse of one cycle of mode m is 

?      2 
I JrPnil%il • 

r-1 

Toe less factor of the m1* mode is tit« 

r-1 
(10) 

How the generalised stiffMSS of this and«. Es, is equal to o^^. Using this in equation (10), 
together with the expression for %a from equation (6), one finds 

n» - HOB/K« . (») 

This is the alternative, frequently-qiwted for» tat  the loss factor of a hysteretically damped system. 

*.  rm mxmmm or jonrc gusgrngi casmewm 

4.1 The general method 

Joint dissipation eoefficiests My be measured by iaeorporatiag a single joint in a simple vibrating 
system. Ideally, that system should have m other significaat dampimg slafca. from meMmcasKat« of the 
systns loss factor, natural frequency and mode fo, 3t 

clls *• tmmi froi» the re-arramged fens of #nuatiea 
(10) with R - li- 

Jr * IStaBk (X2) 

The joiat lead per omit generalised diaplacaaeat, ptm eaa be calculated «tea 4*, <% and the system 
mass iistributlcm «re ksawu 

If the j«iat has aan-liaear dampi^i ebRMfeariaeica, % «ill vary with a^lttmto ani may be difficult 
to maaaw-s reli^ly.   Ia that ease» the aetsal pomr ^tt reqvisad t» maistala vibrafcte« at different 
levels shouM be seavored.   Dmoea t&iB by f,   If the joist is the oaly damping that, Hbm 
w - »r - •»rl4i>|» •   «««• h • »/!4JN« • <"> 

Seme joints are siAjeetad to IM—nt» (bmiiat •* twiati^) ratter Hum tettm.   In ttec cue, p-n 
be tte ■samt «ctiag on the jaiat pmt mit   %i   mi 3thm Um mit* sf weck 4 mnset*.   O^iwiM 

its units «re thorn of «wrk I force2. 

the joints to bo eoaaidored ia tMtioa S we ttfejoctod ta tteo* prü^ipal types of toad. 

(a) Ja eacillatiag t«»ioB-^Mprctsien leal «le^ tte riwt asla. 

(b) Aa oeeillatiag baadisg mmmt CtaMitiad ävo^h am rivet. 

(c) tm eacillatiU^ Ae«r load potpaaücalar to &m tivtt md». 

f« atasw« tte joftat Mnip^ioe tm &mm diftawtt tsatim aedaao, fäHroo Mtimemt typo« of toot 
i wrc f«fwt*od, MK* with a riagl* i*lat»   WIM ««^ wimimm vttfBSoi ia it« fiiisiiitil «oio 

Om JMat ia that opoeiaHi «MM loatod to «w «I an «tow wtf* oaly.   AM |«ig«a to tte AMunMl 
■aari—M wo*«, hew«»«, «eatoatly toa^toat» iwtol aada wiöi ^w MM «IM Mi typo of rti»Ht |i.I?S MI 
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(1.2 mm (<• 0.0&8 in) Alclad L73) aad made by the saw oaaufacture«. 

^•2   Th« gpacinena u»gd. 

Specliaen A subjected the joint to the oscillating teaaion-coapreaaicn load of Hod« A. Figure (4a) 
shoe» the croas-bean layout of the specimen »r»d its r'imensiona. la the fundamental mode of flexural 
vibration of the specimen (displacements normal to tha plate surfaces) the two crosa-beaaa bent in anti- 
phase as shown in Figure (3a). The inertia loading due to this motion imposed a pure tension-coapreasion 
force on the joint along the line of the rivet axis. 

Speciaea B subjected the joint to the oscillating bending moment of Hade B loading. Figure (4b) 
shows its layout and dimensions and Figure (5b) shows the specimen deformed in its fundamental mode. 
The inertia loading on the vibrating plates subjects the joint to pure bending, provided both the node 
of vibration mad  the specimen are symnctrical about the centre of the specimen. 

Specimen C subjected the joint to the oscillating shear load of Mode C. The joint was incorporated 
in a "top-hat" section beam (Figure (4c) at the centre of which the crown and the side webs were cut 
away. A joint plate with two rivets in single shear restored the continuity of the crown across the 
cut. The beam vibrated in its fundamental made of free-free flexoral vibration in a direction normal 
to the crown and flanges. The oscillating bending moment in the beam at its centre generated a tension- 
compression load along the crown and üqparted the oscillating shear load of Mode C to the joint. 

Three nominally identical specimens of types A and B, and two of type C, were manufactured and 
tested with a view to checking the reproducibility of results from different, but nominally identical 
specimens. The nature of the specimens was such that aerodynamic damping waa expected to contribute 
appreciably to the total damping. Oasqiing meaaureaents were therefore made in air aad in vacuo in 
order to assess the aerodynamic effects. Furthermore, specimens A «id B were expected to be damped 
additionally by electro-magnetic effects due to the proximity of the vibration exciter magnet. The 
magnitude of this effect waa investigated on plain, uojointed specimens similar to specimeaa A and B, 
tested in air and in vacuo. 

4.3 The vibration meaaurwrnent and excitation. 

To measure the damping of the specimens, they «ere suspended from a massiv« frame by thin threads 
or wires attached at (or close to) their nodal points. Vibration of the specimens waa perpendicular to 
the plane of the threads, to adniaiae restraint of the motion by the threads. 

The specimens were excited eleetro-dynamically. A small coil was attached to me end of specimens 
A aad B aad was free to move in a permanent magnetic field. A similar coil was attached at the other 
end of specimens A and B to measure the amplitude of the velocity of motion, the exciter coil was 
supplied with alternating current from a standard tf oscillator and power amplifier. Frequencies of 
vibration «ere measured on adigital frequency meter of dig» reaolution. Specimen C had a crystal 
strain gauge attached to measure vibration amplitudes. 

Modes of vibration were measured with a noa-contaetiag capaeitive vibration aster. This was also 
used to calibrate the coils for the exciter and velocity traasducer, and to calibrate the crystal strain 
gauge output in terms of the beam displacaaent. 

4.4. The eagwarlaeatal aethoda 

Initially, damping measurements were made by exciting the specimens with a force of constant 
amplitude (i.e. constant exciter current) and by varylsg tiM freqaency through the fundaMatal resoaaac«. 
The bandwUth of the frequeoey-reaponae curve a« tile half-power point yielded a loss factor (■ basdwldth 
I resonant frequency). However, the force-velocity rclatienahip at the recoaaat frequency was not always 
linear, so the accuracy of this acasured loss-factor waa at tiasa in doubt. 

Tm alternative asthoda were therefore wed: 

If 

(a)   The ggg i«awt aethod 

At eiw frequency for mtian response («%) !*• aaplitegde of diaplaccaeat at the exciter («) 
ma meaaured for different ataatarcd t-witiag farce «plittrfu (f).   The input tme» ««• geaoiaaly simply 
haraaaie aad the ditpUcaamt MM «laoft aiaply lt«t«eiiie.    (Mgter haraeaie eoatmata were very HMU). 
Tha cyclic eaergy input is given by wf», provided the haraonlc conteata are «sail «d the phase differaaet 
betweea fore« and diaplacaaent is CIOM t» 90°,   flieee eoaditloe« were satisfied In the e^periaeata. .The 
Ion factor ia then givea by 

(te jeiac disaipatie« es«ffielame by 

«fee aetwl joint load U givM hy 

^i 

I- 
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(•>) The bandwidth method at con«tant dUgplacaaane aaplituda. 

The frequency of excitation waa varied in the region of the reaonant frequency while the 
diwplaceaent «plitude waa kept at a constant level by adjuating the force aaplitude. The two freqtuaiciea, 
01. and «i,, were id«attified at which the force aaplitude waa «7 tinea the force aB^litudc at reaonaace (the 
aaniaua value). The 'equivalent linear half-power bandwidth' of thia frequency response curve ia (aa - wj,). 
The equivalent linear lose factor of the aystea, corresponding to the diaplaceaent aoplitude of teat, ia 
% ■ (M» - i<>b)/<i>ia. 

toaa factors were oeaaured by these alternative aethods for a range of diaplaceaent aaplitudea. 
The tests ware carried out both in atill air at normal tcaperature ami pressure, and in vacuo (< Ian Hg). 

To detendne the modes of vibration of the specimen, the non-contacting vibration transducer was 
traversed over the surfaces and aaplitudea measured at a nuaber of point«, for this part of the experi- 
aent, the specimens were supported in the horisontal plane oo pieces of soft foam rubber at (or near) the 
nodal points. This prevented swaying motion of the apeciaana and facilitated aeasurement. 

For the energy input aethod, accurate calibration constants were required to relate the exciter 
current to the force exerted, and the velocity transducer voltage to the actual velocity of motion. These 
constants were obtained at frequent intervale during the whole test prograaaH by calibrating the coils 
in situ. To do this, the vibration aoplitude and voltage output of each coil were meaaured at a known 
frequency using the displaceaent transducer, while the other coil was being used to excite the systea. 
Froa these aeaaureaent» the coil constant T was obtained, i.e. T  <• Voltage output amplitude r coil 
velocity aoplitude. By the reciprocity law, this is also equal to the force aaplitude r supply current 
aaplitude, S.Z. units being used. 

*•5 Calculation of Jr froa meaaured results. 

The aaplitude of the exciting force is given by 7 * r€i0 where i0 is the aaplitude of the supply 
current to the exciter. Hie aaplitude of the velocity at the velocity transducer location is given by 
Vo/^v where To i* aaplitude of the output voltage froa the velocity coil. The aeaaared node of trans- 
verse (flexural) vibration ia ♦(«). Let thia be noraalised to have unit value at the exciter coil 
location, it the velocity coil location, its value is ^(x^). It follows that the velocity aaplitude 
at the exciter point is ^/(IVK»^ ) and the diaplaceaent aaplitude at that point is 

» - VCMtx^-a) . 

The joint load, pn, corresponding to «tit ilisplaceaent at the exciter location was found by 
appropriate integration of the inertia forces ef vibration corresponding to ♦(«). for •peeians A, it 
taiwa the font of ii)|/ii^(x)dx, where u is the aas« per unit length of the erosa-bean and the integration 
extend« over one ef the cross-hens, for specimen .B, in which die joint is subjected to an oscillating 

the aaplitude is proportional to 2 If «C w4(x)dxdx 

«here the integration extends from the end of the speeiacn up to tkm centre of the joint, for speeiaen C, 
in which the joint load ia the direct load produced ia the crown by the bean heading aonsnt, the load is 
proportional to 2|' III 

Tb* 

W4(x)<ia4* * depth of bean at die joint. 

Xt follows that the joint dissipation coefficient for speeiaen A is found fron die equation 

for speeiaans B and C, dm double integrals replace She single iategreJ ia the deneadnator. 

Jj can therefore be cvalaated, aaing oaaeured value« ef i© nd Va '^ •*• odwr quaadeiM. 
ecrreaponding aaplitude ef joint lead, P?, for speeiaen A ia Vprm, which ia seen to he given by 

pr " V9%J^<X)dx/(r^(x¥) ) . 

froa the valoM ef Jj. emlmlMai ia tills «My. it ia p&saibl« M eenput« the e«mr«ape^iag leta 
fa«(ar of dM tpecinwi«, «siag «qat^Lea (10).   Thia vattt« on he coapwed with the leas factor« aeu«rad 
by d» two otiMY atthodto. 

FijtMTM f, 7 mA 8 ttm die «elttM of Jr fur «*• joiat» leai«i ia aa«a«l tamim (^MckwM A), 
iM^im (^paeianl) «ai «IM«; (SpeeiaaMO*   Spmimm A «partMst« mtm caxtlti out at (er «banc) 
141 la, Spacian B at IM Is «ad tfmeimm C at IfS to. 

CmmUmt tint the jolaai loaded ia wmml tmaie« (rigaKa *).   3r «toM a»t VKHT apptaeiafcly ewwr 
dM raage af jelat laaAi mmnt*   fkm tmtmmMag air mtotm &m mJ9t eaa«cih^t«a t» dw joint daapu» 
(«9 1/2 «a 2/) of dM »cat),   mm tmtmt IM waem, &m valaaa ef .% Iran Mrih t&teimm «a «teat 
dM MM, «iMiwlng Utas dM mtmA riwat/JoiaMt imqflm *• r^wteew*!« ttm mm «tell« ap«BiiB 6» 
me&m.   Um »mm i* wit teaa ter dM «entrttatfaa ef dM air iff fat ahtdt mmu pw^—i—tly !»•• 
dM air peapi^l wmAmdm hataae» tta esc ^iait pi«»».   Cud« I« wwwMI hf 1am «wry •■ait coattrtt- 
iitiea at air 4m^m » «*• aajdbterf •pattaH, ■e.A).   UM «Mftm ««• te sir pMplag MMI i^md 
eea^4i«akly «a dM  initial elaaa—aa e( dM plat* tatacfaec« « dM Jda«,   If «WUi «laamM« «HHM I. 
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from specimen to specimen, considerable variations can be expected in the damping. This may account for 
the variability of the Jr's for the different specioens of Type A when measured in air. The sane may be 
said for the specimens of Type B. 

Specimen No,4 had no joint but an equivalent Jr has been calculated for it using the measured i0 
and Vo values. The corresponding curves of Jr on Figure 6 show that the sources of energy dissipation 
apart fro» the joint are small, being due to material hysteresis, electro-magnetic effects (eddy-currents), 
support damping, and aerodynamic viscous losses around the edges of the specimen. 

When the joints are loaded by moments (Figure 7) the air pumping mechanism is still predominant, and 
is still very variable in magnitude from one specimen to another. Whereas its contribution to Jr increases 
with increasing moment for one joint, it decreases for another. On the other hand, the Jr values measured 
in vacuo are more consistent and are scattered by about t 201  around the mean value. There is a slight 
tendency for Jr in vacuo to increase with increasing moment on the joint. The unjointed specimen behaves 
almost linearly and its Jr remains constant with moment amplitude. 

The joints loaded in shear (Figure 8) behave almost linearly at low amplitudes of load with constant 
Jr, but Jr rises very steeply after the load amplitude exceeds about 701. This steep increase has been 
observed in previous work W and can be associated with increasing relative slipping of contiguous 
interfaces. The two different specimens of Type C yield very similar values for Jr at low amplitude, so 
the joint dissipation characteristics are repeatable on different but nominally-identical joints. The 
values of Jt for these joints with mushroom-head rivets are about one-fiftieth of those previously 
measured for countersunk rivets '4'. This is probably associated with the fact that the shear stiffness 
of a countersunk rivet is less than that of a mushroom head rivet. 

The magnitudes of Jr for the joints under normal tension and those under shear may be compared, as 
the dimensions of Jr are the same for these two types of loading. It will be seen that the joint under 
normal tension has a Jr value of about 0.6 x 10"%"^m (when electro-magnetic effects, etc., have been 
subtracted), but under shear, the low-load value of Jr is about 0.3 x W"9 IT^m. These values differ by 
several orders of magnitude but as quite different mechanisms of energy dissipation are involved, this 
is not unexpected. 

Figure 9 coheres the loss factors of specimen C measured by the different methods at different 
amplitude levels. The agreement between values obtained from the different methods is not as close as 
could be desired but is not unexpected from previous experience of measuring damping in different ways. 

6. THE tCASüBEMEST AMP PBEPICT10H OF THE DAMPIHG OF A STIFFENED FLAT PUTE 

6.1 The Plate Structure 

A rectangular flat plate, 1.18m x 0.41« x 1.22IBO, of the same material as the jointed specimens 
(1.73) was reinforced by 'frame' type meobers down each long edge, and by seven 'stringer' type meofccrs 
at equal intervals (0.17m) perpendicular to the long edges. Figure 10 shows the panel and reinforcing 
aeai»cr dimensions. The reinforcing members were all of 173 and were 1.2<am thick. They were riveted to 
the plate by the same type of rivet as used in the jointed specimens and were formed by the same process 
ami operator as used for the small jointed specimens. The frames were cut away to allow the stringers 
to pass through and were attached to the stringers at the intersection points by small cleats, riveted 
with the same type of rivet as before. The rivets between the plate and the reinforcing members were 
at 38«m pitch throughout. 

6.2 Measurement of the Loss Factor and Mode 

The reinforced plate was tustended from a rigid frame by two thin wires and was excited etectro- 
dynamieally using ligtt-weight coils at the centre of each inter-stringer panel. The exciters were so 
iater-connected as to produce forces which were in the same phase on all panels. The mode which was 
thus most readily «id intentionally excited was the so-called "stringer-bending" mode and this was 
drives at and around its resonant frequency of 240.3 He. All the panels vibrated in phase with one 
mother «id exerted forces on the stringers which tended to bend the stringers, albeit by imperceptible 
«wants. These forces between the panels and stringers constituted 'normal tension' forces on the riveted 
joints of the Mode A type. 

The loss factor of this mode was determined from accurate measurements of the bandwidth of the 
frequency raaponse curve, the response being measured with a strain gauge attached to the centre of one 
panel. It was etmfined firstly that the response varied in direct proportion to the coil exciting current 
at the resonant frequency« I.«, the »yetea was behavinc linearly. The bandwidth was neasured at several 
different levels below the peak response level, and the different bondwidths so obtained were suitably 
used to improve die accuracy of the leas factor asasureatst. The value of the modal loss factor so 
obtaiaed «as 0.017. Meaauraaeiit of the los* factor in vacuo gave almost the same result. 

The mode of plate vibration wot measured along the longitudinal centre-line, tad also across the 
lateral centre-line of me of the panels. UM nan-contacting displacement transducer was used for this 
mtmmmmt,   Hfox*  ** <&<«• the «edat dlsplaecment patterns so ebtainad. 

6.3 rwdictio» ef th« Imf tmtet 

Id predict the lass factor, use »as nod« of equstiim (10). The aaflitude of load m «ach rivet, 
1», it riftriUrad, eerfasfOBding to »ibratloii of a givw aagsitad« ef the plat« is the masured mode, 
tlw ctaeta Jelaiäg «*• plat« and «Sriager, and plat« and from», at« aubjaeted KO normal tessloa due to 
tli« plot« iMKi« fore««, «Mi to rttar du« to tAw «tringer or frsw Iwnding, 

.■.,.;.'..   ■'■■■* ■.'      *■ .. ■ ■ y   ■ ■. ■    v      .      \    -■ :--f. 
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In calculating the noraal tension fence on the stringer-plate rivets, it was ass.uaed that each 
rivet carried the inertia force on a rectangular e1>aent of plate botmded by the lines mä-vssy between 
adjacert pairs of rivets and by the lateral centre lines of the panels (see Figure 12). It was assaaed 
that the displacement of a point (x,y) on the plate was given by 

» " I^H*,*)    '   «Sm *»<*> faW « 

fm(x) is given by the lengthwise «ode of Figure 11 and ggCy) by the lateral «ode. gn(y) was assuaed to 
be the sane for each panel. The inertia force on the rivet 'K* for unit value of q,, is therefore given 
by 

«4 Ph p p tu{x>  g^y) dydx 
*1 yl 

This is a good approxiaation for the loads on rivets near to the longitudinal centre-line, but is poor 
for rivets close to the fraae. However, these latter rivets only sustain very saall loads, so even large 
percentage errors in their magnitudes lead to very swill errors in the calculated loss factor which 
requires I J^. 

The shear loads (Mode C) on these rivets are zero at the longitudinal centre line, and close to the 
frame have magnitudes of the order of 4 x pm for the central rivet noroal tension load. Values of Jr 
for rivets under shear are orders of aagnitude less than Jr for rivets under normal tension. Energy 
dissipation due to shearing of these rivets is therefore negligible coapafed with energy dissipated due 
to normal tension. 

The total inertia force on the plate and stringers is transmitted to the fraaes through riveted 
cleats at the stringer-fraae junctions. From the normal tension loads on the plate-stringer rivets, 
one can deduce the shear force on the stringer-fraae-cleat rivets. Once again, the energy dissipation 
due to this shearing was found to be negligible. 

It now follows that the energy dissipation term T JtVtm 1° tiim  loss factor expression (Equation 10) 
derives predoainantly froa the rivets loaded in normal tension, for all of which the value of Jr is the 
same. This term can therefore be evaluated as Jr | p^. The value of £ pfg calculated for all the 
rivets of the panel which were loaded in normal tension was 8.39 x ICß tß. 

Equation 10 also requires the generalised mass, given by 

H, - || ph f2(x) g2(y) dydx 

all panels 

♦ contributions fro» stringers and fraaes 

The fraae contribution in this particular case included inertia associated with distortion of its cross- 
section, together with inertia associated with deflection normal to the plate surface. The value so 
obtained for tfa was 0.148 kg. 

With bfe - 240.3 x 2v rads/see, the loss factor is found to be 

Ti - 7.92.103 Jr . 

It reasins now to use the appropriate value of 3T for the rivets wider normal tension. Froa the is vacuo 
tests on single joints (Figure 6) the average value of Jr froa three speeiaens is 1.1 x 10*

5 H~lB. 
This includes a contribution froa electro-aagnetic and suspenaion danpiag, which, on the unjointed speciaes 
gave an equivalent Jr of 0.4 x KT* H~*a. The difference between these (0.7 x 10"S) can be attributed to 
the riveted joint alone, and should be used to find the plate loss factor. This then yields 

n - O.OS54 

6.4 Coaparison of Calculated and MefaHred.Valtte« 

The calculated value is seen to b« about three tiaee the wasured value of 0.017, and does not include 
any contribution froa air-puaping dissipation at the joints. The best that en be said is that the 
calculated loss factor is of the sane order of aagnitude as the measured value, but ti» diserepaacy is 
nevertheless disappointing. Tm» possible reasons can be advanced for the discrepancy. 

(•) 

(ft) 

Although the joiats on the plate and croas-bea« speeiaena were aade by the tarn basic 
process, it is possible that there were sipifieaat differences between the aaas-prodveed 
oultiple joints of the stiffened plate, and the haad-aade single joints of each cross- 
beam speciass. the value of Jr found froa the cross-beans «ay not hmm represented that 
of the joiats in the stiffened plate. 

The simple cross-beaa, single joint speciocn» aay not have adequately represented the 
actufel joiats on the structure. They consisted of two 25aa wide flat strips riveted 
together. Around die single rivet were four plats edgss la eontact with two adjacent 
plate faces. Oa the reinforced plate structure -Aere the plate «as riveted to a 
stringer, there «are only two stringer edges asteelatad with eadi ximt which «era i« 
eonttet with the plate, and one of these edge« was the raaaded edge of «h« bend bctweea 
ti» i tvinger flaaft MM! nib. If the cyelie mmxgf dlsslpatio» wen Mtiteiated priaarily 
with flactuating ecetset, ptiamm» or slippint «t twdt ^tes, *&» 4iafij»eim coeffteiaat 

mm immmmKmmm. 
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of the joint in the siaple cross-beaa could be expected to be at least twice that 
of a joint in the reinforced plate. 

This latter possibility casts doubt upon the precise that the energy dissipated at the cross-bean 
joints depends upon the amplitude of the noraal tension load acting on the joint. Fluctuating pressure 
between the joint plate surfaces and relative (slipping) displacenents of the joint surfaces in this 
mode must depend upon the fluctuating curvature of each plate surface. The magnitude of this, of 
course, depends upon the magnitude of the bending nonent in each plate close to the joint, and not just 
upon the magnitude of the normal tension load on the joint. 

As a preliminary investigation into this point, damping measurements were made on the 'A* specimens 
after one of the cross-beams had been 'cropped*, and reduced in span from 127 «n (5 in) to 65 mm (2| in). 
The degree of curvature in the cropped beam when the whole specimen vibrated in its fundamental mode was 
now greatly reduced, although the other beam was bending by the same anrant as before. This should have 
led to a marked change in Jr if the amplitude of curvature was the important controlling parameter. In 
fact, there was no detectable change in Jr> as deduced from in vacuo results. (The air-pumping energy 
dissipation changed quite considerably, but erratically.) It was therefore concluded that the energy 
dissipation was associated primarily with the normal tension load on the joint, but further confirmation 
and investigation into this point would be desirable. 

7. COHCLÜSIOHS 

The damping and flexibility of a structural joint may be conveniently represented in vibration 
analyses by a 'rigid dissipator' in series with an elastic spring. The characteristic value of the 
dissipator has been called the 'joint dissipation coefficient' and may be determined from measured 
values of the energy dissipated in a given joint when loaded harmonically with a force (or moment) 
of known magnitude. To predict the total daapiag of a structural mode, or the cross-damping between 
two structural modes, knowledge is required of the load on each joint when the structure vibrates in 
each mode, and of the dissipation coefficients of all the significant joints. 

The structural damping of high-frequency modes of reinforced plates originates in joints which 
may be loaded by normal tension forces, shear forces, or by moments. In different modes, the joints 
will be loaded in different ways. Experiments on typical joints loaded in these three ways have shown 
that the damping characteristics of nominally identical joints (in vacuo) are almost the sore. Joint 
structural damping appears therefore to be reproduceable. The energy dissipated by air-puling between 
joint surfaces is not reproduceable. The structural damping of joints loaded in normal tension or by 
moments appears to be sensibly linear, but for joints loaded in shear, there is a rapid rise in the 
joint dissipation coefficient when the load amplitude exceeds a certain level. 

When the joint dissipation coefficients so measured were used to predict the damping of a reinforced 
plate structure, the predicted damping was found to be about three times the measured dsaping. It 
appears that the single joint, on which the dissipation coefficient measurement was mode, did not 
adequately represent the actual joints in the reinforced plate. Further careful work is required to 
establish the ideal form for a single joint specimen. 
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(a) 

-^  (b) 

(c) 

FIG. 1       TYPICAL MODES OF VIBRATION OF A STRINGER-STIFFENED 
PLATE; TRANSVERSE DISPLACE/VfNTS ALONG THE PLATE 
CENTRE-LINE     (o) STRINGER-TORSION MODE 
(b) INTERMEDIATE MODE       (c) STRINGER-KNDING MODE. 

|n (a)   MODE'A'        f S^ i«^ (b)   MODE 'B' 
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FIG. 2      LOADING ACTIONS ON A RIVETED JOINT BETWEEN THE 
PiATE AND STRINGH. 
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FIG. 3      (a) & (b) DffFliaNT REPRESENTAUONS W A JOINT, 
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(a) 

(b) 

SPECIMEN 'B* 

FIG. 5       THE MOKS OF BENDING VIWATION OF SKOA^NS A AND S. 
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FIG. &      THE JOINT DiSSffATION CC^FFKKNT, Jr, FOR m MO« 'A' 
TYPE LOADING. 
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FIG. 9      THE VARIATION OF THE KAM LOSS FACTOR, T|, WITH AMPLITUDE OF 
LOAD ON THE JOINT. SPECIMEN C. 

(—••—, bondwidth method, constant exciting force; —•—, bandwidth 
(netted, constant response amplitude; —A—, caleubtad from measured 
energy input) 
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FIG. 11       THE MODE OF VIBRATION Of THE STIFFENED PLATE. 
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SUMMARY 

From the point of view of the representation of the structural behaviour by means of finite element 

models, the various analysis techniques are discussed, as concerning the inclusion of the structural dam- 

ping effects. The different consequences of assuming some of the most widely used damping models are exaad 

ned, from the point of view of the solution algorithms. In particular, the most popular uncoupling techni- 

ques, that are only approximate when the structural models, possess a non proportional damping matrix, are 

criticized. 

Various diagonalization schemes are presented for the damping matrix and particular emphasis is given to 

the evaluation of the errors involved in the computation. The errors can be identified on an "a posteriori" 

basis, through parametric numerical studies or, -'I'.ernatively, can be, in the majority of the cases, esti- 

mated "a priori". This consideration leads to a variety of admissibility criteria; some of these are also 

discussed in the paper. 

I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

In the context of dynamic structural analysis, the term "numerical model" is referred to a process, t^ 

pically reproduceable into a computer program, able to simulate the dynamic behaviour of a given structural 
system. 

The mathematical structure of the model does not ni^d to be chosen "a priori". Sufficiently well established 

procedures are known, indeed, [1],[2], to select ^rca a general class of functionals the moat appropriate no 

del, provided experimental data taken from vibration mesurements are given. 

In engineering practice, however, it is more usual to derive "a priori" the mathematical structure of the mo 

dels from the general principles of the structural dynamics. Such models involve analytically defined quanti 

ties and paraaeters which still need to be determioei from field observations. 

Some of the methods available to perform this latter task are discussed in Cl], [3-8]. By the other hand,the 

main pourpose of the present paper is to deal with the mathematical structure of the models themselves. 

In particular, from the point of view of the representation of the structural behaviour by means of fi- 
nite element models, the various analysis techniques are discussed, as concerning th« inclusion of the struc 

tural damping effects. 

Structural daaping is responsible of a removal of energy from th« system. The energy removed is dissipated 

within the system itself by some physical mechanism belonging either to th« nature of th« material or to the 

characteristics of ehe structural details. 

It is well known that many structural situations arc strictly dependent fro« the presence of internal dam- 

ping. Some of these situations are described, for instance, in C93, [103, 

The damping mechanism can be very different in nature; many attempts to mathematically describe the phenome 

non cm b« found in th« literature together with papers offering coapreheosive reviews of the various fonu 
latioBs (e.g.s^ll] ). 

To be consistent with foe'paurpos« of the paper, it will be herein assumed that the above mentioned 

foraulations can b« classified in two bread categories : a) viscous d«aplagt«n(i b) hysteretlc damping. Re- 

gardless to the physical nature of th« phenoaena that th« two categories deserib«, it is intended that the 

so-called Coulomb damping, plasticity and other similar kinds of dissipation arc included, as special eastts, 

into the second category . 

Fro« the matlMmatieal point of view, th« damping effect Is visualised by th« equation of motioa of a single 

d«gr««-of-free«to» system where a term @t rcsiseiv« fore« is addedt 

♦ k* ♦ r - f(t) (I) 

la tim  CSM of viscous daaping, to th« fore« r can h» given a form: 

«Ail«, In the case of hysteretlc daaping, ttm moat  general «xpressia« of the resistive force is: 

(2) 

wm 
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r - g(x, sgnx, sgoi) (3) 

In very general terns, the resistive force arising from material daapiag. can be evaluated on the basis of 
the linear hereditary theory by the integral: 

/  *(t,T)x(T)dT (4) 

in which the kernel has, in some instances, an expression of the Volterra's type. Eq. (4) is derived from 

the most general constitutive law for linear viscoelasticity. Nevertheless, suitable techniques can be ap- 

plied in order to give a similar representation to the hysteretic damping. 

The idealization of a structural system into a finite element model substantially consist in attribu- 

ting to that structural system a finite number of degrees of freedom. 

The dynamic behaviour of the system can be defined mathematically either by a set of differential equations 
valid in a domain F: 

D( {u} ) - {0} (5) 

together whit the associated boundary conditions on the boundaries C of F 

B( {u} ) - {0} (6) 

or by a Variation»! principle requiring stationarity of seme scalar functional M 

W • /F A( M )dF + /c T( {u} )dC (7) 

where u(x,y,z,t)  denotes the state of displacement whithin the system. [14] . 

In both cases the problem is discretized [15],[16] by introducing a finite number of parameters {Ä} and 

piecewise defined trial functions [N] such that the unknown functions are approximated by: 

(u) • [»] {&} (8) 

or, breaking the domain F into m subdomains F^: 

[u)i    "  Cs]i {&}£    (i • l,...,m) (9) 

The discretization can be performed according to two alternative criteria. 

a) The trial function« [N] are only functions of the space coordinates, that is: [S] - [tl(x,y,z)] , 

while (A) • (Mt)} . This approach leads Co resulting equations which are algebraic with respect to r.ii« 

space variables add differential with respect to the time. 
By introducing, according to tb« usual finite element techniques, the global stiffness natria [K] and the 

consistent or lumped mass matrix [M] one gets the following matrix ordinary differential equation: 

[M] (4) ♦ ['{] {ä> ♦ {r) - (fCt)} (10) 

b) The trial functions [8] are also functions of tin», that is: [S] • CtJ(x,y,*,t)] . In other woras, 

Che domain F, which is a space-time domain, is broken into subdomains F;, that still are space-time ■domain«. 
The resulting equations are, of course, fu'ly algobraic. 

It should b« observed chat, in Eq. (10), tins vector (r) represents the resistive force arising from 

damping. 

The traditional approach, within the context of the finite eleHene practice, takes advantage et dam- 
ping formulations of the type shown in Eqs. (2), (3). This approach will b« taken as a basis for th« future 

developements. 

Although they will not be treated in this paper, alternative approaches exist aad «fast be, for sake of 

completeness herein referenced. These formulations use doaping representations «Mlogeus to eq. (4). Impor- 

tant contributions Co the subject can be found in [12], [13]. 

a. S0UJTI0N ALGOMTH» 

In Eq. (10), the resistive fore« it'l , for certain kind« of damping can b« written a«: 

M  - [c] (i) (U) 

p^jrj^ftj^EgF^pj^ppgf^y? 
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with: 

[M]"1 [C] - "I* a. ([M]"1 [K] )X (12) 

where a. are arbitrary constants and n is the total number of degrees of freedom of the model lljl.  In this 
case the modal superposition method can be applied. It should be observed that Eq. (11) corresponds to the 

linear viscous damping derived from Eq. (2). 

In particular, an important form of the matrix [C],satisfying condition (12), is the following: 

[C] SDü rta] (13) 

Under the above assumptions, calling L?3 the modal matrix of the eigenvalue problem: 

( QC]-"2»!] ) iz)    -    (0) 

afCMI m  - Cll 
normalized as follows: 

Eq. (10) can be transformed into the uncoupled system: 

[I] {q} ♦ CB] {q} + [A]{q} - {ct} 
where: 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

W    - CZ]"1  {A} 

es] - mhciizi 
[A] - CZ]TCK]C2] 

{a(t)}- [Z]T {£(t)} 

Eq. (16) can now be solved either in closed form, in a very restricted variety of cases, or uuaerically, by 

the evaluation of the ßuhamcl's integral or by some time-stepping procedure. This latter aethod presents m 
ny analogies with the direct integration of the equations of motion and will be, therefore, discussed later 

in this section, while the other solution procedures do not involve particular consideration of the dashing 
phenomenon. 

It should be observed, however, that the condition (13) physically implies that the damping phenomenon 

must be the same for all the elements of the model. Eq. (12) states the condition in aore general terms but 

the physical requirements are not,substantially aodified. 

Nevertheless, modal analysis represents a very powerful tool, when applicable, expeeially if the dynmic be 

baviour is controlled by the first few natural modes. 

The solution of the eigenvalue problea (14) constitutes, for models characterised by a large auaber of 

degrees of freedom, a very expensive effort. Various techniques are applicable, bswever, to reduce the to- 

tal number of degrees of freedom. 

Mass lumping or special kind« of consistent «ass satcices, obtained by employing reduced interpolatioa tech 

nlqiM*, can be used for this pourposc. Detailed discusaions of the subject are contained is [18], [19],[22]. 

Guyan reduction and dynamic substroeturing can also be utilised in the condensation proces*, as described 

in 00],C21]. 

la these techniques, the choice of the master degree« of freedom is usually made "a priori", 011 the basis 

of «n effective subdivision of the structure into substructures or, alternatively, is left to some autowt- 

tic criterion as the one presented in [23] , «hieb is based on the exaa&Mtien of the stiffness and mas* 

matrices of the complete model. 

In order to keep the applicability of the modal analysis for the reduced model eta damping Mtrix must 

b« of the kind (13) for each substructure and the conataata I and t swat b« the «mm  for all the coaponeat*. 
If a static eondenaatioa is applied, hswever, coaditiea (13) is not violated «Aca a damping matrix of the 

»as» type if superimposed to cite Me >«taia«d by the eondaaaatioi» proceat. 

this latter eensiderstion provides the possibility of conatrtieting simple «»dels in whicä a local ix«^. K.a«r- 

gy dispersion is precmc. 

Men the resistive forte is still reprtiented by Bq[. (11), eoaditiem (12) cm b« oaieted if, instead of 

the modal superpositien, ttm method of the complex reaposse is applied. 
By Mking the Fourier umftmm of S3. (I0J me ofeteinas 

(-iÄJfl ♦ ClÜ ♦ im CC] ) {!> - {?} (17) 

irtien»: 

(I) • £ {&it}} •* 4ti If) - £ (f(e)} «"^de 
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Eq. (17) is a set of complex algebraic equations in the unknowns {A} . The response in the time domain is 

given by the inverse Fourier transform. 

Numerically the procedure is realized by projecting displacement and load time histories into  a discrete 
spectrum of frequencies aj. (j • 1,...,3) via the discrete finite Fourier transform thus generating s sets 

of linear algebraic complex equations of the type (17). The inverse discrete finite Fourier transform gives 

the time history of the response. The fast Fourier transform algorithm (Cooley-tucfcey or equivalent) can be 

used as an efficient computational procedure for the direct and inverse Fourier transforms. 

Often Eq. (17) is written in terms of a complex stiffness matrix derived from the complex moduli; 

G(l 

2(1 

2ig) 
\;)G* 

where v is the Poisson's ratio, G is the (real) shear modulus and 6 is ameasureof the internal dissipation 

of the material. The coefficient B is a constant in the case of hysteretic damping and is a function of ehe 

frequency a if the damping is of a viscous type. 

It should be pointed out that, in a finite element model, each element can have different damping cha- 

racteristics [24] while substructuring techniques apply to eq. (17) in a way analogous to the static conden 

sation process. 

If the damping representation falls in one of the categories described above, either the modal super- 

position or the complex response method is applicable depending from further conditions or analyst's choi- 

ce. Often, structures possessing a dissipation mechanism suitable for such representation are said to be 
"classically damped". 

Alternatively or in all the other cases, the matrix equations of the motion (10) can be directly solv«d by 

means of a numerical integration procedure. In very general terms a time-step integration consists in cal- 

culating starting from initial values, a set of 'state vectors" to be associated with a corresponding fini 

te number of instants originated by the stepping of the total interval in which the behaviour of the stru£ 

ture has to be investigated. 

It is interesting to point out that time-stepping schemes do not suffer, in principle, any limitation on 

the representation of the resistive force provided a suitable algorithm is chosen. Unless otherwise speci 

fied, however, it will b« «ssuasd in the following that a representation (11) holds without restrictions 

on the nature of the matrix Cc]» 

Under this assuaption the "state vector" at the i-th point in time can be expressed as: 

{V Jo   lAk] {W+  Jo0^"^1 

where: 

.) (19) 

ix*}  - ( {a.)    (i.}   {a.n 

is the stat« vector containing the computed values of the displacement«, velocities and acceleracions at 

the j-th point, 1*^1 «ad tl^] are traufotawtion matrices. 
The matrices ft. ] «sd 3l ] caa have different acthenatieal structures depending on the particular integra- 

tion alferith« ami obwio'isly involve aaoinKlationa of thm lul, Itl and Ed matrices. 

As concerning ths algorithmfi, many of eh*Mt old a«) new ones, «re currently in use within eh« context 

of * finite ftl&mtnt representation or the structural bchavlrnir, «ach on« possessing sdvantases and disadvan 
cage* far certain types of problem. Howevar, although a great mmmt of worfc ha« been dose on the subject 
^ad auttoritativ« papers can be fouar( in the Hcerature (see for instance Be.s. £2S-27] ), • general proce- 

dure is lacking which can be uMd to compare the £*;lt« of these netbod« in practical application« for com- 

plex structural aysteait. 

Eeaentially, the  wariou« integration sebeaes can )M dertv-n» within two different general context*. TH» 
first on« is based on a finite-difference «pproMHaeion of the resfoase, leading to expansions of the kind: 

U, t*T 

(V 

(20) 

(21) 

The eeeood me gives as apprexusatien of Use reapone« in a flaite element mm$m. I.e.: 
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where [N . ]are "shape functions" and {4 . } are determined in such a way to give the best average appr£ 
ximation. 

Generations of modern algorithms or discussions on old ones can be found in the specific literature. We re- 

fer, among the others, to [28-32]. 

In the choice of a time-stepping method, particular care must be given to the structure of the tranifarma- 

tion matrices appearing in Eq. (19). This structure is indeed related to the performance of the isathod as 

concerning stability, accuracy, convergence and filtering of high frequency components. 
r 

It is generally agreed that for a method to be competitive it should possess the following attributes 
[27] : 

a) inconditional stability 

b) no more than one ser of implicit equations should have to be solved at each step 

c) second-order accuracy 

d) controllable algorithmic dissipation in the higher modes 

e) self-starting 

It should be noticed that the above mentioned properties not only depend from the nature of the algorithm 

(it is recognized, for instance, that explicit linear multi-step schemes are generally only conditionally- 

stable) but some of these properties raay be influenced by the step size and by the physical damping of the 
system. 

It is possible to det«raine an optimal choice of the step size, related to the resonant periods of the 

system. There is, therefore, a difference between the tpplication of the method to the uncoupled equations 

(If), where the periods are known and each equation can be independently solved, and it's application to 

the coupled set (10). In this latter case the time step must be unique and can only be guessed, for instan- 

ce on the basis of the frequency contents of Che loads, thus producing a filtering of some modes as an ef- 

fect of the integration error. By the other band, if the step size would be detemlned in order to get ac- 

curate integration of high frequency components, it's value could result too small with respect to other re 

quirenents such as solution economy or round-off error propagation. 

In most real situations, however, participation of higher modes is undesirable or unnecessary and an 

algorithm is needed which is able to filter out any unwanted frequency without loosing accuracy in the low 

range. This implies the availability of parameters other than the step-length, h detailed discussion of the 
subject together with a contincusly controllable scheae is contained in Ref. [33]. 

Aleorithmic dissipation is one of the naior asoects to deal with whr.n physical daapin^- Is present in the sy 

stem. The two effects are »iHply superimposed when the [C] matrix is of the fora <i2) while tor  purely hys- 
teretic damping or more general cases the consequences on Cli« participation of the various frequencies 

cannot be so clearly estimated. 

In conclusion, the direct integration of Che equations of moeion is the mott  general procedure which 
can be applied to the solution of dyaamc structural problems but a certain «aount of uncertainty is also 

involved. Tisw-stepping procedures can show »  better performance with respect to aodal analysis when all 
the frequencies of the syf.ee« are clustered Cogethcr but nodal analysis can b« superior due to it's siapli 

city, reliability and availability through general pourpose finite «lemnt «.ode«, expecitiUy when eigenva- 
lue econoaixers can be used. 

Fourier analysis is »ore general and ev«n stapler than Modal analysis feat • design philotephy baaed 

on response ami load tp«ctra is usually required, 

Moreover, in standard Modal analysis Che definition of a suitable danping Matrix involve a significant «- 

mount of engineering judg^wne. This problea «ay be avoided, iwwever, if the dMiping natrix is •» cast as 

to «sake the eo«puE«d responM as close a« possible to aa«««u«dowi thus using the internally dissipated 

ecMtrgy as a flywheel {or all tkm uncertaincies of the aumerical «KHtol. 
Condition (12) is also in this context a severe liaitation and in any c»m  tint queatian aria« to «**« «xteat 
classical »odal analysis can rapresant mm cmylcx pbtanmiui or bow the procedure can \m nodifiad to ac- 
eotme for non-classical dampiat represencatioa. 

3. mm. m&tsu TOR IOII-CIASSICM. timm omtm 

the idaaliaatlon of • tcntetur« Into a finite el«««« «ad«! with a ao«-el«ttic«l daepiag Mtrix leads 
to a [B] ■ctrix in Eq. (1%) tAieh it no lang»? diagmal. TM» fact can tw of littlt ia^ortane« if Kq. (16) 
ar« nmtrieally ist«ir««d in eist «feile cfce kmwfl«*»» of th» mtm»l frtqwrncitf em mrm M a »aiite is 
ctoesing tte ^^t&ptitm imtwrmtim pmmmtmtm. mit knowladip *«•» net Jnaeify. in gnsmral,, tkm enrtbinei 
effort of mMm m «igwrnsltM profcl«» tmk of dtrcetly IntsucatlB« eta eeaplee« MC of t^vatioiui of as- 
Cioe   is «odal ooeriiwie««. 

! 

fta emdttst way of OT«rca«ihg «Mi difllenUy weA »till taM all tto ilarlilieatl««« of ete «l«aleal 
Httet M«l}«i« is Co di»f^«fd Eta off-di^|ii»l %mtm* TW« t««l«i<po is in fast •mämlf mm«, ««dar tte Iqr 
potcait that eta rawleing «rtsf »ill ta aeoytaM*« AdtaiMihlliey oritarl« on ta foowtMad aad tmymA 
twm eta mmm% e£. imfimg, eta ratio hmimmm ^f-dt^wal mt »a-ilj^^al taiaa im eta w»tix CM'tM» ft* 

Mm müßtet MM ttadiad b? tmnmi iteänw»-. Jmrnm etan w mtm m IM 
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where: y    is the oodal daoping factor t> /2üI and e is a tolerance parameter 

fonmilas (23) and (24) oust hold true for all or the most relevant aode 

fied also for all or the most meaningful degrees of freedom. 

It should be noticed that 

while formula (25) must be veri- 

All the above criteria are deduced, for snail daaping, by comparison of the responses when the models 

are excited, in resotutnce, by  a harmonic load with a frequency w . Moreover, in Ref. [34] it is assumed 
b > b  while in Ref. [35] Z  and 

The parameter t  is not defined in  Ref 
in Ref 

Z , are assuaed to be of the same order, 
sk. 
134], while it is taken as 0.05 in Ref. [35] and is given by e2»eE 

[36], where E is the relative error and 6 is a coefficient which can be taken as unity for a lar- 

ge class of problems. 

The applicability of the criteria is, therefore, restricted to the case of small damping but numerical eyi 

dence shows that formulas (24) and (25) can predict the order of magnitude of the error also beyond this 

limit. 

The next step is to define a diagonal damping matrix for the modal equations of motion, to be used 

instead of the matrix til   . This can be accomplished by «Mans of several procedures. 

A first class of methods consists in minimizing, over a given frequency interval, the sum of a measu- 

re of the error between the Fourier transforms of the response in one or more points of the models (see for 

instance [37] ). This method ir absolutely general but leads to very complicated analytical developments. 

A similar approach is to equate the moduli of the lrai>sfer functions for one particular node of the models 

over a discrete set of a frequencies, being n the total number of degrees of freedom [38]. Alternatively 

it coald be proposed a method equating such moduli for one particular frequency over n nodal points. This 

approach is relatively simpler but implies a suitable choice of the nodal points and of the frequencies. 

As observed in [37] the two approaches give approximately the same results and, consequently, the first 

one seem not to be fully justifiable. 

It should be noticed [39] that the sethod presented in Ref. [38] can be substantially simplified if the 

gamping is small and if the natural frequencies are not very close to each other. In this case, however, 

it can be proved that if the comparison is made for the natural frequencies, Che modified matrix (diago- 

nal) is practically equal to the original matrix in which only the diagonal coefficients are retained. 

A second class of mthods can be derived from energy criteria, analogous to the ones used to  de- 

fine equivalent viscous damping models [40] . In partieulak', a simple procedure [41] is based on the fact 

that, for steady-state resonant vibrations of a single mode «-f a linear (uncouplable) system, the modal 

damping factor «ay his expressed as: 

(26) 

4irU 

ff: 
■  ■■■■    ■'I'. . 

■-,■,. " 

where 0 is the energy dissipated per cycle of isotion and V   is the maxinum potential energy per cycle of 
motion. If the system is not uncouplable, an equivalent nodal damping factor is still defined by Eq.(26), 

provided D and U are intended as relative to the actual systera. As, in the majority of the real cases, 

non^pruportional damping arises fro« aoa-hoangeiieity of the structural components, the energy is always 

th« sua of the eontributious of the single components and the equivalent model damping factors result as 

a weighted average; 

i-l 

«bar« X    «0 /4 ^(J* . The eontributiest of the »ingle elament» cm be analitically computed, derived fro« 
experiaents o: bas«l mi iatultio». A mthod belongiag to thin class i»  tta Biggs aettwd, which is very po 



pular among earthquake engineers [42] 

the damping matrix [C]. 
It can be observed Chat all these methods bypass the conputation of 

When the on-diagonal coefficients of the matrix [B] are d^tainant, a thifd c' 'ss of methods can be ap- 

plied. These methods are essentially of an iterative nature and improve, by repeated calculations, an appro 
ximate solution obtained with the on-diagonal coefficients alone. An application to steady-state vibrations, 

limited to the first-order iteration (and therefore o£ a perturbative nature) is presented in Rcf. [43]. 

Of course the algorithm can also be applied when the on-diagonal coefficients are not dominant, provided 

the damping is small. It should be noticed that in this case the undamped solution can be taken as the ap- 

proximate one (zero-order), but the load may not put the structure in resonance. 
A proof of the convergence of this latter technique is offered in Ref.[44]. 

When the influence of the modes on the response of the system can be estimated "a priori", in the sen- 

se that feu dominant modes can be individuated, a fourth approach is applicable. 

The method, presented in [453, is based on the direct integration of a subset of the coupled modal equations 

of motion. In particular, only the equations related to the dominant modes are solved. Of course, if the do 
minant modes are the first ones, the disregarded equations need not to be explicitly generated. 

In Ref. [45] , however, it is suggested that the number of coordinates to be retained could be determined 

numerically by observing the convergence of the results with increasing number of modes. 

Theorically, tlie procedure can be interpreted as a standard Ritz analysis, in which the assumed shapes are 
the free vibration mode shapes of the undamped system. 

All the above describee1, methods are essentially approximate. It is always possible, however, to genera 

te a diagonal damping matrix by projecting the equations (10) on the eigenvectors of the true, damped system. 

The basic procedure was introduced in [46] and fully developed in [47] . By considering the velocities {v} 

as independent variables, Eq. (10) can be rewritten as: 

Co]  EM]' J{v}' 

M   [c]_ [{v} 

CM] CO] 

Co] CK] 

J{A) (0) 

{A}J ,{f(t)}. 
(28) 

The homogeneous problem associated with Eq. (28) possesses 2 n (complex) eigenvalues and corresponding eigen 

vectors, both in complex conjugate pairs. Calling tw3 the nodal matrix, the modal aecomposition still ap- 

plies, formally as in the undamped case, leading to a set of 2n uncoupled equations i>i the unknowns {p}: 

M Cwi -l 
(A) 

(29) 

analogous to Eq. (16). Although, for systems controlled by ':he first few modes, substantial economies can be 

obtained, it may be observed that the determination of the complex eigenvalues and eigenvectocs of Eq. (28) 

represents a serious computational problem. 

An algorithm taking advantage of the banded structure of the matrices appearing in Eq. (28) is presented in 

Ref. [48] . An analysis procedure substantially contained in this approach Is applied in C49]. 

The procedures described in this sectior can be regarded as the more widely used. It should be noticed, 
however, that other approaches can be conveniently applied to the analysis of non-classically damped systems. 

One of these approaches is, for instance, the characteristic phase lag method, reviewed in Ref. [SO]. 

4, CONCLUSIONS 

Numerical modelling of structures to account for internal damping mist represent an accurate agreement 

between the simulation of a physical phenomenon and the use of certain solution algorithms. 

As shown in the previous sections, the attempt to describe more realistically the material behaviour can 

lead to a loss in the computational efficiency and in the imaedxatness of the solution offered by certain 

algorithm«. 

For instance, a linear viscous damping model, when proportional, can be included in «nv of the previously 

described numerical models and, in particular, allows a straightforward use of the modal superposition 

technique. Nevertheless, when proportionality is not admitted, classical modal analysis is only an approxi- 

mate tool, being it's applicability dependent fro* the way in which the method is employed and from the re- 

lated error criteria. 
Moreover, classical and complex modal analysis are no longer applicable when a linear hysteretic kind of 

damping is of concern. Finally, non linear aodels, either viscous or hysteretic ones, can only be in -luded 

in direct integration procedures as the validity of both modal and Fourier analyses ceases, apart from ve- 

ry particular situations. 
In  conclusion, physical and nunertcal models are very deeply related and their optimal choice is one of the 
most iaportant aspects of the structural analyst's activity. 
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The paper presents values of structural damping obtained during a flutter investigation of 
a strike aircraft in several wing store configurations, in which the wings were excited by 
impulses at the wing tips; a vibration test on a large underwing pylon mounted pod during 
which three suspensions were represented; and a vibration test on a box section shelf, 
mounted on anti-vibration mounts, upon which items of avionic equipment were attached.  In 
the flutter investigation the structural damping was determined from the time decay of 
filtered accelerometer signals.  In the vibration tests, the test items were excited 
sinusoidally and damping was obtained from accelerometer response curves at resonance. The 
test techniques are briefly described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents values of structural damping obtained from tests, upon an aircraft and 
upon aircraft components, undertaken at the Brough, North Humberside, site of the Kingston/ 
Brough Division of British Aerospace. The test techniques employed are also briefly 
reviewed. 

The measurements were made on structures excited by impulses or constant amplitude 
sinusoidal excitation. The tests were unconnected and were undertaken over a period of 
time. The determination of damping was not a primary reason for the tests and it is not 
suggested that the techniques described are the only, or the best, methods of measuring 
structural damping. No attempt has been made to collect data from other sources. 

The first series of tests were on an aircraft, the second on a pylon mounted pod and the 
third on an avionic equipment shelf. Each series is described separately. 

2. STRUCTURAL DAMPING OF AN AIRCRAFT WING 

The structural damping of a Buccaneer S Mk.2 wing was measured during a wing flutter 
investigation. The purpose of the flight trial was to ascertain the flutter clearance of 
a version of the aircraft in several alternative wing store configurations. The technique 
employed was to excite the wing by 'bonkers* - cartridges located at the wing tips 
providing vertical impulses with specific characteristics. The transient response of the 
wing was recorded by accelerometers attached at stiff points, e.g. spar rib intersections. 

The wing is a typical stiff strike aircraft wing, the construction ensuring high strength 
and contributing to an excellent 'ride' in high speed low level conditions. The outer 
wing has integrally machined aluminium alloy skins and ribs. The front and rear spars are 
steel for part of the span and aluminium alloy for the remainder. The inner wing has 
aluminium alloy sheet covers, machined steel or aluminium alloy ribs, and steel spars. 
Skin fasteners on both the outer and inner wings have countersunk heads and a jointing 
compound was used on assembly. The wing does not contain fuel. 

Figure 1 shows the location of the accelerometers in the aircraft. In addition accelero- 
meters were positioned on wing pylons, store bodies, and wing tanks, as required. 

All accelerometers were Endevco type 233, and signals were passed through low pass filters 
before being recorded on an Ampex AR 200 twelve channel recorder. The 'bonkers' were 
situated in two magazines, one aft, one forward, at each wing tip and firing sequences 
were chosen to excite particular modes. The bonkers were fired in batches producing a 
nominal force of 3.6kN for 50 m.secs. for symmetric excitation, and S.JkN for 25 m.secs 
for antisymmetric excitation. 

For the damping measurements, in order to eliminate aerodynamic damping, the bonkers were 
fired with the aircraft standing on its undercarriage, the tyre pressures being as low as 
possible. Measurements were made for a variety of wing store configurations, the transient 
response of the wing to the bonker impulses being recorded for subsequent analysis. Plots 
of amplitude of response versus frequency were obtained by passing each accelerometer 
signal through a series of narrow band filters using a development of th« Mazet * * 
technique in which signals are played backwards through the filter to prevent the filter 
'ringing* when encountering a sharp discontinuity. Havir.g identified the modes and modal 
frequencies, for selected modes the signal was replayed through a filter tuned to the 
frequency of the mode to obtain the modal aaplltade/time history of the response. The 
damping in the »ode was then obtained from the logarithmic decrement of the signal. 

Table 1 contains a summary of the values derived. For configurations A, S and F, the wing 
carried pylon nounted stores only, for configurations C, 0, 1 and G wing tanks were fitted 
In addition to stores. Examination of Table 1 shows that the damping was consistently 
higher in antisyametric vibration modes than in symmetric modes, with the exception of tank 
pitch. For symmetric modesf the average structural duping was of the order of 21 critical, 
for antisymme'tric modes of the order of 3.St critical, a significant increase. 
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3.  VIBRATION TESTS ON AN UNDERWING MOUNTED POD 

3.1 Test objectives 

The pod is approximately 3600 am long and 420 mm in diameter.  Its mass, 
including equipment, is approximately 340 Kg.  It is basically a 
cylindrical shell fabricated from aluminium alloy with aluminium alloy 
and steel internal structure. Fasteners are conventional aluminium alloy 
rivets and steel bolts.  The pod is normally carried suspended below the 
wing on a pylon. 

Minimum values for the pod fundamental bending frequency and for the 
pitching stiffness were specified in the design requirements.  In the 
initial design stage, the natural modes and frequencies were predicted 
using a finite element idealization of the structure. Compliance with 
the design requirements was demonstrated by stiffness and vibration tests 
on a production standard pod complete with internal equipment or dynamically 
equivalent space models. The pod was designed to be capable of carriage 
on several aircraft and each type of suspension was simulated in turn 
during the tests. 

The structural response of such a pod in flight is due to structure borne 
vibration, exciting the pod through its suspension, and due to fluctuating 
aerodynamic forces, for example buffet or shock waves, acting on the pod 
itself, usually near the extremities. Past experience on underwing stores 
has shown that the two excitations produce quite different structural 
responses.  For this reason vibration tests were performed with excitation 
applied both through the suspension and then at the pod nose and tail. 

3.2 Excitation through suspension 

Figure 2 depicts the test arrangement when excitation was applied,' 
vertically and in line with the centre of gravity of the assembly, through 
the suspension.  Forty-two accelerometers were attached to the structure 
at various locations, including reference points on the pod structure 
close to the suspension points. The pod was subjected to a slow sinusoidal 
sweep excitation at constant 0.5g peak input to find the major structural 
resonances. Having determined the resonant frequencies, the amplification 
factors at these frequencies were measured for selected positions on the 
pod structure, where amplification factor at a point is defined as the 
ratio of the amplitude of acceleration of the structure at that point 
to the amplitude of the input acceleration measured at a datum point on 
the stiff beam.  To do this the system was tuned to a selected resonance 
frequency and the accelerometer signals recorded at a range of fixed input 
acceleration levels, retuning the excitation frequency to resonance, if 
necessary. The results were analysed to give;  (i) the variation in resonance 
frequency with increase in input acceleration;  (ii) the variation of 
amplification factor with increase in input acceleration; and (iii) the 
acceleration mode shapes by plotting the acceleration magnitudes and relative 
phase relationships at selected accelerometer positions. 

Structural damping was not measured when the excitation was applied through 
the suspension. However the variation of amplification factors with excit- 
ation level is shown in table 2. 

For suspension system A there is a clsar indication of an increase in 
damping as the amplitude of vibration increases. This was expected and 
agrees with earlier test results on a fuselage mounted pod. The results 
for suspension system C generally indicate a similar trend although the 
amount of change is less. Suspension systems A and C are very similar, 
the pod being suspended via two suspension hooks from an ejector release 
unit having four sway brace arms. There are however, geometric differences. 
In each case the pod was crutched against crutch pads on the sway brace 
arms. With suspension system A the pod is crutched much more tightly 
but In both cases the amount of crutching was sufficient to ensure that 
the pod surface remained firmly in contact with the pads during all levels 
of vibration. A further difference in the test conditions was that with 
suspension system A the ejector release unit was suspended from a pylon 
which in turn was attached to a stiff beam, the whole assembly being 
suspended on the low frequency support and excited by the shaker, whereas 
with suspension system C the ejector release unit was attached directly 
to the stiff bean, no pylon being available. 

Suspension system B was fundamentally different from A or C, the ejector 
release unit not having »way brace arms and the pod consequently not being 
crutched in position. In this case Table 2 shows an increase in 
amplification factor with vibration level, suggesting that structural 
damping has decreased with increasing vibration amplitude. A convincing 
reason for this change in characteristics has not been found. 

Table 3 shows the variation of resonance frequency with input acceleration 
level. Mode 1 is the fundamental symmetric vertical bending mode, mode 2 
is a 'frae-free' vertical beading mode. For suspension A, there was a 
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clear reduction in the resonance frequency of mode 1 as the input 
acceleration level increased. There was no change for suspension B and 
no significant change for suspension C. The reason for the decrease in 
resonance frequency has not been ascertained but it is considered unlikely 
that it was due solely to a change in structural damping in view of the 
large change in the latter which would be required- Also the reason for 
a change for one suspension system only has not been found 

3.3 Excitation at pod nose and tail 

The pod, ejector release unit and, in the case of suspension A, pylon, 
were bolted to a stiff test frame. Two exciters were used, either both 
forcing vertically, as shown on figure 3, or both laterally, at the pod 
nose and tail. Additionally, for suspension A, the exciters were 
positioned in turn at the pod nose and tail, one on each side of the 
pod, to excite torsional modes. The exciters could be operated in 
phase and at 180° out of phase. 

Slow sinusoidal sweep resonance searches were made with a nominally 
constant force applied at the excitation points, obtaining paper trace 
records of acceleration against frequency for each accelerometer. The 
structural damping at resonance was obtained from sei3cted response curves 
using the half power point method. 

Table 4 lists the observed resonance frequencies for the three suspension 
configurations. Figures 4 to 6 show the response curves for selected 
accelerometers and the associated mode shapes are shown on figures 7 and 8. 
The test results indicate the existence of several closely spaced modes 
where only one was found in the tests applying excitation through the 
suspension. 

The damping levels in the various modes for all three suspension configurations 
are summarized in tables 5 to 8. It should be noted that the excitation 
level was low and that the variation of damping with excitation level was 
not investigated. The quoted levels of damping in the closely spaced modes, 
e.g. suspension system A, 0.S7I critical damping (average) in the 46.6 Hz 
vertical bending mode, are low. It is doubtful that some of the closely 
spaced modes were separate modes, although they appeared to be clearly 
indicated on test. In such circumstances the half power point method 
becomes questionable for the measurement of damping. 

4.  DAMPING MEASUREMENTS ON AN AVIONIC EQUIPMENT SHELF 

The third series of tests were concerned with a box type structure, on the upper and lower 
surfaces of which various items of avionic equipment were mounted. The dimensions of the 
shelf are shown on figure 9.  In service the shelf is supported at each corner by an anti- 
vibration mount attached to a stiff point on the aircraft structure. The cover plates and 
internal members are fabricated from aluminium alloy sheet and components are rivetted 
together and assembled with a jointing compound. 

The primary objective of the test programme was to demonstrate that vibration attenuation by 
the shelf and the anti vibration mounts would be satisfactory. To achieve this a shelf, 
with actual equipment or correct dynamical simulation of equipment, was mounted in a stiff 
test frame via the anti-vibration mountings, the whole assembly suspended from low frequency 
supports and vibrated by a 13.5kN thrust exciter. Excitation was applied vertically and 
horizontally :hrough the centre of gravity of the assembly. Ideally the aircraft fuselage 
vibration environment would have been reproduced by the exciter but the control equipment 
available for the test allowed only sinusoidal vibration to be applied. Therefore the 
assembly was excited sinusoidally, stepping at 5 Hz intervals over a range 5 Hz to 500 Hz. 
At each step the exciter current was adjusted so that the mean of the levels of vibration 
(in mm/sec), monitored at reference points on the test frame adjacent to the anti-vibration 
mounts, remained constant over predetermined frequency bandwidth». The actual levels were 
chosen to represent the peak power spectral density of the fuselage vibration level over 
the frequency bandwidth, using an assumed relationship between random and sinusoidal 
vibration. 

Approximately sixty accelerometers were attached at points on the shelf and on equipment 
mounting brackets to measure response. The frequency steps and data print out were 
controlled by a computer. Subsequently, a computer program was written to produce fro» the 
test data an envelope of the highest level of vibration recorded by any accelerometer versus 
excitation frequency. This was compared with the specified alienable vibration amplitude 
and also with the theoretically predicted vibration level on the shelf. The latter was 
obtained from a finite element representation of the shelf structure and a modal analysis 
using the resulting flexibility matrix, assuming 21 critical damping in the shelf 
structural modes. 

The foregoing tests were followed by 'modal tests', the purpose of these being to identify 
modal frequencies and shapes, and to measure modal damping for comparison with the values 
assuaed in the theoretical analyses. For the modal tests the shelf, together with its 
associated equipment, was removed fron the stiff test frame and supported vis the anti- 
vibration «ounts on rigid supports. A 200N exciter was placed below each comer of the 



shelf to excite it vertically. The drive current for each exciter was supplied by one of 
four matched amplifiers, the amplifiers being fed by a common controlled oscillator signal. 
Switching of the amplifier output signals permitted all exciters to be driven in phase or 
pairs to be 180° out of phase. Twenty accelerometers were placed on the shelf surface on a 
five by four grid and their outputs logged automatic illy. 

Initially the exciters were driven sinusoidally in phase, stepping through the frequency 
range 6 Hz to 300 Hz in 2 Hz steps at constant exciter force to excite symmetric modes. 

Then two diagonally opposite exciters were driven in phase and the remaining two 180° 
out of phase to the first pair, stepping as before, to excite antisymmetric modes. 

The frequency response curves were examined for resonance peaks and several frequencies 
chosen for closer examination. Testing was repeated, stepping through the frequencies at 
three input force levels. The mid-range level was chosen to give a level of vibration at 
a reference point on the shelf corresponding to the highest expected service level. From 
the resulting response curves damping was determined using the half power point method. 
Also plots of the deflected shape of the shelf were obtained using phase data from the 
accelerometers. 

Damping values are given in table 9. Mode 1 is a mode involving torsion of the structure 
and some rigid body rocking about a diagonal, occurring around 68 Hz. Mode 2 has been 
identified as a fundamental bending mode occurring at about 90 Hz. The measured damping 
levels appear high but reasonably consistent. The shelf contains a large number of rivets 
in proportion to its surface area, due to the internal structure and due to the equipment 
mounting brackets attached to its exterior. It also supports relatively heavy equipment 
and contains quite sizeable cable looms, closely clipped to the structure. These facts 
probably explain the high level of damping. There is evidence of an increase in structural 
damping with excitation level. 

Figure 10 shows the mode 2 response curves obtained from accelerometer 13 for the three 
excitation levels. The decrease of resonance frequency with increase of excitation level 
was typical of most accelerometer signals. 

5.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has presented values of structural damping measured during bonking tests on an 
aircraft wing and during vibration tests on an underwing pylon mounted pod and an avionic 
equipment shelf. It should be noted that in the latter two cases the primary reason for 
the tests was to check that a required natural frequency of vibration had been achieved or 
to demonstrate satisfactory vibration attenuation characteristics. In both these cases 
the measurement of damping was a secondary objective. The disadvantages of sinusoidal 
testing techniques were apparent in both tests, particularly so in the avionic equipment 
shelf tests. It was also apparent that the determination of damping from a frequency 
response curve at resonance is not satisfactory for structures where modes are close and 
non-linearities may be present, affecting the behaviour of the structure at resonance. 
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EXCITATION MODE 
STORE CONFIGURATION                 ( 

A B C D E F G 

SYMMETRIC 

WING BENDING 1.8 1.5 2.0 1.7 1.75 1.5 

WING TORSION 1.8 1.5 2.5 2.5 

WING BENDING 
1st OVERTONE 2.0 

WING TORSION 
Ist OVERTONE 2.0 

FUSEUGE BENDING 1.5 

AILERON ROTATION 2.5 

O/B PYLON BENDING 1.8 1.5 2.0 

TANK PITCH 2.0 

ANTI- 
SYMMETRIC 

WING BENDING 3.0 3.6 3.2 4.0 3.0 
WING TORSION 2.5 4.0 2.5 

WING TORSION 
1st OVERTONE 

5.0 

AILERON ROTATION 4.5 
TANK PITCH ___ 1.5 

Table 1 Strike aircraft with underwing stores 
I critical structural damping 

tu 

i tu 
—1 
tu 

i 

AMPLIFICATION FACTOR (MODE 1) 

SUSPENSION A SUSPENSION B SUSPENSION C 

INR 

0.25 

JT ACCEl 

0.50 

.". (PEAK 

0.75 

'9') 

1.00 

INPt 

0.25 

T ACCEL 

0.50 

". (PEAK 

0.75 

'8') 

1.00 

INP 

0.25 

UT ACCI 

0.50 

:.Ln. (PL* 

0.75 

tc'g') 

1.00 

323 33.84 24.26 20.68 16.92 7.80 7.15 7.80 8.97 11.70 14.30 12.57 10.73 

S17 54.15 35.35 25.48 21.50 9.60 8.90 13.24 14.72 15.07 19.18 16.44 16.10 

55 15.44 9.80 7.90 6.oC 3.57 4.16 4.76 4.76 7.74 7.44 5.95 5.06 

SI 7.24 4.84 4.43 3.80 2.72 2.26 2.52 2.64 5.28 3.02 3.«) 2.27 

S3 6.92 4.76 3.90 3.36 2.16 2.16 3.24 2.97 4.86 3.24 1.80 2.16 

S8 16.70 9.«) 7.20 5.72 4.31 4.62 5.85 5.00 7.70 7.32 5.13 4.62 

S20 42.20 26.70 19.70 16.90 10.53 11.70 14.04 14.92 10.53 15.21 13.65 12.87 

S24 29.90 23.10 14.50 12.22 10.45 9.22 8.61 10.15 9.84 11.68 9.84 9.» 

Table 2 Variation of amplification factors 
with excitation level 



INPUT 
ACCELERATtON 

(PEAK V) 

RESONANCE FREQUENCY (Hi) 

SUSPENSION A SUSPENSION B SUSPENSION C 

MODE 1 MODE 2 MODE1 MODE 2 MODE1 MODE 2 

0.25 47.5 102.5 49.0 118.9 47.7 111.7 

0.50 46.5 103.0 49.0 117.7 46.7 110.2 

0.75 45.5 103.4 49.0 117.3 47.5 109,3 

1.00 44.0 103.8 49.0 116.6 46.8 110.0 

1.25 104.2 116.5 110.4 

1.50 104.5 116.4 

Table 3 Variation of resonance frequency 
with excitation level - excitation through suspension 

MODE FREQUENCY (Hz) 

SUSPENSION A SUSPENSION B SUSPENSION C 

YAW 12.8 12.2 13.1 

PITCH 21.3 19.3 19.8 

ROLL 20.0 
22.0 

18.9 
20.1 

20.7 
22.8 

VERTICAL 
BENDING 

46.6 
47.6 
52.6 

47.1 
47.9 
53.2 

45.9 
54.1 

LATERAL 
BENDING 

62.4 
76.8 

59.5 
70.6 

59.7 
70,3 

POO NOSE 
TORSION 

89 
90 

AFT POD TORSION 89.5 

Table 4 Resonance frequencies, excitation at 
pod nose and tail 
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MODE FREQ. 
(Hz) 

% CRITICAL DAMPING 

VERT. 
S5 

LAT. 
S7 

VERT. 
S3 

ACCELEROMETER NO. 

LAT.      VERT.    LAT.     LAT. 
S10         S17        S18      S19 

VERT. 
S20 

LAT. 
S21 

LAT. 
S22 

VERT. 
S23 

VERT. 
S24 

YAW 12.8 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.0 

PITCH 21.3 3.0 2.9 3.0 2.9 3.2 2.8 

ROLL 
20.0 
22.0 

2.1 
1.5 

2.1 
1.4 

2.0 
1.5 

2.1 
5.5 

VERT. 
BENDING 

46.6 
47.6 
52.6 

0.6 
0.5 
1.1 

0.6 
0.5 
1.3 

0.6 
0.5 
1.1 

0.6 
0.6 
1.2 

0.6 
0.6 
0.9 

0.4 
0,4 
1.2 

LAT. 
BENDING 

62.8 
76.8 

1.2 
1.1 

1.3 
1.2 

1.2 
1.2 

1.4 
1.1 

POO NOSE 
TORSION 

89.0 
90.0 2.3 

2.0 
1.7 

AFT POD 
TORSION 

89.5 2.1 1.6 

Table 5 Damping factors, suspension system A 
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MODE FREQ. 
(Hz) 

% CRITICAL DAMPING 

VERT. 
S5 

LAT. 
S7 

VERT. 
S8 

A 

LAT. 
S10 

CCELERO 

VERT. 
S17 

METKN 

LAT. 
S19 

O. 

VERT. 
S20 

UMT. 
S22 

VERT. 
S23 

VIRT. 
S24 

YAW 12.2 4.8 4.6 5.5 4.3 

PITCH 19.3 3.3 3.2 2.2 2.9 3.1 2.5 

ROLL 
18.9 
20.1 

1.8 
2.3 

1.9 
2.8 

1.8 
1.9 

2.0 
2.6 

VERTICAL 
BENDING 

47.9 
53.2 

0.8 
1.5 

0.7 
1.4 

0.8 
1.5 

0.7 
1.5 

0.8 
1.4 

0.8 
1.2 

LATERAL 
BENDING 

59.5 
70.6 

1.2 
0.6 

1.2 
0.6 

1.2 
0.6 

1.3 
0.6 

Table 6 Damping factors, suspension system B 
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MODE FREQ. 
(Hz) 

% CRITICAL DAMPING 

VERT. 
S5 

LAT. 
S7 

VERT. 
S8 

ACCELEROMETER NO. 

LAT.       VERT.     LAT.       VERT, 
S10         S17       S19         S20 

LAT. 
S22 

VERT. 
$23 

VERT. 
S24 

YAW 13.1 3.0 3.6 3.3 2.3 

PITCH 19.8 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.8 2.0 1.8 

ROLL 20.7 
22.8 

1.5 
1.3 

1.2 
1.2 

2.2 
1.3 

1.2 
1.1 

VERTICAL 
BENDING 

45.9 
54.1 

1.1 
1.0 

1.1 
1.1 

1.0 
0.9 

1.1 
1.1 

1.1 
1.1 

1.1 
1.0 

LATERAL 
SENDING 

59.7 
70.3 

1.5 
0.8 

1.4 
0.8 

1.4 
0.8 

1.4 
0.9 

Table 7 Damping factors, suspension system C 

MODE 
SUSPENSION 

SYSTEM 
SUSPENSION 

SYSTEM 
B 

SUSPENSION 
SYSTEM 

C 

OVERALL 
AVERAGE 

YAW 2.13 3.30 3.05 2.99 

PITCH 2.97 2.87 1.87 2.57 

ROIL 2.06 
1.48 

1.S8 
2.40 

1.53 
1.23 

1.83 
1.70 

VERTICAL 
BENDING 

o.s^ 
0.52 
1.13 

0.77 

1.42 

I.OS 

1.03 

0.81 
0.» 
1.19 

LATERAL 
BENDING 

1.28 
1.15 

1.23 
0.60 

1.43 
0.83 

1.31 
0.86 

TORSION \M 1.94 

Table 8 Average I critical damping 

,. 
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ACCEL- 
EROMETER 

NO. 

EXCITER 
CURRENT 

(AMPS) 

% CRITICAL DAMPING 

MODE1 MODE 2 

1 
7.5 

10.0 
12,5 

5.3 

6.4 

4.0 
4.9 
6.7 

6 
7,5 

10.0 
12,5 

4.1 
4.8 
5.0 

5.3 
5.2 
5.7 

9 
7.5 

10.0 
12.5 

3.7 
5.0 
5.0 

2.9 
3.5 
4.2 

10 
7.5 

10.0 
12.5 

4.6 
5.0 
5.2 

4.2 
4.3 

13 
7.5 

10.0 
12.5 

3.9 
5.0 
6.0 

5.6 
5.4 
5.4 

14 
7.5 

.     10.0 
12.5 

4.9 
5.5 
5.2 

5.1 
5.4 
5.8 ... 

Table 9 Avionic equipment shelf, measured damping 

it 

mi' 
mm 

V - VERTICAL ACCELEROMETER 
L - LATERAL ACCELEROMETER 

Fig.l    Location of accoleroaeters 
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LOW FREQUENCY 
SUPPORTS 

S20 

Fig.2 Test rig, excitation through suspension system 

Fig. 3 Test rig, excitation applied *.o pod ends 
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24- 

20- 

16H 

UA TRACE 
DEFLECTION4 

(mm) 

12^ 

f 

8- 

4- 

42 

ACCEL. S20 

ACCEL. SI7 

—r~ 
46 

—r- 
50 54 58 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

Fig.4 Suspension system A - vertical symmetric bending, 
excitation at nose and tail 
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24- 

U/V TRACE 
DEFLECTION 

(mm) 

[ 

60 
—r- 

65 70 75 

FREQUENCY (Hi) 

80 

Fig.5 Suspension system A - Lateral synmetric bending, 
excitation at nose and tail 
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30- 

25- 

20- 

U/V TRACE 
Dff LECTION 

(mm) 

15- 

10- 

17 
i        r        r        i r- 

19 21 23 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

25 

* 

I 

Fig.6    Suspension system A - pod pitch 
excitation at nose and tail 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 
ACCELERATION 

0 PEAK V 

0.5 

1.0 

3500 

POO STATION (mm) 

Fig.7    Suspension system A - vertical symetric bending  (46.6 Hx) 
excitation at nose and tail 



. POD UPPER 
SURFACE 

1500 2000 

POD STATION (mm) 

ACCELERATION 
PEAK V 

Fig.8 Suspension system A - Lateral symmetric bending (62.4 Hz) 
excitation at nose and tail 

FUSELAGE FRAMES 

A/V MOUNTS 

65 mm 

DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE 

Fig.9 Avionic equipment shelf structure 
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Fig.10 Avionic equipment shelf, accelerometer 13, 
response curves at three input levels 
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EFFECT OF STRUCTURAL DAMPING ON THE 

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF SPACECRAFT 

by 

M. Degener 
Institut für Aeroelastik 

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt E.V. 
BunsenstraSe 10. D-3400 Göttingen, Germany 

SUMMARY 

The magnitude of the dynamic response behaviour depends sensitively 
on the damping of a structure. In this paper the effect of structural 
damping on the dynamic response of spacecraft structures, especially 
satellites, is investigated. Special regard is given to the influence of in- 
termodal damping coupling and of a non-linear damping behaviour. 

Results of dynamic tests on satellite structures are studied, in order 
to get an insight into the general damping characteristics of spacecraft 
structures. 

A method is presented to determine the dynamic response of a space- 
craft structure, taking into account a non-linear damping behaviour, by 
means of a numerical, iterative procedure based on modal data. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Scalars 

I 

d 

f 

f r 
g 
h(T) 

i 
k 

m 

% 
t 

% 
ur0 
x(t) 

y(t) 

Dr. 
H(w) 

|H(u)i 

Krr 
M rr 
P r 
X(w) 

Y(«) 

«r 

damping coefficient 

frequency 

eigenfrequency 

acceleration by gravity 

weighting function 

imaginary unit 

stiffness constant 

discrete mass 

generalized coordinate 

tinw) 

foundation displacement 

reference amplitude 

input signal 

output signal 

generalized (tamping coefficient 

frequency response function 

gain factor 

generalized stiffness 

generalized mass 

element of vector £ 

Fourier transform of x(t) 

Fourier transform of y(t) 

modal damping factor 

tin» 

0(u) phase factor 

u circular frequency 

u circular eigenfrequency 

Vectors and Matrices 

S 
I 

»a 
L 

£ 
S 
X(w) 

y(u) 

♦r 
0 

& 

S 
£ 

MM 
K 

M 
t 

vector of generalized coordinates 

vector of relative displacements 

vector of absolute displacements 

vector, defined by Eq. (12) 

vector, defined by Eq. (23) 

generalized force vector 

input vector 

output vector 

normal motte shape 

null vector 

mass matrix 

damping matrix 

stiffness matrix 

generalized dumping matrix 

frequency response matrix 

generalized stiffness matrix 

generalized mass matrix 

modal matrix 



Indices 

a absolute 

b base 

i.J structural point indices 

r, s normal mode indices 

0 amplitude 

T transposed 

-1 inverse 

Symbols 

[   1 

I I 

vector 

matrix 

real part 

imaginary part 

derivative with respect to time 

absolute value 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Spacecraft structures are subjected to a lot of static and dynamic loads during launch and mission. 
It must be ensured that the dynamic response of the spacecraft to these loads will not lead to a damage of 
the structure or failure of any equipment units. 

On the one hand this dynamic response is determined by the kind of exciting loads, e.g. the location, 
the magnitude or the frequency. On the other hand it is influenced by the dynamic characteristics of the 
structure itself. These are the mass distribution, the eigenfrequencies, the normal mode shapes and the 
damping.  Especially the damping is a sensitive parameter for the magnitude of the dynamic response. 

This paper intends to demonstrate the influence of the structural damping on the dynamic response of 
spacecraft structures. 

After a brief review of the response properties of physical systems the determination of the dynamic 
response is demonstrated for the example of a satellite structure. The effect of damping coupling and 
damping non-linearity is discussed taking into account the results of dynamic tests on actual spacecraft 
structures. Finally, an iterative method for the performance of a non-linear dynamic response analysis 
is presented. 

2. DYNAMIC RESPONSE PROPERTIES OP PHYSICAL SYSTEMS 

In this chapter the basic relations of response properties of structural systems shall be described, 
as they are used later in this paper. For this purpose the structure is assumed as an ideal system, that 
means a linear system with constant parameters. The dynamic characteristics of such a system can be 
described by a wei^iting function hir), defined as the response of the system at any time to a unit im- 
pulse or Dirac delta input at a time r before (Refs. 1,2). 

By means of thia weighting function the output y(t) of the system for any arbitrary input x{t) is given 
by the convolution integral (Duhamel Integral): 

+ 00 

(1) y(t) /w T) x(t-T) dr 

•00 

In the frequency domain the input and the output are described by their Fourier transforms: 

+ 00 

(2B) X(W) - 

-00 

f x(t)e'3utdt     , 

+ 00 

(2b) Y(«) -     f   y(t) e'*^ dt    . 

-oo 

By taking the Fourier transform of both side« of Eq. (1) the convolution integral reduces to simple alge- 
braic expression: 

(3) Y(«) - H(u»)X(w)     . 

H(u). which is tiie Fourier transform of the weighting function h(T) 

+ 00 

m 
-00 

Is eaUed the frequency response function. 

TV« 

H(u) -     j    h(T) e"Jwt dr     , 

l# 
.<******« 



It describes the dynamic characteristics of the structural system in the frequency domain, while h(r) 
describes them in the time domain. The relationship between the dynamic response of a structure and 
the excitation input is sketched in Figure 1 schematically. 

The response of a structure to a dynamic input is determined by the frequency response function. 
Therefore the effect of structural characteristics (e.g. damping) on the dynamic response is equivalent to 
the effect of these characteristics on the frequency response function. 

The frequency response function is generally a complex valued quantity, that can be written as a sum 
of a real and an imaginary part 

(  5) H{u) = H'(w)   + jH^w) 

or in terms of a magnitude and a phase angle 

H(ü) =|H{«)| e ■ }<p{u) ( 6) 

The absolute value 

( 7) |H{u)| = ^H'2(u)) + H"2(u) 

is called the gain factor or magnification function, while the phase angle 

(8) ^=tan-l(H^)) 

is called the phase factor of the system. 

A physical meaning of both values can be illustrated, if the input x(t) is assumed to be a harmonic 
excitation with a circular frequency u. Then the dynamic response of the system is harmonic, too. with 
the same frequency. As illustrated in Figure 2. in this case the gain factor |H(u)( is the ratio of the 
output amplitude to the input amplitude, while the phase shift between input and output is equal to the 
phase factor ip{u). 

The foregoing relationships were derived for a single input/single output system. For a multiple in- 
put/multiple output system Eq. (3) becomes: 

( 9) 

or in matrix notation 

(10) 

Y^«) = 2 HyM X.(U) 

Y(u) = H(u) X(u)     . 

It should be noted, that the frequency response functions Hy(u) depend only on frequency and not on time 
or excitation level. If the system is non-linear, H (u) is also a function of the excitation input. This case 
will be discussed later in this paper. 

3. FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE 

The effect of structural damping on the dynamic response, which is equivalent to the effect on the fre- 
quency response functions Hij(u), shall be demonstrated for the example of satellite structures, which 
are excited at the base by the dynamic input of the launcher. This excitation results in a forced foundation 
motion input (s. Figure 3). as it is simulated experimentally in a shaker test. 

Assuming structural linearity and viscous damping the equations of motion for such a system are 

(") £aa+gä + £ä = a    • 
&' S' £ are tbe mB8S nMrtrlx, damping matrix and stiffness matrix, respectively, u is the displacement 
vector relative to the base of the structure, while ga is vector of the absolute displacements measured 
in a fixed coordinate system. 

The difference vector of ua and u is defined as 

(12) aa(t) - H.(t) - Lu^t) 

L has unity elements for the structural degrees of freedom coinciding with the direction of excitation and 
zero elements for all others. 

Introduction of Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) yields 

(13) j|I+gi+£H»-Ai]4Sb 

Using modal coordinates qr the deformation of the structure can be described by a sum of their normal 
mode shapes fr 

(14) a - Mi+ 12*2+ i3<'s+•••■♦! 

After insertion of tbe above equation and premultipiteatton with the transposed of the modal matrix £ Eq. 
(13) becomes: 

it  ." 



(15) 

with 

M- *TA | 

D = 
T ♦TB£ 

K = £TC£ 

a = -*   ALüfe 

Ms.+ Ds.+ Kä = s. 

generalized mass matrix (diagonal), 

generalized damping matrix (non-diagonal), 

generalized stiffness matrix (diagonal), 

generalized force vector. 

The matrices of the generalized masses and generalized stiffnesses are diagonal because of the orthogo- 
nality property of the normal modes. By the eigenfrequencies of the structure the following relation 
exists: 

(16) K     = w2M     = (2)rf )2 M 
rr       r    rr r        rr 

The generalized damping matrix is non-diagonal, in general.   That means,  that the normal modes  are 
coupled by the damping of the structure. 

With the modal characteristics fr. $r, MrrJ Dra. which can be measured by means of a ground 
vibration test or modal survey test (Ref. 3), the frequency response can be determined, assuming a si- 
nusoidal vibration input: 

(17) %- %0 sinut 

Then the vibration response of the structure in generalized coordinates is 

(18) q = q'   sinwt + q" coawt i     20 ^0 

Introduction of Eqs. (17) and (18) into Eq. (15) and  comparison of the coefficients of   sinut   and   cf   wt 
yields the matrix equation: 

(19) 
K -Mu 

Du 

-Dw 

K -Mu ao 

*T.  . 2 

The unknown vectors  q'    and  j"   are given by the inverse of the matrix in the above equation 

(20) 

3.0 

£-Mu -Dw 

Du |C - g|u' 
2 

T 2 

and the dynamic response of the stricture to the sinusoidal input is 

(21) M = |ä = * I'o 8inwt + llo coswt    • 

The ratio of the output u to the excitation ujj is the frequency response function   H(u).   By means of 
H(u) the dynamic response to an arbitrary time-dependent input can be determined. 

The determination of the frequency response of a structure is a very time-consuming process, be- 
cause the matrix in Eq. (20) has to be inverted for each exciting frequency u. The investigations would 
be simplified essentially in case of modal damping, i.e. if the generalized damping matrix is diagonal, 
too.  Then the elements of ^'Q and 3^ in Eq. (19) are given by a set of decoupled equations 

(22a) (K    - M 
rr rruVo-DrruqH>" ^^0 

(22b) 

Pr  is the r-th element of the vector 

(23) 

Eq. (22) can be solved for q* 0 and qV, 

(24a) q^ - 

Drru^O+<Krr-MrrwKo"0 

£ - fT A L     . 

»2 - («/«/ 

(i.(w/Mrr)
a + (2cP«/wrr 

(24b) 
^      (l-(«/w/)2+(2Cr«/«r)a 

P 2 
 r_   u_ 
M     '   2    oO rr   u 

r 

P 2 
r     M 

M_ *  2 %© 
rr   u 

r 

»^mm^viJVjm 



The value  Pr/Mrr  is called the participation factor.   Cr  is the atructural damping factor of the 
r-th normal mode 

(25) C 
rr 

2M    y rr  r 

With the generalized coordinates the dynamic response  u of the structure is given and the frequency 
response functions can be calculated by dividing u by  o^.  The vector of the gain factors is 

(26) 'B<»>l * E *r ÜT1-T   , == =7     ' 
"  wr  >/(l-(u/WJ2)2

+{2C  u,/«)2 

while the vector of the phase factors is 

(27) 

It is evident, that neither the gain factors nor the phase factors are functions of the value of the input a. , 
but only of the frequency of the excitation. 

Eq. (26) shows, that the amplifications of the structure depend sensitively on the value of the structu- 
ral damping factor ijr. Especially, if the exciting frequency is near to an eigenfrequency of the struc- 
ture, then it is u/uj." 1 and the amplification is approximately reciprocal to the damping factor. There- 
fore, the knowledge of the values of Cr is the most important factor in the determination of the dynamic 
response of the structure. 

.   . 

4. INFLUENCE OF DAMPING COUPLING 

As it was shown in the last chapter, a diagonal generalized damping matrix does simplify the deter- 
mination of the dynamic response essentially. 

The most simple way to obtain such a diagonal matrix is by neglecting the off-diagonal values. The 
errors, which are involved by such a rough approximation, shall now be studied for a simple mathemati- 
cal model and an actual satellite structure. By this means it wiU be possible to get an insight into the 
effect of damping coupling on the dynamic response. 

4.1 SIMPLE MODEL 

The simple mathematical model, which was used to study the effect of damping coupling, is shown in 
Figure 4.  The modal characteristics of tills model are given in this figure, too. 

The model consists of five masses, which are connected by springs and dampers. The masses and 
spring constants are chosen so that there is almost a coincidence between the eigenfrequencies f4 and 
f5 , in order to investigate the effect of damping coupling in case of adjacent eigenfrequencies. The 
eigenvectors in the modal matrix £ are normalized so that the largest component has absolute value 
1 cm. 

In order to obtain large off-diagonal values in the generalized damping matrix, a strong local damper 
Is placed between m3 and 014. Consequently, many off-diagonal elements are of equal size or even 
greater than the appertaining diagonal elements, as can be Men from the generalized damping matrix g 
in Figure 4. Among others the adjacent modes $4 and $5 are strongly coupled. The value« of the mo- 
dal damping factors have a realistic order of magnitude for spacecraft structures. 

The model is excited by a foundation motion input o^t) . The frequency response functions for the 
five masses are plotted verms frequency in Figure 5 in linear scaling and in logarithmic scaling, res- 
pectively. "** 

The plots show, that the dlfferencies are rather small. Especially, for the first three well separated 
eigenfrequencies the frequency response functions are nearly Identical. Likewise, the influence of (temp- 
ing coupling can be neglected in the frequency ranges between the normal modes. Only in the ease of ad- 
jacent eigenfrequencies there are some sUght dlfierencies. Changes in damping ccnflguration show the 
same effect. 

Although this simple model cannot represent a complex spacecraft structure, it «bows that the in- 
fluence of «temping coupling on (tynamlc response is not very significant in most caaes. The results of a 
dynamic response analysis on an actual satellite structure shaU confirm tills. 

4.2 SATELUTl STRUCTURE 

The tave8tl(gitions were performed on the SMOP-satellite, a modern light w«ij#st atractnre, typical 
for eonsnimleatlon MtelUtes. This stmetere was developed by CONTRA YES at ZOdch by order of the 
luropean Space Agency ISA for a Satellite Mam Optimization Prognunme {SHOP}, «bleb was part of the 
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ine core structure of the SMOP-satellite was completed for dynamic testing with several mass dum- 
mies for equipment simulation. Figure 6 shows the overall dimensions of the structure, whose total 
mass was  720 kg. 

Based on the results of a modal survey test (Ret. 6) a dynamic response analysis was performed 
(Refs, 7,8).  In the frequency range up to   120 Hz   35 normal modes were taken into consideration. 

Similar to the foregoing chapter the analyses were performed «1th the complete generalized damping 
matrix as well as with a diagonalized damping matrix. For the first case a 70 times 70 matrix had to be 
inverted for each excitation frequency, as can be seen in Eq. (20). By using a diagonal generalized damp- 
ing matrix the computing time (CPU-time) could be reduced to a fourth. Figures 7 and 8 show the results 
of these calculations for some structural points. Points No. 7 and 53 are upper platform points, while 
points No. 411 and 453 lie at the lower platform of the structure. 

Again there are only slight dlfferencies between both frequency response functions in spite of large 
off-diagonal elements in the generalized damping matrix. The tfynamic response of a structure can be 
approximated very well by using only the diagonal elements of the modal damping matrix. The influence 
of damping coupling on the dynamic response is rather small and can be neglected for most practical 
purposes. This effect, which was already described by other authors (Ref. 9), does simplify response in- 
vestigations essentially. 

It should be noted, that for purposes other than dynamic response (e. g. modal synthesis), damping 
coupling may be of greater importance and cannot be neglected. 

5. DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS OF ACTUAL SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES 

In this chapter the results of dynamic tests on several spacecraft structures will be analysed for their 
damping characteristics. The investigations include both shaker tests and modal survey tests. Comparing 
the test results of the different structures an amplitude dependent damping characteristic for spacecraft 
structures can be outlined. 

5.1 SMOP-SATELUTE 

In addition to modal survey test and dynamic response analysis a shaker test was performed on the 
SMOP-structure (Ref. 10). The structure was excited at its base with a constant aceeleration amplitude. 
A typical result of this test is shown in Figure 9. Comparing it with the appertaining gain factor of the 
dynamic response analysis, which is also given in Figure 9. large discrepancies are recognizable. The 
dynamic amplifications differ very much, while the resonance frequencies are almost the same. This in- 
dicates, that the structural damping values are not constant but depend on the magnitude of the excitation. 
The response of the first axial mode, as to be seen in Figure 9, is about 3 g. while the acceleration of 
the same point was only 0.3 g in the modal survey test. Accordingly, the shaker test yielded higher am- 
plifications, when the input level was reduced. The values of the structural damping factors lr, meas- 
ured in the modal survey test, lay between 0,5 ^ and 1^, while the shaker test yielded values between 
2i and  3^. 

Comparing the results, it became evident, that the damping is not constant, but increases with an in- 
crease of the excitation. Consequently, the amplifications decrease with an increase of the excitation. 
Additionally, this non-linear damping characteristic is different for each mode. This is of course an im- 
portant fact for dynamic response determination. 

5.2 ITOS-SATELLITE 

A modal survey test and a shaker test were performed on ITOS, a rectangular box-type satellite 
structure, too. The results are similar to those of the SMOP-structure. The modal survey test (Ref. 11) 
yielded damping values between 0.3 ^ and 2 ^. but for some modes oven much hitter values were 
found. 

In the shaker tests on ITOS (Refs. 12,13) the input level was varied between 0.3g and 2 g for damp- 
ing investigations. It was found that the eigenfrequencies were almost independent from the excitation 
level, while the amplification« became smaller with greater input levels. On an average, an increase of 
the excitation by 60 $ caused 20 ^ higher damping values. 

5.3 GEOS-SATELUTE 

The third spacecraft structure, whose test results shall be presented, is the GEOS satellite. The 
shaker test as well as the modal survey test yielded similar results concerning (tamping behaviour. 

An example from the modal survey test (Ref. 14) is given in Figure 10. The response of a reference 
point is plotted versus force input for the Urst platform mode. The non-linear behaviour is evident. In 
general, damping values for Cr between 0. S ^ and 2 £ were measured for GEOS in the modal survey 
test. 



The dependency between dynamic amplifications and acceleration input measured in the shaker test 
(Raf. 15) for the first lateral mode becomes obvioas from Figure 11. For this mode the damping rises by 
40 ^, when the structure is excited with Ü. 5 g instead of 0. 3 g. Similar results were obtained for other 
normal modes. 

5. 4  SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 

There are much more spacecraft structures, of course, that have been tested with special regard to 
their damping behaviour, e.g. Refs. 16 and 17, but it would go beyond the scope of this paper to describe 
them all. 

It can be stated however, that they have shown similar results as the above mentioned satellite struc- 
tures.   These can be summarized as follows: 

- In general the damping of spacecraft structures is not constant, but Increases with the dynamic in- 
put.  Therefore a non-linear damping behaviour must be taken into account. 

- This damping characteristic is different for each normal mode. It can be measured by means of a 
ground vibration test or modal survey test. In a shaker test the structure does not vibrate purely 
in its normal mode shapes, especially at higher modes. 

- Typical damping values for spacecraft structures, especially satellites, are between 0.5 ^ and 
5 $j,  but smaller or larger values are possible, too. 

6. DYNAMIC RESPONSE IN CASE OF NON-LINEAR DAMPING 

A method to determine the frequency response functions at the presence of a non-linear damping shall 
be presented now. The method is an iterative numerical approach. Because the influence of damping 
coupling on the dynamic response is rather small, as it was shown before, only a diagonal generalized 
damping matrix is taken into account for this approach. 

Then the non-linear damping characteristic of the structure can be expressed by the structural damp- 
ing factors as functions of appertaining reference displacements for each mode: 

(28) C    = C (u .) * const, r       r   rO 

The general characteristics of a linear and a non-linear damping behaviour are shown in Figure 12. 

If the modal parameters, i. e. the eigenfrequencies, the normal mode shapes, the generalized masses 
and the amplitude-dependent damping factors are known, the frequency response functions for a certain 
input level can be determined iteratively as follows. 

For an initial value of the exciting frequency u the amplitudes of the real and imaginary parts of the 
generalized coordinates are calculated by Eq. (24). Hereby, arbitrary starting values are used for the 
structural damping factors Cr. By means of the generalized coordinates and the normal mode shapes 
the displacement vector £ of the structure can be evaluated from Eq. (14). With u the displacements 
urQ of the reference points are given, too, and new damping factors Cr(uro) c*n h® calculated for each 
mode. 

In a second step the displacements are determined with these new damping factors. This iterative 
computing process is continued, until the damping factors do no longer change significantly. Then the 
gain factor and the phase factor of the frequency response function are calculated. 

For the exciting frequency u + Aw it is convenient to use the last damping factot 9 as new starting 
values. In general, these starting values will be so close to the actual values, that only some or even no 
iterations are necessary. That means, that this iterative non-linear dynamic response analysis can be 
performed for a certain input level nearly as fast as in case of a linear (temping behaviour, which is of 
course an important advantage of this method. 

A non-linear dynamic response analysis, as described above, was performed on the SMOP-satellite 
structure with an assumed non-linear damping characteristic, because this had not been measured during 
the modal survey test. Comparing the results of the modal survey test and the shaker test the following 
damping characteristic seemed to be close to reality: 

(29) 

This is illustrated in Figure 13. 
all modes. 

t    " 0.005 ♦ 0.125 r^u „     . r cm   ro 

For simpUcity this damping characteristic was assumed to be equal for 

Some results of thic analysis are given in Figures 14 and 15. respectively. Figure 13 shows the gain 
factor of a upper platform point (grid point No. 7). whUe Figure 15 shows it for a lower platform point 
(grid point No. 411). The results are presented for a base •xeitstlon in x-, y- and z-direetioa. 

The figures show clearly the effect of noa-Unear darning increasing with the eiteltation input. In the 
freqaeney ranges remote from eigenfrequencies the influence of (temping aon-Unsart^y is ratter small, 
but in the net^hbourhood of eigenfretpencies the (fynamte amplifications decrease rapidly with increasing 
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excitation.  This effect is verified by the results of the dynamic tests described in the last chapter. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the effect of structural damping on the dynamic response of spacecraft was investigated. 
Special topics were damping coupling and damping non-linearity. 

The analytical investigations and the experimental results of dynamic tests on spacecraft structures 
have shown: 

- The effect of damping coupling is rather small and can be neglected for most practical purposes. 
By this the determination of the dynamic response is simplified essentially. 

- In general, the damping of spacecraft structures cannot be described by a constant damping coef- 
ficient, because damping increases with the excitation level. Therefore, a non-linear damping 
must be taken into account. 

- The damping characteristic is different for each normal mode. 
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Modal CharacterJBtics: 

Eigenfrequencies: 

fj « 0.06016 Hz 

f2 = 0.17125 Hz 

f3 = 0.29790 Hz 

f4 » 0. 43032 Hz 

f5 » 0. 43738 Hz 

Matrix of Elgenvectore: 

0.2308 0.5135 0.2057 • 0.5923 1 

0.3276 1 0.2398 0.0613 -0,1840 

0.8597 - 0. 0070 - 0. 9692 0. 3698 0.1248 

0.9643 - 0.5064 0.1241 -0.8276 -0.1920 

1 -0.7U7 1 1 0.2162 

cm 

Generalized Maeaes: 

M 11 
5.2260 mem*1 

M22 = 4.2846 mem' 

M,„ « 3.1242 mem2 

33 
M44 " 3«0054 »cm 

M55 - 1.2532 mem2 

Generalized Damping Matrix: 

D - 

0. 0092 - 0.0084 0.0183 - 0.0200 -0.0053 
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dem* 

Modal Damping Factors! 

Cj - 0.23^ 

C2 » 0.97^ 

C3 
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SUMMARY 

Damping plays a significant role in the prediction of spacecraft structural 
responses and loads, which in turn influence the structural design.  In this study, the 
methods used by the aerospace community to incorporate damping in the structural analysis 
are summarized. A discussion of experiences and procedures relating to damping for 
recent spacecraft is presented. Methods for modal testing and experimental determination 
of damping, the use of discrete dampers and other topics are treated briefly. Lastly, 
a collection of damping data for recent spacecraft and related hardware is provided in 
the appendix. 

INTRODUCTION 

A study has been conducted recently to determine how the concept of damping has been 
treated in the analysis and design of spacecraft in the U.S., and to present available 
damping data for recent spacecraft and other flight hardware. The information contained 
herein is the result of experiences at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and discussions with 
representatives from the U.S. aerospace industry. 

The discussions here are limited to damping considerations which influence the 
spacecraft structural design in the low frequency regime, i.e., that frequency range 
in which analytically derived eigenvalues and eigervectors are considered representative 
of the structural dynamic behavior, and in which thiay can be verified by experimental 
techniques such as modal testing [1-3]. 

A discussion relating how damping has been treated in structural analysis histori- 
cally precedes a summary of experiences from recent spacecraft. Other factors relating 
to damping such as experimental determination of damping values and recent trends in 
modal testing are described briefly. The appendix presents a compendium of experi- 
mentally observed damping values for a number of spacecraft and related hardware. 

BACKGROUND 

Since the beginning of the U.S. space program, the increasing complexity of space- 
craft structures, the development of digital computers, and the development of finite 
element computer programs (and matrix methods in general) have resulted in the discre- 
tization of continuous structures into lumped parameter systems, yielding the fundamental 
structural dynamics problem 

Mx + Cx + Kx =■ f (t). (I) 

in which    x Is the vector of discrete coordinates, 

f(t) is the vector of forcing functions, and 

M, C, K are the system mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, assembled 
from the individual matrices of structural finite elements. 

The mass and stiffness characteristics of a structural element can be derived fairly 
accurately by analytical means or simple experiments. Initial attempts to experimentally 
determine the individual elements of the damping matrix for various structural configu- 
rations proved difficult because of uncontrollable factors such as manufacturing varia- 
bility and hardware tolerances. Thus, efforts to determine directly the elements of the 
structural damping matrix were largely discontinued. When discrete damping devices were 
incorporated into the spacecraft design, thorough experimental determination of the ele- 
ment characteristics were necessary to Include their effects in the structural analysis. 

As the matrices of equation (1) became larger, and the coordinates became more 
highly coupled, the direct solution of the equations of motion became prohibitively 
time-consuming and expensive. Since structural integrity in UM low frequency regime is 
normally the prime design concern, the approximation resulting from representing equa- 
tion (1) with a small set of generalised coordinates, a small set of eigenvectors as 



distributed coordinates, is often both adequate and appropriate. Such a transformation 
substantially reduces the problem size, and, with the proper assumptions about the damp- 
ing matrix, C, the resulting equations of motion are uncoupled. Using the eigenvectors 
of the undamped free vibration problem, i.e., 

Mx + Kx = 0 (2) 

Caughey [4,5] showed that if C were proportional to some power expansion of M or K, the 
equations of motion of the damped vibration problem would be uncoupled. Substituting 
into equation (1) the transformation 

x = 4q, (3) 

where * is the matrix of the eigenvectors (mode shapes) of equation (2) and q is the 
vector of time dependent generalized coordinates, and pre-multiplying by the transpose 
of * results in the modal equations of motion 

Mq + Cq + Kq 4T f(t) (4) 

in which M, C, and K are the diagonal generalized mass, damping, and stiffness matrices. 
If the eigenvectors of equation (2) are normalized such that the generalized mass matrix 
becomes an identity matrix, and the assumption of modal (viscous) damping is introduced, 
the equation of motion for the ith generalized coordinate in equation (4) becomes 

qi + 2^^ + Q; (5) 

where    c- is the modal damping ratio for mcde i, 

u. is the i  modal frequency, and 

Q. is the i  modal generalized force 

The approximations involved in recording equation (5) were well within the level of 
solution accuracy attainable for spacecraft structures which did not have discrete 
dampers or applied damping materials. Also, the modal damping ratio defined in this 
manner can be determined easily using the modal testing and data reduction techniques 
which have been developed in the aerospace coiraitunity. Although modal damping values 
obtained through testing vary with different types of structures, frequency, and mode 
shape, and can be nonlinear with amplitude, conservative estimates of modal damping can 
often be provided to both analyst and designer, based on past experiences from testing 
of similar structures. 

As an alternative to the assumption of modal damping, the equations of motion (1) 
can be uncoupled without restrictions on the dancing matrix, C, other than that it be 
symmetric, by selecting a different set of generalized coordinates, as described by 
Foss [6]. Equation (1) is re-formulated in first order form 

An + Bn - P(t), (6) 

in which 

0    j    H -M    |    0 
 y,. B -  }„. 
n   !  c 0     1    K 

F(t) 
__0__ 

f{t) 
(7) 

the complex eigenvalue problem is solved, orthogonality conditions for the eigenvectors 
are imposed, and the resulting modal equations are uncoupled in terns of the generalized 
modal displacements. At the time Foss developed this method, response analysis software 
utilizing complex modes was not generally available, and verification of complex eigen- 
values and eigenvectors through testing was beyond the state-of-the-art. Even today the 
use of complex modes and frequencies in spacecraft response analysis is limited; the 
assumption of modal damping and the use of the normal modes obtained from the undaaped 
free vibration problem are prevalent in the industry, because of the simplicity in the 
problem formulation, ease of verification by modal test, and the reasonable accuracy of 
analysis results. 

DAMPiaa IN COMPONENT MODE SYNTHESIS 

As the matrices in equation (1) became even larger due to increased complexity of 
spacecraft structures and their finite element representations, solutions to the eigen- 
value problem of equation (2) becaan more costly. Hurty (7] introduced the method of 
component node synthesis, in which the strocture is sob-divided Into conponents or sub- 
systems as shown in figure 1. The modal characteristics of the total structure are 
synthesized item  thr nod«! characteristics o£  the individual components. Thus, a number 
of small eigenvalue problems ara salved; tbe number of degrees-of-freedom in each com- 
ponent is reduced by selecting a «sailer nxmbmr of displacement functions (mode shapes). 

■gyf^ig^ww^wp mm^i*.^ y--^^*>~*~^ ^~mvmnimmmmmm: 
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Figure 1. Idealization for Component Mode Synthesis 

An apparent advantage of the approach is that laodal damping values could be estimated and 
confirmed by testing for smaller subsets of the total structure. Theoretically, the 
structure could be divided into structural subsets for which the same type or level of 
damping behavior was expected, or for which damping values were available from previous 
spacecraft, subject, of course, to the restrictions imposed by analysis software, the 
desire to minimize the number of retained degrees-of-freedom, and ease of experimental 
verification. 

The equations of motion for unconnected components in terms of the discrete physical 
coordinates are identical to equation (1). To derive the reduced set of modal equations 
for the total structural system, three transformations are necessary. The first relates 
the component discrete coordinates to the generalized coordinates of the normal modes and 
other displacemant functions for a particular component as in equation {3). The second 
transformation is required to introduce compatibility at the interfaces of connected 
components, and the final transformation involves the normal modes of the total system. 
Thus, for each component, repeating equation (3), 

♦q. (8) 

and, combining the remaining two transformations, 

q ■ rrn (9) 

in which r is a rectangular matrix defining the required inter-component displacement 
compatibility, 

t  is the matrix of system normal mode  shapes, and 

n is the vector of time-dependent system modal coordinates. 

If the system mode shapes are normalized to yield a generalized mass matrix which is in 
identity matrix, the system nodal equations of motion become 

IH +C,n+ ß n • fit) (10) 

where DT»TM«D - I 

T T 

DT»TK»D - Ö2 
(11) 

D - ff 

2 
Q is a diagonal aatriat «hose elsMnts arc th« squares of the ondaiaped natural frequen- 
cies of the system, and C* is the system modal damping matrix which is generally a full 
matrix. 

I.v 



One of the central issues in the component mode synthesis method is the determina- 
tion of the elements of C. If the off-diagonal elements of C are neglected, as they 
often are to simplify structural dynamic analysis, the diagonal elements can be written 

C'ü = 2V. (12) 

where Ci is the fraction of critical damping for the i  system mode. The system modal 
damping ratios could be determined from modal testing of the entire structure, but often 
such full-scale testing occurs just prior to flight; the only data available to the 
analyst may be from prior component testing. 

A number of techniques for synthesizing the system modal damping matrix C have been 
developed  with the assumption that the modal damping matrices of individual components 
are available from component testing or can be estimated to a reasonable accuracy. How- 
ever, damping values associated with displacement functions other than component normal l 
modes (e.g., static, attachment, rigid degrees-of-freadom) can only be estimated since 
experimental methods for their determination do not exist.                                   f 

Kana and Huzar [8], extending earlier work by Chang [9], investigated the validity i 
of relating the energy dissipated by damping in component vibration to the peak kinetic i 
energy in a system mode for a given modal displacement. They derived system modal damp- | 
ing ratios proportional to the ratio of the sum of the component dissipation energies i 
to the total system kinetic energy for particular modes. The test articles included | 
discrete dampers and were intended to simulate the Shuttle Orbiter and booster. Both I 
were tested as individual components and as a coupled system. The system modal damping i 
ratios predicted from the component tests using their empirical law were within 10 per- | 
cent to 20 percent error of those obtained from the coupled system test. J 

I Approaches similar to this, utilizing some measure of the participation of component i 
modes in the overall system modes via an energy expression, have been used popularly for j 
quite some time. Such methods normally result in a diagonal system modal damping matrix, j 
neglecting any off-diagonal damping coupling terms which may exist. There is some i 
measure of justification for neglecting the off-diagonal terms. If the system modes 1 
are well-spaced in frequency, the energy that may be transferred between two adjacent I 
modes through damping will be small, and hence the off-diagonal terms of the system ' 
damping matrix associated with these modes will be small. Also, if component modal damp- I 
ing ratios are not known accurately, or, in the absence of component test data, have been j 
assigned rather arbitrarily, the increase in analytical complexity necessitated by reten- I 
tion of inaccurate off-diagonal terms in the system damping matrix may not be warranted. I 

i 

In determining the modal damping values of a component from modal test and applying | 
the results to the analysis, a complication can arise related to the boundary conditions j 
imposed on the structural component. Components may be tested or analyzed with bounda- j 
ries which are fixed, free, or with boundary conditions somewhere in between these i 
extremes. For free boundaries, component modes consist of both ligid body modes and i 
normal modes, while in the case of fixed boundaries, constraint modes are also included. 
The constraint modes define the structural motion at the interfaces of adjacent com- 
ponents and are typically specified in terms of static displacement functions. In either 
case, representation of damping near the component interfaces is bound to be poor, accord- 
ing to Hasselman [10]. For free boundaries, a large number of component modes are 
required to adequately represent the true strain energy distribution near the boundaries 
in the sye'.em modes, and most probably the dlssipative behavior also. When static dis- 
placement iunctions are used for the constraint modes in the case of fixed interfaces, 
damping information is lacking for them, thus leading to inadequate representation of 
damping for the system modes. The use of component interfaces having artificial mass 
loading can alleviate the difficulty to some extent, as discussed by Goldenberg and 
Shapiro [111. 

Kasselman [10] has developed an approach for synthesizing the system modal damping 
matrix ttam  component test data which uses full (rather than diagonal) component modal 
damping matrices. His argument is that since most structures are in fact lightly damped, 
the undamped normal modes typically used in analysis are close relatives to x.he  actual 
damped modep measured during test, with differences being attributed to minor variations 
in phase. And with the test equipment available today, these small phase variations are 
measurable, and can potentially provide more information about structural damping than 
simple decay data. Pursuing this thought, he develops a first-order perturbation algo- 

|       rithm using measured frequency response functions to refine the measured component modes 
'       and to derive the element« of the full component modal damping matrices, which in turn 
I       are combined as in equation (11) to yield the system modal damping matrix. Although the 
■'• method has shown promise in its application to experimental data from early Space Shuttle 
|       model tests performed at Langley Research Center, it has not been used in industry as yet. 

EXPERIENCES FROM RECENT SPACECRAFT 

Some of the experiences gained fro« recent spacecraft in the determination and 
use of damping in analysis are sumarized here to illustrate some of the considerations 
which have influenced spacecraft structural analysis and design. 



For the structural r". imic analysis of the Viking spacecraft as for others, the 
spacecraft was sub-divid d into various components as described previously. Estimates 
of the overall system modal damping ratios were obtained by establishing the kinetic 
energy contributions of the various component modes to the kinetic energy of a given 
system mode. The system modal damping ratio was thus a weighted sum of the component 
modal damping ratios, each weighted by its kinetic energy fraction. 

Typically, when a spacecraft model is delivered to the launch vehicle contractor 
for a coupled spacecraft/launch vehicle loads analysis, the modal damping values to be 
used for the coupled system modes are derived from the individual spacecraft and launch 
vehicle modal damping matrices or are specified based on available flight data or engi- 
neering judgment. For payloads utilizing the Titan launch vehicle, the uncoupled, dia- 
gonal spacecraft and Titan modal damping matrices are pre- and post-multiplied by the 
coupled system modal matrix to obtain a non-diagonal system modal damping matrix, the 
off-diagonal terms of which are eliminated for the loads analysis. In contrast, the 
current procedure for transient loads analysis for Space Shuttle payloads is to assign 
a modal damping value of one percent of critical for all payload modes. Similarly, for 
the HEAD A and B spacecraft, one percent of critical damping was assigned to all 
spacecraft/launch vehicle modes in the loads analysis. For the loads analysis of the 
tele-operator spacecraft, modal damping values of 0.5 percent were assigned to all system 
modes. At Goddard Space Flight Center, the general procedure is to assign one percent of 
critical modal damping for all loads analysis.  If, at the time of the verification loads 
analysis (which occurs after the spacecraft modal test), loads problems with payloads 
are anticipated, damping values obtained from the modal test are incorporated into the 
loads analysis. For the Delta launch vehicle, a value of 1.5 percent of critical damping 
is assumed for all coupled system modes. Modal and response data measured in-flight have 
provided a sound basis for this value. Use of this constant value for all modes is felt 
to yield slightly conservative results, since certain local modes may exhibit higher 
damping values. 

Although the influence of damping for highly transient events such as liftoff may be 
minimal, it can be significant for other flight events such as POGO. For the first flight 
of the Titan/Centaur a Viking dynamic simulator was flown [12]. The Viking dynamic simu- 
lator was composed of several interconnected subsystems with appropriate mass and stiff- 
ness properties to simulate accurately the fundamental lateral, longitudinal, and tor- 
sional modes of the Viking spacecraft. Damping was not simulated. In the loads analysis, 
use of the damping values shown in Figure 2 for the coupled system modes predicted a 
stable POGO response. However, during flight, telemetered data indicated that the system 
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Figure 2. Damping Schedule for Titar Launch Vehicle 

was on the verge of PCGO instability? subsequent incorporation of the damping data from 
flight into the analvsis revealed a very low margin of safety for non-occurrence of POGO. 

The ultimate verification of the overall coupled loads analysis process is the 
comparison of available flight data with predicted results. On Viking [13 - 15] an 
excellent set of flight instrumentation (16, 17] was employed, extensive analyses were 
performed to predict responsss, a good analytical model (verified by test) was available, 
a flight-verified model of the launch vehicle for certain flight events was available, 
and a collection of computer software which had been verified by repeated use on previous 
flight programs was used. Since most of the events analyzed were transient in nature, 
the responses were not as dependent on damping as they would have been were a steady- 
state sine input used. Figures 3 and 4 Illustrate the excellent correlation between 
flight and analysis for both Viking (18] and Voyager (19] for a typical flight event. 
The analysis did include allow&nces for flight-to-flight scatter. 
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Modal Test/Data Reduction 

In the past few years, the 
options available for the modal test- 
ing of spacecraft structures have 
expanded, owing to the advances in 
test control hardware and data reduc- 
tion software as well as the use of 
single-point random and transient 
excitations. The Voyager spacecraft 
was tested using conventional multi- 
point sine dwell (MPSD) excitation 
and single-point random excitation to 
provide a basis for comparison of 
these two modal testing approaches. 
In a study exploring cost reduction 
of dynamic testing through the use 
of simpler test procedures and more 
rapid data reduction methods, Hanks 
et al [20] used the Voyager test data 
to assess the relative merits of four 
different test/data reduction combina- 
tions for obtaining modal information. 
The approach for reducing the sine 
dwell data is outlined in [1]. The 
single-point random test data were 
analyzed using two different curve- 
fitting approaches (in the frequency 
domain)(SPR-1, SPR-2) and a time 
domain method (ITD) developed by 
Ibrahim [21, 22). The results for the 
modal frequencies and damping ratios 
for all four methods shown in Tables 1 
and 2 indicate considerable variations 
between methods in many instances. 
Also, the MPSO approach can result in 
missing modes, particularly these 
involving remote components. 

Test Article 

Another factor which must be 
considered in estimating damping 

values for analysis is the test article from which such estimates are derived. Often 
tests are performed en engineering models or dynamic simulators, rather than on flight 
hardware. In such cases, mass and stiffness distributions can I» matched fairly accu- 
rately to the flight article to yield the correct eigenvalues and eigenvectors. However, 
the representation of damping in such structures may be inadequate. Niring harness, 
electronic equipment and mounting hardware, and other Items which do not add to the 
structural integrity of the spacecraft can contribute directly to th« dating in the 
structure, suggesting that judgment must be exercised in estimating flight vehicle 
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Table 1. Voyager Modal Frequencies - Hz 

Mode No. MPSD SPR-1 

1  
SPR-2 ITD Mode Description 

1 10.5-10.7 10.92 10.97 10.95 1st Bending, Y 

2 10.9-11.3 11.29 11.19 11.19 1st Bending, X 

3 17.1-17.2 17.25 17.18 17.25 1st Torsion 

4 20.8 21.50 21.80 RTG 

5 23.12 2nd Torsion + LECP 

6 22.6-23.5 23.37 23.25 23.30 2nd Torsion 

7 24.10 2nd Torsion + Magnetometer 

8 25.4-26.2 25.13 2nd Bending, X 

9 26.5-27.2 26.21 26.42 26.05 2nd Bending, Y 

10 27.3 27.97 27.81 Scan Platform, Axial 

11 30.83 30.92 Antenna, Z 

12 31.1 30.81 31.57 31.56 3rd Bending Y, + Antenna 

13 32.80 32.50 3rd Bending X 

14 32.98 3rd Torsion 

IS 33.96 LECP, RTG Torsion 

16 34.74 Scan Platform, X 

17 35.2 35.94 RTG, X 

18 37.09 36.81 Science Appendage, X 

19 38.70 38.75 Science, Appendage, X, 
Antenna 

20 39.14 Science Appendage, X, Z 
Rotation 

21 39.6-40.3 40.04 39.90 40.24 Science Appendage, X 

22 40.77 40.64 Science Appendage, X 

23 42.13 42.20 42.21 Antenna Rotation, X 

24 44.59 Tank Rot., Science Appendage 

25 44.80 44.80 44.80 Hydrazine Tank Rotation 

26 46.3 45.60 45.65 1st Axial 

27 48.04 Tank, Appendage 

28 52.9 50.69 RTG, Scan Platform, Z 

damping if damping values have been measured on an engineering model. Also, the 
amplitude level at which tests are conducted can influence the magnitude of the observed 
damping. The damping is the result of many complex mechanisms in addition to material 
damping such as slippage and friction in joints. At lower amplitudes, the damping may 
result primarily from internal material damping, while at higher amplitudes, the con- 
tributions of joint friction and slippage and even air damping may be significant. 
Further, the variation of damping with amplitude may not be linear so that caution 
should be used in extrapolating damping values to account for different amplitude 
levels in analysis. 

Discrete Dampers 

When discrete linear or non-linear damping elements exist in the structure, they 
are typically isolated into subsystems for the analysis. The discrete dampers' charac- 
teristics are modeled in detail as functions of acceleration, velocity, displacement, 
temperature or other relevant parameters. The displacement functions for the other 
subsystems are chosen in the normal manner of component mode synthesis, and the equa- 
tions of motion can be re-formulated as in equations (6) and (7). Any nonlinear damping 
functions can be represented as forcing functions on the right-hand side of equation (7). 
The equations can then be solved via analog simulation or with special purpose digital 
computer programs. Cayman [23] developed an orifice damper to attenuate solar panel 
vibrations on the Ranger spacecraft, and achieved good correlation between analysis pre- 
dictions and measured responses during testing and flight. 



Table 2. Voyager Modal Damping - C/C 

f 

Mode No. MPSD SPR-1 SPR-2 ITD 

1 0.012-0.015 0.013 0.020 0.016 

2 0.012-0.015 0.024 0.019 0.069 

3 0.026-0.031 0.027 0.033 0.024 

4 0.027-0.032 0.030 0.031 

5 0.002 

6 0.015-0.023 0.023 0.025 0.024 

7 0.021 

8 0.015-0.018 0.092 

9 0.011-0.028 0.016 0.018 0.100 

10 0.013-0.014 0.019 0.062 

11 0.028 0.019 

12 Poor Wave Form 0.029 0,025 0.021 

13 0.034 0.036 

14 0.030 

15 0.024 

16 0.023 

17 0,018-0.022 0.070 

18 0.026 0.022 

19 0.040 0.029 

20 0.047 

21 0.011-0.016 0.016 0.030 0.023 

22 0.017 0.012 

23 0.003 0.002 0.001 

24 0.012 

25 0.026-0.036 0.008 0.008 0.009 

2G 0.026-0.036 0.010 0.018 

27 0.024 

28 0.012 

s 

I 

Air Damping 

Studies have been performed to evaluate the influence of air on the total damping 
exhibited in a vibrating structure. Stephens and Scavallo [24] investigated the effects 
of air damping on simple beam-plate models and achieved good correlation with Stoke's 
theory. But little has been done to assess the impact of air damping on modal damping 
values obtained from full-scale spacecraft modal or vibration tests. Recently, Boeing 
Aerospace Company performed structural damping tests for graphite/epoxy members of a 
metering truss for the Space Telescope in air and vacuum to determine the significance 
of air damping. Their results indicated that air damping for the graphite/epoxy tube 
specimen was negligible. General Electric Company has tested a flexible roll-up solar 
array (approximately 250 ft2) in both air and vacuum and found considerable differences 
in damping values, at least in the first mode; the resonance was at about 0.25 Hz with 
0.10 fraction of critical damping in air, 0.004 in vacuum. A rather complete discussion 
o£ the damping properties of aiaterials in air can be found in Lazan [25]. 

Estimation of Payload Response 

Normally for detenainatlon of design loads, damping information is required to 
estimate the payload response in a loads analysis. A technique for estimating preliminary 
design loads which has been used in the past and is currently being updated by detailed 
analysis,   t^ and flight measurements is to estimate the spacecraft response as a func- 
tion of i*-   fectivc mass, using curves such as those in Figure 5, which have been 
evolving cur t.i« past 10 years. Responses thus obtained should yield fairly conservative 
loads estimates for preliminary design purposes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

For current spacecraft (excluding large space structures) being boosted on expendable 
launch vehicles or to be boosted on the Space Shuttle, the  current methods used to pre- 
dict damping appear to be adequate. Furthermore, new techniques to improve prediction 
methods do not appear to be forthcoming, although improvements in modal testing and data 
reduction methods are providing more and better refined data with which to estimate damp- 
ing. Good engineering judgment and design practice are required to estimate damping 
values, incorporate dampers into the spacecraft design where appropriate, and to properly 
use the realistic forcing functions for design. A document that collects experimental 
damping data on real flight hardware and characterizes them with some significant param- 
eter, that collects different methodologies used to astimate system damping from subsys- 
tem damping values, and that clearly identifies the approximations made by the various 
approaches is certainly of value. 

For future large space structures, more accurate methods of analysis and test will 
be required to verify the dynamic behavior of subsystems. Confidence in individual sub- 
systems must be obtained to assure Project Managers that small errors within a sub- 
syst%i do not propagate when large non-testable (on Earth) structures are created. As 
the analysis and test become more sophisticated methods of formulating and handling damp- 
ing must improve. Experimental programs must be established to estimate changes in the 
damping characteristics of materials used for large space structures. However, in the 
end, evaluation of damping will be at best a scientific estimate. 
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APPENDIX 

A number of studies have been performed in the past few years to collect and 
summarize damping data for spacecraft and launch vehicles. Data thus collected can aid 
in determining appropriate damping estimates for use in structural dynamic analysis. 
Damping data for a number of recent spacecraft and other space hardware are provided here 
for information. 

Hughes Aircraft Company performed an in-house study in 1978 to determine spacecraft 
damping values for in-orbit configurations.  Their primary concern was to establish the 
amount of structural damping that could be associated with the bearing assembly joining 
the spun and despun portions of an orbiting dual-spin spacecraft. Most of the Hughes- 
built spacecraft to date have been spin-stabilized, consisting of a spinning cylindrical 
Section and a despun platform or antenna farm, and have been used as communications 
satellites, providing overseas television and telephony. Only a limited amount of data 
applicable to in-orbit spacecraft damping is available, although a large amount of 
information exists from ground vibration and modal testing. Table A-l summarizes the 
in-orbit damping information Hughes obtained for an Intelsat IV spacecraft, utilizing 
telemetry data from an accelerometer mounted on the spinning motor. 

As a part of the Hughes study, damping data for a number of Hughes spacecraft as 
well as others were collected from the results of ground vibration (sinusoidal and random 
excitation) and modal survey tests. Very little of this data is applicable to the pre- 
diction of spacecraft damping in orbit since most tests are conducted in air and excita- 
tion levels (for vibration tests) probably exceed the level of in-orbit disturbances; 
however, the data does provide an illustration of the range of damping values that can 
be expected in ground testing of typical spacecraft structures. 

Figure A-l summarizes modal damping values obtained for the Intelsat IV-A spacecraft 
during both random and sinusoidal excitation vibration tests, at two different input 
amplitude levels. The plotted values are based upon transfer functions between various 
accelerometers and strain gages on the spacecraft and the spacecraft base. Clearly, 
there is considerable variation in damping with input amplitude, and some frequency 
shifting of the resonances at the higher input amplitudes as might be expected, but no 
simple damping/amplitude relationship is discernible. Tables A-2, A-3, and A-4 list 
modal damping values determined for three other Hughes spacecraft in modal survey tests, 
using low level sinusoidal excitation. Each of these spacecraft has a large cylindrical 
rotor, as those of the Intelsat IV-A series. 

In a Fokker report, "A Survey on Damping in Spacecraft Structures," published in 
1973 under contract from ESRO, damping data for five European spacecraft are summarized. 
The five spacecraft, ANS, TD1, COS B, ESRO IV, and HEOS, were tested with varying levels 
of sinusoidal base excitation. Figures A-2 through A-6 clearly show increased damping 
with increased input amplitude, and a trend towards lower damping at higher frequencies. 
Three of these spacecraft were of the spin-stabilized cylinder/platform type, and all are 
much less massive than most of the Hughes spacecraft. 

3CATHA (Spacecraft Charging At High Altitude) is an experimental satellite designed 
to study the buildup of static electric charges on spacecraft surfaces in high synchro- 
nous orbits. The spacecraft is a spin-stabilized cylinder with extendible booms, having 
a total mass of approximately 655 kg. A modal survey was performed for SCATHA with the 
damping values of Table A-5 determined by the logarithmic decrement method from transient 
decay data. Individual modal surveys were conducted for the graphite/epoxy booms? modal 
damping ranged from 2.1-4.5 percent of critical. 

The SEASAT spacecraft was built to provide radiometric information about ocean sur- 
faces. The long, slender spacecraft was composed of an Agena stage with deployable solar 
arrays, an equipment module support mast, and a deployable rectangular antenna. Table A~6 
summarizes the results of the modal survey test; the deployable structures were not 
included in the test article, but their masses were simulated. 

The Ranger series of spacecraft provided much information about the lunar surface 
in the mid-iseo's. These spacecraft were built-up conical structures with deployable 
solar panels. Table A-7 displays the modal frequencies and damping values obtained for 
the Ranger III structural test model (less solar panels). 

Extensive dynamic testing was performed for SKYLAB, the largest orbiting U.S. space- 
craft structure to date. After a modal survey of the SKYLAB orbital configuration, modal 
damping values were determined from measured decay transients. The measured modes ranged 
in frequency from 1.31 Hz to 17.02 Hz, with damping varying from 0.008 to 0.048 fraction 
of critical. Pour different data reduction methods were used to determine damping: the 
least-squares iterative approach of Hilcox and Crawford (NASA TN D-4503), a least-squares 
third order polynomial fit, logarithmic decrement, and the modal velocity method. The 
results shown in Table A-8 reveal fairly good correspondence between the Hilcox-Crawford 
and logarithmic decrement methods, and some considerable variations between the modal 
velocity method and the others at the higher frequencies. 

Another large piece of space hardware for which modal damping data is available is 
the liquid oxygen tank of the STS External Tank (ET LOX Tank). Marshall Space Flight 
Center performed both multiple point sine dwell and single point random modal tests on 
the tank, for the liftoff condition. A portion of the results are displayed in Figure A-7. 



Fewer data points exist for the multiple point sine test because there was apparently 
insufficient testing time to excite all of the shell modes which were uncovered in the 
single point random test. A detailed description of the test article, testing and data 
reduction procedures, and more complete results can be found in a paper by G. D. 
Johnston, H. M. Hammac, and A. D. Coleman, "A Comparison of Test Techniques Used During 
Modal Testing of ET LOX Tank," presented at the Payload Plight Loads Prediction Method- 
ology Workshop, Marshall Space Flight Center, November 14-15, 1978. 

A final item of space hardware which may be useful in assessing the damping char- 
acteristics of large, lightweight structures is the metering truss for the Space Tele- 
scope built by the Boeing Aerospace Company. Structural motion of the truss can 
contribute to jitter in the telescope images. This structure is a cylindrical truss 
roughly 3 meters in diameterand 7 meters long, constructed with graphite/epoxy tubes. 
Boeing has conducted tests specifically to determine the amount of structural damping 
(2x equivalent viscous damping) inherent in the truss for very low amplitudes of motion. 
The test results shown in Table A-9 reveal fairly low levels of damping at all resonances. 
The experimentally-derived damping values were subsequently incorporated into the dynamic 
analysis to assess the impact of truss vibration on image motion. 

[ 



Table A-l.  Intelsat IV In-Orbit Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical Remarks 

1.85 0.17 In-orbit damping; first antenna bending 

7.0 0.74 In-orbit damping; second antenna bending 

24.0 0.80 In-orbit damping 

60.0 0.80 In-orbit damping 

76.0 1.20 In-orbit damping 

98.0  ' 1.00 In-orbit damping 

100.0 1.70 In-orbit damping 

125.0 0.68 In-orbit damping 

135.0 0.70 In-orbit damping 

195.0 0.80 In-orbit damping 

Table A-2. Hughes Spacecraft Modal Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical 

9.01 0.67 30.0 0.66 

9.11 0.45 31.04 0.41 

10.1 0.99 32.10 0.44 

10.53 0,60 34.34 0.87 

15.79 0.92 35.15 0.40 

16.78 0.70 36.83 0.81 

L7.02 0.83 37.13 0.76 

17.19 0.79 37.52 0.14 

17.30 1.1 40.31 1.07 

17.59 1.23 40.77 1.20 

19.94 0,31 42.34 1.14 

20.66 0,78 44.88 1,22 

21.79 0.34 45.24 1.10 

21.91 0.95 46.44 1.10 

23.42 0.57 47.91 1.06 

26,06 2.23 

Table A-3. Hughes Spacecraft Modal Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical 

5.89 0.50 23.15 1.0 

6.72 1.50 25.21 1.0 

9.47 1.0 26.66 0.50 

10,9 0.50 31.14 1.0 

13.76 O.SO 31,20 1.0 

14.72 0.50 33,94 1,0 

15.31 0.50 35,44 1.5 

18,33 1,0 37.55 2.0 

21,58 2.0 40.15 1.5 

21.96 1.0 



Table A-4. Hughes Spacecraft Modal Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Vi.-cous Jamping, 
% Critical 

7.95 3.8 30.36 l.O 
8.05 1.6 33.37 1.5 

18.94 2.3 34.47 1.4 
22.32 3.5 38.22 2.0 
23.97 4.4 39.89 1.2 

24.24 2.9 42.49 1.6 
25.92 2.2 43.58 1.9 
26.61 2.3 46.38 3.6 
29.20 1.5 

Table A-5.  SCATHA Modal Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical 

■  — 

Mode Description 

14.1 1.16 First bending 

14.8 0.92 First bending 

27.3 1.43 Mast bending 

29.8 0.57 Mast bending 

30.9 2.20 Torsion 

32.6 0.77 Mast bending 

34.3 0.63 Mast bending 

42.6 1.76 First longitudinal 

Table A-6.  SEASAT Modal Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical Mode Description 

3.76-3.78 0.68-0.93 First bending 

4.19-4.21 0.28-0.30 First bending 

11.99-12.09 0.23-0.26 Combined torsion/bending 

13.78-13.81 0.34-0.38 Local bending 

14.76 0.24-0.30 Second bending 

16.94-17.01 0.35-0.36 Second bending 

Table A-7. Ranger III STM Modal Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Viscous Damping, 
% Critical Mode Description 

28.4 0.78 First bending 

30.7 0.45 First bending 

67.0 0.80 Second bending 

70.2 0.74 Second bending 

94.5 1.00 Torsion 

Si 



Table A-8.  SKYIAB Modal Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Modal Damping Ratio, Fraction of Critical, Mean ± Standard Deviation 

Wilcox-Crawford Polynomial Fit Log. Decrement Modal Velocity 

1.31 0.048 0.042 0.049 0.015 

1.43 0.011 ± 0.008 0.024 0.017 ± 0.003 0.023 

1.66 0.025 ± 0.006 0.014 ± 0.008 0.027 ± 0.008 0.025 

1.72 0.027 ± 0.009 0.040 ± 0.019 0.028 ± Ü.006 0.020 

2.51 0.030 ± 0.007 0.058 ± 0.025 0.050 ± 0.007 0.026 

3.06 0.020 ± 0.002 0.022 ± 0.007 0.020 ± 0.001 0.015 

4.10 0.017 0.027 0.017 0.010 

4.50 0.032 ± 0.009 0.019 ± 0.003 - 0.030 

4.55 0.030 ± 0.009 0.013 0.021 ± 0.003 0.026 

5.03 0.040 ± 0.008 0.034 ± 0.029 0.041 ± 0.010 0.034 

5.86 0.010 ± 0.001 0.013 ± 0.001 0.010 ± 0.000 0.011 

6.25 0.027 ± 0.005 0.018 ± 0.006 0,027 t 0.008 0.015 

6.36 0.013 ± 0.001 0.014 ± 0.007 0.014 ± 0.001 0.015 

6.73 0.010 ± 0.001 0.013 ± 0.003 0.010 i   0,003 0.010 

8.85 0.008 ± 0.0C1 0.008 ± 0.002 0,008 ± 0.001 0.009 

11.59 Not available 0.010 ± 0.005 0.010 i 0.004 0.021 

12,65 Not available 0.009 ± 0.004 0.013 t   0.003 0.001 

12.87 Not available 0.024 ± 0.004 0.015 ± 0.002 0.022 

13.30 Not available 0,019 0.012 0.014 

13.68 Not available 0,008 0.009 0.046 

15.40 Not available 0.016 ± 0.002 0.008 ± 0.C01 0.028 

15.78 Not available 0,019 ± 0.006 0.017 ± 0.004 0.026 

16.20 Not available 0.038 0.012 0.076 

17.02 Not available 0.013 ± 0.007 0.010 ±   0.003 0,018 

Table A-9. Space Telescope Metering Truss structural Damping 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Structural Damping, 
% Critical Mode Description 

16.6 0,40 First bending 

28.1 0.65-0,87 First longitudinal 

39.5 0.58 Second bending 

50.9 0.32-0.40 Torsion 

79.9 0.57-0.64 Forced lateral excitation 

106.0 0.66-0.76 Forced lateral excitation 
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SUWARY 

This paper is a survey ot the dashing data froin the dynamic tests of the San Marco structures. 
The behavior of the damping data obtained by the half power method. Is generally consistent with other 

sources of the literature on the subject. 
The typical trend of the damping coefficient to decrease with frequency Is confirmed. On the contrary 

there is no clear evidence of significant variations with the Input level. This feature 1s also discussed 
in the frame of a review of the limits of the half power method. 

SYMBOLS 

d2 

d, aP 
g 

f 
A 

difference. In mm, between 10 Hz and the lowest frequency of the bandwidth 

difference. In mm, between 10 Hz and the highest frequency of the bandwidth 

distance between 10 Hz and the peak frequency 

gravity acceleration 

frequency 

complex amplification factor 

Afr  complex amplification factor for the it no* 

D   differential operator 

F   driving force 

Fc   Cculoob damping force 

Rs scale factor of the logarithmic paper 

a coefficient of no« linear restoring force 

5 coefficient of non linear damping term 

i   bandwidth 

£ damping factor 

a  angular frequency 

me natural angular frequency 

1. HITR00UCTI08 

1.1 The data presented In this paper concern the d|yna«ic tests carried out on San Phrco I and San Marco *C" 
satellites (Ref. 1-8). 

Ine two satellites, althoufh different In their dimensions war« rattier slartlar in Uteir arcMtecture. 
They essentially appeared as two spheres whose Internal eleswnts were supported by two circular plates 

welded to a central cylinder, the ends of which were connected to the Has of the plates by means of struts 
(Fig. 1). All the components of tht satellites «ere welded and the isoxts wert screw Joined. 
The light outer shell elements were riveted. The stractare was rather heavy coapertd with other space stru- 
ctures. Some of the packages Inside had Intrinsic daaflng capacity (»as*« Imbedded In plastic matrix). 

1.2 In tables I and 11 are shewn the acceleration levels to which the to» above said satellites were .sub 
dyed on a I« C12S vibration exciter. 

The acccleronetcrs used were the Endevco (models 2221 and 2227) and «he aonoaxlal Iml-Kjaer (model 
4331), whose etitpats, amplified by five dnrge amplifiers Cndevco (model 21»), wert recorded by mans of 
eltNr plvanomter «pllflers (Homywell Vlsleordtr) or Mpellc tape rteorderi HwMywell LAi-7100. 

The analysis of these records «ere carried out If an autsntlc ntvt anelystr Nemiywell (model S051). 



2- THE HALF-POWER HETHCD (OR BA8D-WIDTH METHOD) 

2.1   Damping factors were obtained using the half-power method. 
As known, It consists In the determination of those frequencies at which the response Is reduced to 

(V2)J times the maxlMüBi, 1 e. those frequencies for which the power Is half the power at   resonance. Con- 
ceptually the method Is based on the Idea that In the neighborhood of a   resonance peak the system behaves 
as a single linear splng-mass oscillator. The validity of this scheme will be discussed later. > 

Because of the wide range of frequencies, In this case 10 * 2000 Hz, the outputs from accelerometers 
were directly plotted on logarithmic paper; this fact gives rise to some difficulties of reading among *re 
quency values; In order to calculate the damping factor, the following formula was used: 

1) 's   —  >' 
JnJ0_(dr 

Rs 
dh) In 10 (d. 

IT" at) 

where 

- Rs is the scale factor, depending on the type of logarithmic paper used, that Is the distance bet- 
ween 10 Hz and 100 Hz expressed In millimeters; 

- dp Is th« distance. In mm. from 10 Hz to the peak frequency; 
- d] and d2 are respectively the lowest and the highest distance from the point corresponding to 10 Hz 
and those ones for which the power Is hal^. 

For very narrow peaks may be better to calculate the damping factor by means of the band-width 6   (al 
so measured in mm); expanding the exponentials in Eq. (1) up to the first order terms, we obtain: 

2) C = ita 

where k » (0.5/Rs)ln 10. 

2.2 Equation (1) Is derived from a single degree of freedom linear oscillator mode1 forced by sinusoidal 
input. In its derivation terms of order C  are neglected, within same accuracy the natural frequency may 
be confused with the peak frequency. The order of aagnituue of all these uncertai.it es is usually below 10S 
In our case. 

2.3 Question arises about the limit of validity of the single degree of freed«» linear forced oscillator sehe 
me. The points to discuss are: ~ 
i) the fact that the actual structure is generally a multiple degree of freedom complex structure; 
II) that non linearities are generally present; 
III) that the forcing term is non sinusoidal, due to the finite frequency sweep rate and to the acceleration 

changes. 

2.3.1 The solving equation of a s degrees of freedom linear system Is of the type: 

3) 

where DyD^-D^ 

4) 

D^D2   DH(x)~Dk(F) 

is the multiple differential operator "product" of the 

where the   «,■    ,  £,-    are the natural undamped frequency and the modal damping factor of the   |-th mode, 
DtfF} Is a differential operator of order lower than 2«, different node (k) to mit. 

mm a sinusoidal Input timt   is applied to the systen.the Di   results In a polinoarial pJm)   of 
the frequency; complex amplification factor Is given at the k-tk node by: 

5) 
 pk(»)  

The Mpllficatlon factor for a slnfl« degree of freedom In the r-iA mode Is now: 

6) A(*)~ {{»?-»*) +iimrtr »I 

.|j|li!«J-l!' 
-       i-   t; 



so that 

A(e»)= ak((0) A(o>) 
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7) 

In the application of the half power method to complex structures it is assumed that the variation of 
Afc in the vicinity of the r-th   mode resonance peak is given substfntially by the   Aia» , while at 

is almost constant. Now: 

dAk in. 

8) 

_dA_ 
'A 

pk      
z-'h*rm-m2)+2i^hiha 

f 2icorCr- 2&) do 
(a?-o2)+2iarQT<* 

Ir   6    is the bandwidth at the half power condition the max deviation of iA^/A^    from its assured 
valued/.d    is therefore: 

9) dA ak max 
=   2e>rtr JPL 

Pk ^z ®. 

mT   J 

Assured 
method are: 

JO) 

d= 2ä»rfr       (from the half power method) the necessary conditions for the validity of the 
2 

2a>f for every Ä#r 

«/ 

The first condition requires well separated peaks and small dampings. This is not however sufficient, 
since the second condition-requires the constancy of the node function p^ , and very little can be said 
In general on this. 

An "a posteriori" partial verification can be given by the Independence of the £r computations fron 
node to node; Tables III and IV give sow of our results. 

The Pi    In fact Is the only node dependent factor In the computation. 
A better "a posteriori" check can be the comparison of the A^   and A   profile, or better of their 

derivatives. Fig. 2 gives an idea of the situation. 
The experimental data have been previously filtered (see next paragraph), the definition of the oerl- 

vative reduces to the two average values at the right and left of the peak. A «totalled comparison Is there- 
fore Impossible. It is seen however that the slope of the ^   curve (computed from the half power  £   value) 
In correspondence of the half power points fits very mil the actual slope. 

Among the masses and elasticities to consider In ths system It 1$ necessary to Include also the shaker. 
The Interference of the shaker with the test specimen Is discussed at lenght In Ref. 10, including non 

linear interactions. As a matter of fact we found problems of this probable origin In the analysis of a re- 
finance peak at about 18 Hz. In addition the probable effect of the shaker "electric' resonance toward 170 
Hz 1$ visible In the form of an Increased scatter in Flg. 5a. 

2.3.2 The second very Important point is the effect of the non linearities. Hie presence of these latter Is 
evidenced by tin data. 

The data exhibit In fact: 
I) a not negligible content of out-of-frequcncy response; 
II) appreciable unsyenetries In the peak shape, with the high frequency side steeper than the otter. 

The presence of non-linearities deeply Impacts at the rootk of the problw since question arises on the 
actual possibility of representing a non linear phcnomna by a fHHtneter (the dampinf factor) of •JntHnsic 
linear meaning. 

This is however still possible in the cast where th« wily mm linearity Is csneMitratsd In the elastic 
tera »Alle the danpjng Is sti If •'linear. As a ehtek of the situation censlier the eoaputed ease of Fig. 3 
where the effect of a mo llnatrity a^sM^I-f «K2J   on a lyttaa linearly damped with £sG.70   Is plotted 
for  %-€28.32 (m-11    and      a* S.1S IQ* CM-2>    . 

It It easily seen that, although the stept of the Mpllflcatlen factor Is badly distorted by the non I1_ 
ntiHty» ttw l»lf power aethod »till results In rateer pod evaluatfoi of £ ( s 9.11 «plmt tee ÖJ0 no" 
•teal «lot). 

Note kowyer tint If It MM hoped, fay ttslng tee tMlutted vtlee of £ ^ to tstlatte tee tcteal Niwrlor 

murm, 
Jm. 



of the system with the linear model, this hope is completely illusory. 
Fig. 3 shows also in fact how is different the response of the linear system, and how in particular the 

max linear level is much higher than the non linear one for th? same £ . 
Let us check now the situation fcr a non linear damping by the example: 

for small a  a simple interative procedure gives the first order solution: 

w «= AFei<at  - 2ita>oäa>(FA)3e3i(ot 

where   A   is the amplification factor of the linear system. 
It is seen that the in-frequency response is not altered with respect to the linear case; therefore the 

evaluation of the base value of £ is possible using filtered data in order to eliminate the out of frequen 
cy   ei3&t        term. 

The discussion is thus shifted on the more general topic of the out of frequency terms and their filte 
ring. Responses at different frequencies from the fundamental input frequency are the results of various 
phenomena, as transients, input defects and non linearities. Filtering of these terms is a relatively easy 
job and is usually dor« on the spacecraft test results expecially at low frequency. 

The effect of filtering in this San Marco data is shown in Fig. 5 a) and Fig. 5 b) where the C values 
corresponding to unfiltered (a) and filtered (b) data »re presented. 

It is apparent the noticeable reduction in the data scatter due to the filtering. The effect of filte 
ring should be higher at higher input levels, dm to the larger importance of the non Tinearity in this con 
dition. This is not however easily verified in the presented data. 

2.3.3 This preliminary examination of the limits of our damping evaluations concludes with the consideration 
of the effects of Coulomb-type damping; this consists in a constant Fc dashing force, independent fro« the 
oscillation level or velocity but changing its sign at each velocity zero. 

This damping mechanism approximates tha joints dry friction effect. Its pre««nce is highly probable in 
screw joined parts; it produces a typical unsymmetric shape of the response peaks: the presence of this fea 
ture in the vibration data can be attributed to this cause as well as (and nay be more probable) to other 
non linearities. 

Fig.   4    shows single degree of freedom response curves for a given linear dating plus variable amount 
of Coulomb damping (represented by the (A /f  ) ratio between the damping force and the excitation aiplltu 
de F ) (Ref. 11). 

The damping factors derived from these curves by the half power method have practically no relationship 
with the given  £     value. 

In addition they have little relationship with the value of the response peak. 
If the evaluation of this peak is "»de using the computed   £  values and the linear model, responses 

Mich higher than the real ones are In feet obtained. 

3. RESULTS 

The San Marco results are presented In Flg. S a), 5 b) and 6. Each of the point of the plots has been 
deduced from a set of data similar to those of tables III and IV. 

The bulk of the results refers to the frequency range 50-500 Hz. Flg. S a) shows all the data obtained 
fron the filtered Inputs as a function of frequency In the said range. 

The points have been    fitted by a decreasing function of the frequency (shown by the continuous line 
In the figure). 

The  9   o^ the fitting Is 1.61, to be eonp«r«d to dMping vtlues frm Ht torn to 3,5S. 
This kind of consistency can be considered satisfactory, taking Into account all the uncertainties of 

the method described previously and the fact that th« points refer to four dlfferont stntctans and seven 
Independent test? tt »srlcas   g   levels, ranging fre« 1.5 up to 21 |»* . 

Cons^imnct of this situation 1$ of course that m art not able to tvldtuct In the San Hanau structu- 
res differences In daqtlng which could be attributed to different construction details. Nortovtr It Is al- 
so Impossible to detect a clear dtpendeiK» of the danitlnf fraa ttit jfHirttlo« level. Ältheuffe ether autMors 
(Ref. 9) claim the existence and the experfmantel proof of this «bpcndHiee. we should not to Me eicttsHn- 
gly surprised of «*r result,   If we rely on tht wdtl of tq. (11) mi (12). 

In fact It Is mm frm this «edel that tht half .QMOT metlwd Is ablt to detect mly the Ins« value 
of £ corrtspewdlBg to the mry small oscillation MpVltnies. All the £ iROttso «t Mjm Mpllfsdes 
goes In the higher harnenlcs itfilcfc «re ellmrinated by UM fllteHni, 

Fig. S b) sims  5    vtluts eomptted 1« the ranp 19-20% ttz frae «Iflltertd date. It« larp scatter 
of iimm date fro« S& to SQ6 Kz has still bom dlsestsei tud Is for mm duo t® tht out of freqaenqr OMpe 
tmts of tt» output, which prbl« tee staple sdme of ow   C   «»pwtitloii. Htltetr tee separttloii of tht 
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situation. 
In the high frequency range fron 500 up to 2000 Hz the scatter of the unfiltered data is appreriaoly 

less. This testify of a reduced importance of the out of frequency terms at high frequency (see a'so again 
the model of eq. 12). 

A handfittir.g of the data with a continuous curve has been attempted and shown by a continuous line in 
the figure. According to what has been said this fitting should deserve some credit at least at high fre- 
quency. 

Fig. 6 is the syntesis of all the previously described results. A solid line represents the average of 
the   J   from filtered data, the more reliable of our data. A dotted line represents the average of the un- 
filtered data. This curve runs a little higher than the orevious one, more or less parallel. (So the avera- 
ge effect of the out of frequency terms is   an overestiwate of the ? factor,   due to the widening of the 
peak width, uncompensated by the peak level incease). This curve should therefore provide an upper limit 
for   f    at the high frequency, and may also suggest the possible extrapolation of the filtered curve to- 
ward this region. 

4. C0WCLUSI0NS 

The results of Fig. 6 prove the characteristic decrease of the damping factor with the frequency and 
provide also quantitative estimate of the   C    for San Harco type structures. \ 

The frequency decreasing feature confirms the results of Ref. 9. The absolute values of the damping at j 
low frequency are higher with respect to the quoted reference. This fact should be attributed sainly to the j 
structural differences (rather than to the higher vibration levels, that, according our results should have i 
minor influence). [ 

The San Marco spacecrafts are in fact rather bulky, and some of the packages (the battery packages) j 
could have exerted a very effective damping action at low frequency. 

The given results have to be considered in the frase of the discussion of paragraph 2: it has been in J 
fact once again confirmed that reasonably accurate data can be obtained also by the simple method here used i 
and starting fro« data not particularly suited for this computation. | 

It has also been shown however that the meaning and the usefulness of these data have still to be fully I 
understood and that special experimental work would be highly advisable in the area of non linearity and non 
linear damping models. 

tWtiWWUMipa^ IPJIIPWWIP Ji 
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TABLE I 

SAN MARCO I 

Vibration Range of Test duration Acceleration 
axis frequency (Hz) (min.) (g) 

X 10 t 60 1.66 0.9 
and 60 * 500 1.66 2.1 
y 500 * 2000 1.00 4.2 

z 10 * 50 1.66 2.3 
50 * 500 1.66 10.7 

500 * 2000 1.00 21.0 

TABLE II 

\ 

SAN MARCO "C" 

Vibration 
axis 

Range of 
frequency (Hz) 

Test duration 
(oct./irin.) 

Acceleration 
(9) 

X 

and 
y 

10 t 150 
150 t *00 
400 t 2000 

2 
2 
2 

1.5 
3.0      • 
7.5 

z 10 * 53 
53 f 100 

100 ♦ 2000 

2 
2 
2 

(12 inch/sec) 
10 
7.5 

TABLE III 

SAH KARCO "C" (STRUCTURAL MODEL) 

y axis 

Ace. No. 

4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
n 
13 
15 
17 

Unflltered data Input acceleration 3 g 

MHz) c 
180 0.05677 
180 0.54036 
180 0.07354 
i«) 0.06640 
115 0.05382 
175 0.05241 
180 0.02712 
175 0.04958 
180 0.05311 
180 0.06741 
m C.0«01S 

/- 179.5 

C« 0.9537 

^« 0.012 



TABLE IV 

SAN MARCO "C" (STRUCTURAL MODEL) 

z axis 

Ace. No. 

I 
3 
8 

16 
20 
21 
22 

Filtered data input acceleration 10 g 

f (HI) I 
78.5 0.14717 
73.0 0.25504 
78.3 0.20071 
75.7 0.20584 
80.0 0.20416 
71.3 0.23440 
73.6 0.21610 
76.0 0.22696 

/* 75.8 

f= 0.2113 

fff= 0.029 
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DAMPING PROBLEMS IN ACOUSTIC FATIGUE 

by 

Vittorio Giavotto, Marco Borri 
Istituto di Ingegneria Aerospaziale del Politecnico dl Milano, Italy 

Giorgio Cavallini 
Istituto dl Aeronautica dell'ünlversltl dl Pisa, Italy 

1. FOREWORD 

The high degree of reliability required for aerospace structures, today Is obtained 
with drastic reduction in the allowable stress levels. 

In fact, the structures subjected to acoustic excitation must inevitably work in reso- 
nance, where the response is ruled by damping parameters, wich are not adequately known. 

This is the main cause that force high safety margins to be adopted, and that leads to 
a design that may be exceedingly heavy. 

This paper discuss and evaluates the Impact of the present lack of knowledge about 
damping on fatigue design of wide-band noise excited structures. 

The need is emphasized for models to be used as effective tools, and capable to esti- 
mate damping effects with a higher degree of accuracy; the aim should be to obtain at 
least the same level of accuracy as the other relevant parameters. 

The achievement of this result must necessarily be gradual, requiring at first a cer- 
tain amount of ingenuity in designing siaple experiments to improve the state of the know 
ledge, without loosing contact with the actual needs of designers. 

2. THE PART PLAYED BY DA»i'ING IN ACOUSTIC FATIGUE PHENOMENON 

The need for a detailed analysis of the damping of the structural components of airspace 
vehicles springs from two fundamental considerations. The first is the impact which, as 
far as present and future vehicles are concerned, acoustic fatigue phenomena have on the 
life of the structure as a result of the even increasing extent of the causes producing 
these phenomena, the power of the propulsion system in particular, and therefore the noise 
thus creates, and the speed of the vehicle; as is well known, the damping is the main 
parameter for establishing the stress level for a given value of the exciting force. The 
second consideration concern the need to design structures which must meet durability and 
safety requirements. These requirements demand, respectively, that the nucleation of a de- 
fect caused by fatigue stresses, and therefore by those stresses due to acoustic loads, 
should be sufficiently unlikely in the life of the vehicle and that, if however a defect 
appears or is present in the structure from the beginning, this should net grow over a 
given period and eventually lead to catastrophic failure. To meet these requirements in 
the course of designing a vehicle, as far as the acoustic load is concerned, is a very 
difficult problem, given present level oi acoustic loads and the knowledge we possess con 
cerning the phenomenon of acoustic fatigue. 

As was pointed out in a prevous paper, /!/, in which a rough estimate was made of avail 
able data, /If, the experimental values of the stress are widely scattered around the cor- 
responding values which can be calculated with a design procedure. 

For this design procedure reference can be made to the procedure suggested in the ESDU, 
/3/. Use of a different procedure can lead to rather different results, but cannot change 
the meaning of these observations. 

The ratio between the experimental values of the stresses due to acoustic loads and 
the corresponding values thus calculated is considered to have a lognormal distribution 
with e(log SRKS - log IRMS) " •1*' 

On the basis of this consideration, in the design of the structure in relation to the 
problem of acoustic fatigue, it is advisable to consider the calculation of SRJIS as a 
process which provides an estimate of a statistical nature of the real value of the 
STXOSSGS• 

The calculated value of S^MS ««»t then be compared with the value of the fatigue strength 
SRKS of the structure for this type of stresses. Reference is nsde for this to the %w& ~ 
-  NR data of the ESDU,/4/, obtained for totally representative conditions of the pheaoa»- 
non under discussion. Obviously, even Sw« Bust be considered as a quantity characteristed 
by random nature. 

For data concerning riveted skin specimens in particular, SRMS can be considered to have 
a lognomal distribution with «»(SRI®) Z .09 around the SRKS mmn value corresponding to 501 
of survival probability, in the whole field of MR relative to this subject. 

The difference between log SM® *nd log SRMS is still a randon function with noiml dis- 
tribution and« 

odog Sj^ -  log Sj^jg} - /o^deg S^f* »Mlog a^) a .16« (1) 

Ue can now bring in the requirement of the durability of the vehicle with the condition that 



during the planned life no cracks appear in the structure with an established probability. 
In reference to an assigned value ot a 99i9% probability of there being no cracks, in 

(1) we have, /5/, that the difference (log Sgjjs - log IRMS) must be: 

(log SRMS " I«? SRMS) « 3.09 /cr2 (log SRMS)* (^(log SRMS) (2) 

It follows that mean fatigue strength SRMS "»ust be about four times greater that the 
calculated iiy^g value of the acoustic stresses. This condition it mich heavier than the 
similar condition imposed on the stresses originated by other loads. 

Since Nr is very high for acoustic load phenomena, for example Nr = 10
9, SRMS is in fche 

range of 16 MN/m2 and the calculated IRMS stress levels therefore ha^e to be extremely low. 
A similar situation, and even heavier, occurs when we want to introduce safety require- 

ment for the structure, this being designed with damage tolerance characteristios. To cut 
a long story extremely short, it raust be ensured that a crack which may have nucleated or 
which may have been presented in the structure since the beginning, does not grow at such 
a rate that it takes on critical dimensions in an inspection period. 

In /1/ there is a discussion of the problem of the evaluation of the reliability of the 
growth time of the damage from the initial to the critical size. The problem is a complex 
one but a simple analysis can, howewer, provide certain indicative results. It is assumed 
that the only varxables with statistical characteristics are the level of the acouctic 
stresses and the crack propagation rate of the material used. The other quantities needed 
to calculate the growth time, which can be expressed by N number of cycles, are considered 
deterministic variables, for example the initial and final sizes of the orack. 

If the calculation is made by means of the integration of a propagation law using the 
value of the stress intensity factor Knng referred to the stresses SRMS sueh as da/dN = 

mi 
~ ci ^RMS ' the calculated values of 5 must be considered the mean value of a random vari- 
able depending upon scatter on the calculated level of the acoustic stresses, previously 
examined, and upon scatter on the characteristics of the propagation rate. This data is 
obtained by considering the Ci constant of the propagation law as lognormal distributed 
around an mean value with adog Cj)» .15. From the expression of N obtained froti the lnte£ 
ration of the propagation law, it transpires that N has lognormal distribution with 
o(log N) = /crMlog Ci)   + m^ o^ (log SRMS> = .446,if mi - 3. 

If we want to determine the inspection period charactferized by a extremely slight prob- 
ability that, in this period, the crack grows until it reaches critical size, the mean 
value N calculated with respect to the value of o(log M) must be reduced. 

The a(log N) is extremely high because of the already considerable value of the 
o(log SRMS) which, in this case, is amplified by the mj coefficient of the propagation law 
which is around 2.5 - 3. Therefore the »affety coefficient which must be applied to the 
calculated value of the inspection period, is, for acoustic loads, much greater than the 
one usually used in the case of other kinds of loads. 

This makes it necessary to inspect the structures very frequently or to keep the stress 
level of acoustic loading very low. 

The observation which have been made so far Indicate how the aim o£ ensuring the struc- 
tures have adequate levels of durability and safety, is made ve?y difficult to reach because 
the scatter which affects the fatigue behaviour in the nucleatlon and propagation phases 
and, above all, the calculated stress level in the case of acoustic loads. 

Therefore, if we go on to examine the causes of the wide scatter en the evaluation of the 
stresses, it may be observed that in the entire s«^ calculation procedure, the main source 
of scatter is the highly random nature of the evaluation on the damping value 6, and on 
structural damping in particular. 

The proof of what has been stated here, is to be found in the experimental data ccnosming 
structural damping given in /6/. These have a lognormal distribution with a{log i)  ■ .24 

around the mean value f, which is need in calculating the stress levels. Since the standard 
deviation of the experimental values of the «RMS around,the calculated value is o(log Sgus) " 
.14, and since the value of S^MS i8 a function of (1/f)* , it can be concluded that almost 
all the scatter on sg^S is introduced by the scatter existing on the value of the structural 
damping. 

In these conditions, if the acoustic loads takes the level of the corresponding stresses 
to values which are no longer negligible, and if we want to reach adequate durability and 
safety values in the structure, two possibilities are open to us. The first it the introduc 
tlon of a damping treatment which leads to a increase in total damping in such way that the 
stress levels are still very low: this possibility has been fully explored over the last ten 
years,/?/, but may not always be practicable or, «t least, easily practicable for the opera 
tions and involves it increase in weight. 

The second possibility can therefore be followed which consists in the improvement of our 
knowledge of structural damping. An eventual improvement in this field may lead to the reduc 
tion of the considerable scatter which, at present, w« are obliged to associate with the 
forecast of the stress level. This possibility, therefore, up to a point can lead to the 
structure being able to stand higher acoustic loaäs,while still maintaining adequate durabM 
ity and safety features. It should, however, be noted that this Improvement mast be 
accompanied by a eorrespondlag improvemeiit in the fatigue behaviour of the structure»»oth- 
erwise the efforts made to widen our toowledfe of the characteristics of the daaping will 
be useless, since the design of the structure is also considerably influenced by the scat- 
ter on the calculated values of the fatigue strength and crack propagation rate. A second 
important reason for not neglecting the Improvement of our knowledge of fatigue behaviour 
is the interdependence which in any case «list, for the riveted structures, between this 
characteristics ana the damping value which develop« in the riveted joint. 

A sudden decrease in fatigue strength due to the fretting phenomenon can be linked to 
the higher damping values. 

mm 
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3. DAMPING MECHANISM 

Generally the heading of cU&rplng is used to collect the effects of all the dlssipative 
phenomena which are not so important and so well kno'm to deserve a special treatment. 

For instance the aerodynamic forces acting on a wing oscillating in flight at low 
frequencies may have a very large dissipating effect, but they use to have a special treat 
ment, i.e. the^ are treated just as aerodynamic forces, and their effect is not included 
in damping. 

Sc the damping of an aircraft structure results from the superlmposition of several 
effects, having very different natures and very different causes, but whose magnitude is 
such that they can be alx represented with a single model. 

In fact when the damping ij relatively high, as in the case where dampers or special 
damping matsriala are used, the main damping effects are usually well known, and minor 
damping effects can be neglected. But in the mopt interesting cases only minor damping 
effects are active and yet cannot be neglected because they have a fundamental function, 
e.g. in determining response amplitude at resonance. 

In the latter cases the damping forces acting on an oscillating structure are rela- 
tively small compared with elastic and inertia forcss, so that their short-time effect 
could be neglected, but thiir loag-tlms or secular effect causes energy flows which are respon 
sible of the energy distribution within the structure and between the latter and its sur- 
rounding. Then the dynamic behaviour of the structure can be adequately described by a ,«. 
certain number of undamped natural modes, i.e by a certain number of uncoupled oscillators 
the energy flows between the oscillators and tovards the surrounding are controlled by 
damping. Such energy flows are slow, in the sense that, for instance in one cycle, the 
energy flowed by damping is very little compared with the energy flowed from kinetic to 
potential and viceversa. 

If it is so any damping model can be adequate as long as it is capable of a correct 
evaluation of the energies exchanged in one cycle. 

Hence also the linear viscous damping model, which is the simplest model available and 
which surely can be  used with any available computational procedure, could be suitable, 
even if the actual dissipation processes are far more complicated. 

Then for a moderately damped structure with reference to a certain number of natural 
modes, the generalized damping forces could be represented as linear functions of the time 
derivatives of the modal coordinates, through an appropriate damping matrix. So the real 
problem is to know the terms of such a matrix with a reasonable accuracy, and possibly to 
know how they depend on frequency. But since the response of any natural mode is signifi- 
cant only around its resonance, the terms of the damping matrix could also be considered 
non freouency-dependent, having the value corresponding to the relevant resonance frequen 
cy. Likewise the coupling terms (off-diagonal terms) could be considered non-null only for 
the couples of raodas having frequencies not too far off. 

So what would be really useful for the structure analyst, once he has found a good 
modal description of the structure, is a method for making a good estimate of the damping 
matrix. 

The most significant damping processes are commonly described as: 

- material damping, - joint damping, - acoustic radiation damping. 

Material damping is mainly due to hysteresis and to viscosity in the material. It is 
very low for the usual metallic structural materials; It may be slightly higher for com- 
posites, and much higher for special damping materials. When the latter are not present, 
and other damping processes are active, materials damping generally can be neglected. 

Joint damping is basically due to the sliding that may take place between some surfaces 
in the joints. Such sliding causes friction forces to build up, that in general can be 
considered as Coulomb forces. Joint damping is definitely «ore significant than material 
damping, but unfortunately it is much more difficult to specify, because It is likely to 
depend also on the particular typ« of joint. Moreover for a structure containing joints, 
this kind of damping must depend also on the extension of the joints and on the amount 
of their sliding in each vibration mode. 

So it is possible that two modes having close frequencies but very different shapes 
have very different damping coefficients. 

The acoustic radiation damping is generally the most significant part of the damping, 
but also the most difficult to be characterized. In fact acoustic damping is a very 
simple model for a very complex reality, which actually is the interaction between the 
structure and on« or more fluids. 

Acoustic radiation has been deeply investigated by very valuable scientistsi for 
instance ww know that radiation in an open space is very different from radiation in a 
closed cavity, and that radiation efficiency /8,9/ is strongly dependent on the velocity 
of the beading waves. So it seems reasonable that the coefficients of each damping de- 
pend also on   such velocity and on   extension and shape of the radiating surfaces. 

The many investigations and studies /I0,11/ done on damping processes up to now, have 
given some deeper insight into the nechaaisa of damping, bat unfortunately a very little 
help to the knowledge of dantping coefficients. 

Xn fact it seems that a wide qmp «cists between the needs of the structural analysts 
end designers and the results obtained by the researchers. The designers need a reasons 
ble «valuation of the response of their stroetoral design, for instance under wide banif 
acoustic excitation, and the analysts, to produce such evaluations need some reasonable 
figure to put into their viscous damping xodels. 

(*} lit seme  »at»«» atrmatuet iymmiee ia  more oenvtnimtlif d»mrib*d  in ttpms ef travelling 
»«»«•; a« /ap as the folltiuing diseumeion ia aonesmai aueh alte travelling tmvea ean 
bt aonaidered «a indtptnient eaeillatera *xekmM§ing tn*r§y through ä@mpin§. 



All that is available now, are experimental values of the damping ratio plotted vs. fre 
quency for certain classes of structural components, /6/ (see Fig.3) . 

Such plots have the very discouraging aspei t of clouds of points, without any signifi- 
cant correlation with frequency. 

About the same kind of situation would occur if one pretends to plot the drag coeffi- 
cients cc  different bodies, with different angles of attack, only vs. velocity. 

Incidentally the scatter of such plots would have about the same value, amund one dec- 
ade, of the plots of damping ratios. 

So it seems evident that mode frequency alone is not enough to obtain a reasonable cor 
relation of the damping ratios, and that something better is needed. 

An investigation is now carried on by the authors of this paper, based on relatively 
simple experiments and on sound reasoning, to ascertain if it is possible to find a better 
way for correlating experimental damping data, taking into account some other variables. 

Some preliminary results of this research are summarized in the following section; fur 
ther results are expected in the near future. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL DAMPING DATA 

A first series of measurements has been accomplished on a corrugation-stiffened panel, 
having the corrugation profile depicted in figure 1, and a square plan form with a side 
length of 588 mm. between the supports. The aim of such experiments was to investigate if 
cor  a single panel, tested with a single methodology, a significant correlation exists 
between modal damping ratio and modal frequency. 

The panel was excited sinusoidally by means of a small electro-magnetic exciter; the fre 
quency sweep and the analysis of panel response were both performed automatically by Spec- 
trum Analyzer HP 3580 A; panel frequency response was recorded on an X-Y pen recorder. Fig[ 
ure 2 reports a typical frequency response recording. It must be noted that above 12C0 Hz 
the recording appears to be flat because both the transducer and the exciter employed have 
a very sharp attenuation above such frequency. 

Below 1200 Hz the panel response shows several resonance peaks; seme of them are very 
sharp and clean and some other show mode intermixing. 

To evaluate modal damping coefficient, the resonance peaks were analized in detail by 
zooming on the frequency axis; some improvement in mode separation was also obtained by 
searching the best position for the exciter and the transducer. 

From such resonance peaks dampiag ratios were evaluated by means of a modified half-pow 
er method, and a single-mode identification technique. 

The two methods gave very close results, which could be considered fairly accurate, and 
that do not show any significant correlation with frequency. 

Some of these results are plotted in figure 3 /12/, compared with the data of ESDU,/6/, 
for Flat Skin and Stringers Panels in the same frequency band. The values measured for the 
panel of figure 1 fall in the same range of ESDU data, with a slightly smaller scatter. 

Another series of measures were taken from a panel stiffened by Z stringers,Figure 4. 
Such panel was one of a group of 10 panels fatigue-tested in the Acoustic Fatigue Plant at 
Centre Ricerche FIAT,/13/. 

The panel was pre-stressed and subjected to wide-band acoustic excitation in the pro- 
gressive wave chamber; the output of 17 strain gage bridges {shavn  in Figure 4), and of 5 
microphones placed at a distance of about 100 mm. from the panel surface were recorded on 
an analog magnetic tape. 

Subsequently such analog recordings were converted into digital, and processed in a 
large computer by means of a Time Series Analysis Program. The analog signals were sampled 
with a rate of 8000 points/sec, and the average was taken fre» 5 transforms. 

Some of the transfer functions computed are reported in figures 5,6 &nd 7,corresponding 
respectively to the output of bridges 5,8 and 13. 

Such transfer functions show two prevailing mode groups, one around 470 Hz and the other 
around 630 Hz. Previous analyzes,/14/, carried out both with computational procedures and 
resonance tests showed that the first mode group concerns mainly stringer deflection, with 
out significant panel bending, while the second involves significant panel bending.    ~ 

Modal damping and frequencies were then obtained with a modal identification techniques, 
based upon a Difference Formula, using single degree of freedom nodel./IS/. 

A large scatter could be expected in damping results, due to the fact that single degree 
of freedom model stay be very poor where modal frequencies are very close together. 

For any resonance peak modal damping has been computed from right and left differences, 
and when these t«a gave very different results, the corresponding value was rejected. 

The values reused are shown in Figure S. 
The scatter, sensibly coming also fre« the identification procedure, is rather large, 

but has the same order of magnitude as the data published by ESDU (Fig.3). Moreover the 
points on Figure 8 fall in the same range of ESDU data. 

If this rough correspondence may confirm the reliabilitY of the procedures employed,on 
the other hand it confirmes also that even for a single panel with a high modal density no 
significant correlation can be found between äampiaq  ratio and frequency, and so the prob- 
laa of finding « better correlation for experimental data remains open. 

The data, shown in Fig.8, point out the need of a separated investigation for the dif- 
ferent mechanisms of damping. 

This survey must be firstly performed on very simple stractares, where tue different 
mechanisms and the relative influence of the principal parameters characterising the 
phenomenon,e.g. the mode shape of the stroctore in lesonance, can be separately evalu- 
ated. 

Xn this way only we are allowed to hop« to realise something about a set of «xperlmen 
tal data like those of Fig.8 and, first of all. to be able to forecast the damping value 
with a better accuracy than that we now get. 
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For these reasons, some tests were performed and are still running to investigate one of 
the most important sources of damping, the friction forces in riveted joints. 

The primary purpose is the evaluation of the damping of joints of different configuration 
and a measure of the scatter on the damping valce connected with the fabrication techniques 
of specimens nominally identical to each other. 

The tests were performed on simple specimens, but further tests are planned on more com- 
plex structures with the aim of checking the possibility of employing the results gained with 
simple specimens even for the more complex ones. 

The specimen tested is shown in Fig.9. 
It is a one stiffener riveted panel made of 2024-T3. 
The tests were run on an electrodynamic shaker; the damping measurlig technique is based 

on the analysis of the response bandwidth of the structure about the resonance condition. 
As response signal, the strain in one o more places, of the specimen as obtained by 

strain-gauges, was employed. 
Ali the experimental points of the response curve were used to evaluate the damping value. 

A particular way of computing was adopted as it allows a very accurate measure of the damping. 
As the target of this first batch of tests is the analysis and the evaluation of the 

damping mechanisms related to the friction forces in riveted joints, we had to eliminate or 
separately measure the damping due to other sources. Among these they are the internal damping 
of the material, the damping for the specimen constraint,the acoustic damping due to the sound 
radiation from the specimen and tlie danvping _ising from "air-pumping" phenomenon. 

The last of the said sources of damping are eliminated as the tests are carried on in 
air-vacuum; particularly the tests are performed at different degree of vacuum to point out 
the trend of the influence of air and to obtain data for absolute vacuum by extrapolating 
this trend as, with the present vacuum plant, it's not possible to reach air-vacuum over a 
fixed limit. 

The internal damping of the material and that due to the friction forces in the constraint 
are, on the contrary, evaluated through "ad hoc" tests, the results of which are shown in 
Fig.10 as function of vacuum degree. 

Further tests wsre carried out on these panels to get an estimate of the random error which 
may be made in the experimental me.hod, particularly that one due to  different in the reality, 
even if no».inally identical mounting procedures and data collection techniques. This scatter 
is added to the one, from the different building process, which is the only one we have to eval 
uat'e. 

Therefore it's necessary for us to estimate the former in order to subtract it from the 
lump sum measured from stiffened p^nel tests. 

An unstiffened Identical panel   was so tested repetively six times. 
The results distribution on normal probability paper is shown in Fig.11 . The estimated 

standard deviation typical of the employed test procedu_-e is a = .045 wnile the coefficient 
of variation amount to v = .02. 

The data of the damping of six nominally identical stiffened specimens, the configuration 
of which is reported in Fig. 9 , are shown in Fif.10 .Vs. the particular vacuum degree used 
in the test. 

As damping value, the mean value of the six specimens was used; also the calculated stand 
ard deviation refers to this value, to give an estimate of the scatter. The data were collec 
ted for three typical vibration mode shapes of the stringer in the stiffened panels: bending, 
torsional and local. 

Some basic remarks can b% drawn from this results. 
The vibration mode shape is a main parameter of th« damping mechanism in dry-riveted joints; 

the highest damping values concern t!ie bending mode. 
The data for the internal damping and for the specimen constraint damping are obtained at 

frequencies of the same order than the ones related to stiffened specimens data and «re can 
directly subtract the internal damping value from these latter. 

Kept in mind the relation between damping and mode shape, we can understand the trend of 
data shown in Pig.8, which refers to multi-stiffened panels, where, at any given frequency, 
each stringer can develope a different mode shape. 

The acoustic damping influence is not relevant; but this conclusion may be not true at high 
vacuum degree which we could not still reach. 

About the standard deviation of the data, we can remark now much it greater is. In each 
case re&pect with the val-.s obtained from the 6 tests on the lame unstiffened specimen. Tne 
difference between them provides an estimate of the scatter which is brought In by the fabri- 
cation techniques, nominally identical, but as a matter of fact different fron e^ch other. 

Again the scatter of the bending mode is noticed to be the largest; the reason, explaning 
this behaviour, may be searched for in the development, at all the rivet sites, of much stronger 
friction forces than for the other modes. 

The above remarks have only a prelinlnar character, in that on the basis of the few collect 
ed data we can only develop qualitative judgements. Nevertheless through some further tests, 
performed in an improved plant teat and by a more accurate test procedure» we can forecast,that 
a comprehensive understanding of the mechanism of this s^rticular damping may be achieved^ and 
data are collected, which can be employed in the design of this structure too. 

5. COMCLgSIOHS 

The importance of a more accurate knowledg« of the damping vain« has been pointed out»without 
it a guarantee of the usual level« in th« durability and safety of structure« operating in a 
acoustic fatigue environment, is very hard to assess, unless they are subjectad to particular 
damping treatments. 

01ff«rent mechanism devaloping some ämmpisg have hmmx considered, th« results of tests on 
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stiffened panels, typical of aerospace structures, have been shown. 
The picture, coming from these, is very discouraging and a time more make ua understood 

the difficulties the designer encounters in front of this problem. 
A program of tests has been launched with the alas to clarify the damping phenomenon in 

the riveted joint and possibly to evaluate the damping, through a batch of more accurate data. 
The first tests performed on a one stringer stiffened panel have shown the strong influence 

of the vibration mode on the damping value. 
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Fig. 1 - Corrugation profile of the panel tested in resonance. 
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Fig. 2 - frequency response of the panel in Fig. 1. 
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Pig. 4 - Strain-gauged stiffened panel tested In acoustic fatigue plant. 
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Fig. 6 - Panel of figure 4: transfer function of bridge n.8 
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ABSTRACT 

Characteristic regularities and data from a series of damping measurements on fibre reinforced 

composite materials and structures are presented. Experiments were carried out mainly on natural 

frequencies of lateral vibrations in free decay and forced excitation. 

Tests Included composite materials (with reinforcement by borou-, carbon-, glass- and synthetic fibres), 

structural component» (sandwich and I-beams); composite structures (wing box, rotor blades). Experimental 

parameters considered were: amplitude, temperature, vibration mode, frequency, air pressure, aspect ratio, 
fibre orientation. 

Dynamic response properties of several composites are compared by means of a simple linear oscillation 

model with spring, mass and damping values corresponding with the composite data. 

The structural damping of a wing box and a wind turbine blade is compared with the damping of the 

respective structural element (beam, sandwich). 

Numerical extrapolatlors of the damping behaviour of beams differing from experimental configurations 

are discussed (fibre orientation, air pressure, aspect ratio). 

1.    INTRODUCTION AND ACTIVITIES 

An accelerating application of fibre reinforced materials and structures can presently be observed, due 

to the advantages of high strength-to-welght and stiffness-to-weight ratios and the tallorablllty of 

strength and damping properties. Height savings up to 40 % at equalising production costs compared to 

metal structures are anticipated. Cci"po$1te technologies already dominate In special ranges of aircraft 
design and have displaced metal or fabric constructions, e.g. in the fields of sailplanes or helicopter and 

rind turbine rovor blades. 

Therefore, the knowledge of oMposite damping behaviour becomes inertasingly «»re laportant. At < rule, 

experience with damping characteristics of metal structures should not be transferred simply to csmposlti 

structures, as danping influencing parameters art of different Importance and additional effects tnter tin 

problem. Too, there 1$ a basic difference in the deiip of metal and composite structares, though aimed at 

the same purpose. 

Today« there Is only poor expeHence with ofitiiaizfnf vibration prepertles by prescHbed dampinf 

behaviour. Only few quantitativ« rccsMendatloiHi can be five« to tbt benefits relative to eeonemr end 

•nduraiice of a structure rttultlnf from in Improved stress history by test-fit danplnf cAarsctcristies. 
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In practice, often only fragnentary knowledge of qualitative and quantitative danping properties of 

composite Materials and strictures is encountered. Sone reasons are: 

• The large number of different generally unseparabie Influence parameters^on damping. 

• Interaction of usually nonlinear damplng mechanisms. 

• Extensive test requirements. 

• Difficulties in theoretical and semi-empirical treatment of dampinq. 

•Uncertainty in transmitting damping data to different elements, structures or vibration 

conditions. 

• Coupling of stiffness and damping qualities, generally with primary Importance of stiffness 

behaviour. 

In Table I several Influence parameters are grouped into three main categories, some could be 

subdivided, though. By this the complexity of distinct damping investigations becomes apparent. The 

interaction of these parameters results, as a rule. In a complicated nonlinear damping behaviour of 

oscillating systems rendering system characteristics normally impossible to be solved analytically. 

With more simple configurations, mechanisms are predominating sometimes which enable a theoretical 

approach [I] . The viscoelastic case with quadratic damping and elliptical hysteresis loop is solvable by 

complex notation and may be represented by net models. However, at engineering stress levels those models 

often use to fail even with simple composite geometries. 

In the near future, experimental damping investigation will be prevailing, accompanied by the attempt 

to extrapolate numerically the damping data gai <ed from simple elements to more complicated structures. 

Those methods will become more Important, as large structures often are Inconvenient for direct damping 

measurements. Recent results in predicting damping of structures based on numerical superposition of 

substructure test results are promising [2 to 5] . 

Activities 

Our own damping investigations are mainly directed towards contribution to the following problems: 

■ Qualitative and quantitative determination of damping properties of composite beams with boron, 

carbon, glass and synthetic fibres in epoxy, and boron fibres in aluminum matrices {8FRP, CFK», 

GFW, SFRP, B/Al). 

■ Comparison of damping data of different composites including stiffness properties. 

■ Damping of structural elements made of the above mentioned composites (Sandwich and I-beams). 

■ Damping of composite structures (wing box, helicopter and wind turbine rotor blades) and 

comparison to damping of elements and be««. 

■ Discussion of a semiempirieal approach to damping qualities of composite beam with changed 

cenfigurational an4 operational conditions, e.g. influence of laminae orientation angle, 

reduced air pressure, aspect rttlc. 

2. COMPOSIIE DAMPING AT SHALL AHPIITUOCS 

Two difftrtnt rcgim« et vibration •nplitudes have btm tmu4i 
o  snail amplitudts 19 to S^mat frtt-frae vibrations 

0  Larp amplitude* at cantilever aounting ( >& «a). 

Tttt equipment 

For »Mil H^Iititie dampinf 

(proiiiettf fcy 3r. Flitter, RmtllNfMi, 

indttstHtl soria! devlees at« avtilable. The 'Elostaanl 1.824* 

) wos Hployti litre, Fff. 1. 

Hit cenfositt ttst Iw4r Is supperttd by fM» «ttallie tkrettfs in its nodal point» and ddttd tltctro- 

■apttletltf ly MMS of saall «ctal plat« fesodtd to Its «ads. Hit a^wnttftt of tuts eqtrtiMMtt ore: 

wasBp-v^fr^Maria^ilSw-iii:'- -maM*: 



-tliminatlon of disturbances by support and enerqy input, - quick dampin«? iwasure«ients, - simple locating 
of natural frequencies and automatic frequency control, - diffsrent methods for dampinq measurements (free 
amplitude decay, half bandwidth and phase change methods). Draufbacks are: - measurement of snail amplitudes 
only (<5^i), - no direct information about loss enerqy and amplitude, - lowest frequency 300 Hz, - free 
decay method applied "-ere is inadequate to nonquadratic damping. 

The dampinn temperature dependence in the ranqe of -100 to +100 0C was determined in specially equipped 
temoerature chambers at longitudinal and lateral vibrations. 

Matrix damping 

The damping and stiffness properties of composites are strongly affected by the characteristic qualities 
of the matrix material applied. For an averaoe epoxy resin system the typical damping, stiffness, and 
temperature behaviour is plotted in Fio. 2, The logarithmic decrement JL increases with mode nuBber n and 
is lower in transversal than in longitudinal vibration at the same mode. Double symbols indicate the scatter 
of test results fnw several beams. 

Different parameters produce the increase of damping with higher vibration wades: - changed shear to 
bending stress ratio at decreasing effective beam slendemess, - transition to deformation at transverse 
contraction restraint. 

A tJaBtpl«" peak is observed near 0 0C, with a maximum slope between 20 to 40 0C. Again, dampirw increases 
with mode number. In the tempost'jrs.^noe considered the Young's modulus increases by a factor of 2. 

Composite materials damping 

Typical damping and stiffness characteristics depending on vibration mode, laminae orientation angle 
and temperature are illustrated for BFRP- and CFRP-beams in Figs, 3 and 4; dimensions and processing 
procedures are listed in App. I, Further data on other como«1te materials are oiven in [7 and 8] with 
identical tendencies. 

Qualitative conclusions for damplng behaviour are: 
o        Damping Increases with mode number. 
o       Maximum damping occurs at lamina orientation angles between - 60° and - S?^'. 
o       Temperature dependence of damping follows the trtnd of the resin but without reaching Its 

maximal values.   The influence of the matrix increases with ffrowing fibre orientation angle. 
The damping properties with respect too agree with measurements of other authors, e.g. [9] . Though 

the multilayer laminate may possibly show orthotropic behaviour it must be considered as composed of per 
se anisotroplc laminae with an essential part of matrix shear damping. This effect should render maximum 
damping at   or » - 45°. This expected result could not be verified by measurements. Therefore, we can 
assume a more complex stress state as usually expected. 

Additionally, Figs. 3 and 4 shew the stiffness behaviour: - no uniform tendencies with mode rnmfeer, 
• strong decrease at tow a   with minimum et or» - 70°, - less dependence en temperature than the matrix 
ntterial. 

Further parameter studies deal with the Influence of - tmm support. - attached metal elates, • 
slendemess, - frequency, etc. [6] . At similar test conditions the maximum scatter of damping values was 
In a rasft of - 5 X, never exceeded - 10 X. 

liiMi iMiiyiiiiiiMaiii u amm/^timmi:^ 



Comparison of modem cowposttc mtcrtals 

Damping properties of composite materials should not be compared without taking Into account their 

stiffness qualities, lach tern of the complex stiffness or compliance matrices of a harmonically 

oscillating body Includes In the imaginary part a more or less prominent damping value. Th« real part of 

the elastic coefficients decides upon the stiffness and resonant frequencies. Thus, a material with high 

stiffness but with relatively little damping may return to the undisturbed initial state faster than a 

material with contrary characteristics, as the damping mechanism is acting more frequently per time unit. 

This aspect postulates not only high stiffness but also high damping capacity for optimum vibration 

characteristics. However, stiffness and damping of composites are approximately In a reversed proportion. 

In Table II values for the logarithmic decrements of damping JL, stiffness, frequency and density are 

given for some composite materials in the sequence of damping magnitude. Data hold for free-free lateral 

vibration in fundamental mode and have been converted to the same geometrical configurations. The reci- 

procity of stiffness and damping becomes evident. As stiffness qualities of structures often are of 

primary importance, the margin of damping optimization Is left relatively small and often not at all taken 

advantage of. 

To compare the dynamic behaviour the composite data of Table II have been transmitted to a linear 

oscillator with constant coefficients, so that a Hotike-spring simulates frequency and stiffness and a 

Newton dasnpot the viscous damping, the mass being equal to the beam mass. Different excitation functions 

were chosen: - free decay at the same initial displacement or the same deflecting force, - and Dirac-and 

rieaviside-functions because they enable simple methematical treatment via Laplace transformation [10] . 

These excitations are idealised equivalencies for important service conditions encountered in aero/space 

structures, e.g. load jettisoning, landing impact, gusts, control deflections, etc." 

Fig. 5 demonstrates the time histories of the amplitude envelope for free deoty at constant Initial 

deflection (above) and constant static deflection force (below). Notice the fact that at the same initial 

amplitudes for all materials considered, an amplitude decay to e.g. 10 X is reached by SFRP first and last 

by B/Al, i.e. not in the sequence of damping magnitude. 

For equal deflection forces the sequence is changed again on account of the different initial amplitudes. 

The dynamic response of step or Impulse functions Is plotted in Fig. 6 and again the scqueno Is altered. 

These examples indicate that for practically occuring excitation forces different rtQuireMcnts are 

relevant in reference to damping/stiffness properties. Therefore, according to the time history of the load 

functions during the life span of a structure, the best-fit material has to be selected by a careful 

analytical comparison to reach the best compromise. 

3.   COMPOSITE Omim AT (.ARSE AMPLITUDES 

temping measurements at large ampHtudes require usually more effort, as clamping and vibration 

e»e1tat1on devices have to be adjusted to the test bod|y. 

Test eqwipmtnt 

A elaaplng device with gripplRg pressure definable by four pressure pups «as developed «id Mgtfetii 

Fig. 7. The shewn «chMleal release «tdisfHsi fer free anplitudt decay Ntd to be rtplaced by a» tleetre- 

nagnctlc release set far bendlfif flexible beams In order te achieve clem amplUude mvttspes. laid« Hie 

■;' 

location sf the deflection pin m the DM» Its rapid rwnval for Inlllatlnf benüng vlbretlm wet 
essential for exact dMplRf «MSiiraMnts. 

a-' 
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For nonlinear dmplng behariottr. oscillator records pined fron strain gages turned out to be 

unsuitable for damping deteminatiwi because of inaccuracy of visual readings. Therefore, the danped 

vibration process was stored by means of an IBM 1130 conpir^r. The oscillation was partitioned Into 5400 

points per run with a naximm resolution of 512 digits for vibration amplitudes. Up to % oscillation 

periods (number depends on frequency) were stored, from which succeslve amplitudes Mere taken to determine 
the log. decrement. 

Some difficulties arose from the more or less pronounced anisotropy of elastic properties met with 

composites, rendering a small unsteadiness in amplitude decay, nearly inv-Jble in amplitude vs. time 

plots, but leaving substantial distortion in damping curves. Therefore, the measured amplitude envelopes 

have been softened by regression with a third degree exponential function 

A » A0exp [at ♦ bt2 ♦ ct3] 

In many cases an approximation of the amplitude envelope by appropriate selection of 4 equidistant 

amplitudes was successful and rendered the same result as the described regression procedure. 

At least threefold repetition of each measurement was carried out with generally less than 5 % scatter 

in damping values. Äs a rule, the amplitude envelope is a rather compliccted mixed function, especially 

with friction influence prevailing [11] . The transient initial oscillation range was eliminated by a 

time-delayed entrance to the vibration. Fig. 8 Illustrates schematically the methods employed with damping 

measurements at large amplitudes In free decay. 

Clamping influence 

To establish large amplitudes, clamping devices are necessary which are known to contribute to damping 

on account of friction losses. Fig. 9 shows the influence of the cantilever mounting for unidirectional 

GFRP bean. Log. decrementJ^s here was determined from oscillator records over 5 vibration periods as a 

function of gripping force. The curve below demonstrates less increase in damping at low forces than 

expected; at damping pressures >30 Hfmr damping remains constant. If the friction area is Increased 

by a slot In the clamping region, a damping increment up tu 130 X can be observed (upper curve), but it 

will drop again to the original value at high damping pressure. Those measurements indicated possible 

changes in doping and vibration behaviour of structural components due to attrition In joints during 

service life, e.g. in composite helicopter rotor blades. 

If the artificial slot is regarded as a delaarfnation area this can lead to the trial of detecting 

damages by «temping measurements. Tests carried out on this problem wert successful only If a considerable 

loss of energy by friction In the damage area occurtd. i.e. delaarinations should be localised mny from 

nodal lines and be in regions with strong shear deformations during vibration. Thus, the slot being In the 

free end of the tested cantilever beam did not noticeably change frequency and damping. 

Similar tests with the "Elastomt* with locally enlarged or reduced cross sections of beams by attached 

lashings or milled groom rendered the same trends [6] . Therefore, daange detection by dM^Ing 

measurements at present is yet In an inpracticafcle phase. 

CFRP cross-ply laminates 

Oamping dependence on amplitude Is demonstrated In Flp. 10 • 12 for a COT laminated flat beam at 

cantilever lateral vibration In fundamental mote and free air; bean tested had 09, * 22,5°, - 45°. - S7.S0, 

and - 90° laminae orientation angles. 

Fig. 10 Indicates an enermei« Inflmnct of vibration awplltudb m dMflnf. camparad to »Aid» the 

lamiiue orientation angle Influemce Is relatively small at cenatant aaplltude. At grwliif amplltwles 

dampinf raaäws to a «iltiplc of smell amplltuii iiaplnf. flemr tare MplltMb dMplAf was found by 

extrapolatlnf the measured values; values Include Inhermit mtorfat and clagflftf dnplnf. Urn tatter &mU 

mdd;'säi&*miumsä0dfvim^-'&mjgit**. 
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not be specified closer with the avallairie test device. Dotted lines show the characteristic curves for 

Voting's modulus and frequency. By plotting dmplng vs. m*imm bending stress mother characteristic 

can be observed due to the widely differing bending stlffioess at different orientation angles. Fig. 11. 

Whereas duping peaks at constant amplitudes occur at a » - 45°, peaks are now shifted to a » - 67.5° 

and slopes ar» rmmrkibly steepsr. Stresses are still left in the elastic range. The large Increase of 

damping with rising stress level and orientation angles becomes particularly evident from Fig. 12, 

showing the reciprocal tendency mentioned with respect to Young's modulus in Fig. 10, 

Air pressure 

From the steep increase in damping with amplitude - even at snail stress levels - It can be concluded 

that the moved air volt»«, acting as external damper, accounts for this fact, more than the increasing 

ratio of bending and shear stresses. This has been verified by tests at reduced air pressure In a vacuum 

chamber. Fig. 13. At high vacuum a nearly linear damping behaviour (n ■ 2 in Table I) can be assumed for 

the tested composite beams. Up to date, only few test data on damping Influence of air pressure are 

available, especially concerning composites, though for space structures knowledge of damping properties 

in vacuum is indispensable. 

To reduce test expenses the question arises how to evaluate air damping theoretically and/or 

empirically. Velocity-proportional and velocity-squared air drag damping Is treated In [12. 13) . However, 

from insteady wing aerodynamics we know about the rather complicated relationship between aerodynamic 

coefficients and frequency, amplitude, aspect ratio, Reynold's number etc.; that leaves the problem 

unsolved even for simple cases. Tubes in transverse flow ((Carman's vortex street) can be treated 

theoretically [14] , but for transversely vibrating bean» with nonuniform velocity distribution no 

numerical method is available. 

Fro« Fig. 13 a nearly linear dependence of air damping on air pressure or air tensity seems to be 

derivable. To substantiate this presumption we checked if a linear extrapolation from normal pressure would 

renter adequate damping values for reduced air pressure. The result is plotted In Fig. 14 for CFRP 0°; 

for other laminae orientations the same tendency became apparent. 

From the fat line, representing regressed measurement data for 760 

pressure was approximated by 

Hg. damping at reduced air 

p-TW) " -A-ij -^P^T^I-A-TOO" -A-il ♦ -A. 

with JLj    internal damping, appruxiaated by graphical extrapolation. Comparing correlating curves for UM 

same aspect ratio ( A/AQ    - 1} It becomes obvious, that linear extrapolation   (o) renters slightly 

hitter dating values than measurements (•), and percentage error increases with decreasing air pressure. 

Air damping additionally depends on aspect ratio (width/1«igth), as the mmmt of moved air mass which 

flows around the beam wdges dwiinf vibration becomes smaller with Insreaslnf Nam width. If there Is one 

value from temping nsaturcments at a reduced aspect ratio «id normal air pressure C Q)» ö» Influewse 

of beam width on damping cm be Included In tin above mentioned linear approximation for pressure reduction: 

•*■***-^S,*-■*-»* i--^f] 
WWff 

[• -A-*I ♦ *© - A| {*-M] 

v* 

w«. 

r^-T-an- ■ ■-   sag     ■; 
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This simp}* relation applied to aspect rati« A-J/AQ « 2/3 artd 1/3 is plotted in Fig. 14, too. 

showing the possibility of evaluating damping at variable pressure and beam width from one curve and 

an additional point at reduced width, all taken at 760 TOR». 

For information, examples are given in Fig. 14 for measured amplitude decays and damping values 

resulting therefrom (zig-zag lines, nonregressed data,A , o ). These unsteady lines do not represent 

scattering due to inaccuracy of measurements and are reproduceable; they are caused by the fact that 

everi simple composite beam configurations must not give "clean* amplitude decay. 

Frequency 

The frequeney 1$ not affected strongly by decrease of damping during amplitude decay or by reduction 

of air pressure. For 0o-CFRP frequency increases by only 0,5 S in the amolitude range from 120 to 12 mm 

and only by 2,5 % at pressure reduction from 760 to 50 mi Hg. 

Frequency range was extended to the fourfold of the Initial value by shortening the free length of the 

beams. With growing frequency an increase in damping was observed. Fig. IS, though not visibly affected by 

aspect ratio. The per cent increase of damping with frequency is essential, especially at large amplitudes 

«id Tow air pressure. 

Obviously, the slope of damping curves remains nearly unchanged by pressure reduction; therefore, the 

daaping increase can be asswed predominately to be a frequency effect, while the influence of frequency- 

dependent instead aerodynamic forces is small in the frequency range considered. Further investigations 

are required in respect to the different clamping conditions, too. 

4. WMPIH6 Of COHPOSITE STRUCTUR«. ELEMEHTS 

Most treatises published on experimental and theoretical handling of the damping behaviour of composite 

structural elements are directed mainly towards sandwich be«« with aluminum core and composite facings 

[15 to 18] . Other pablications deal with metal bt&m with covering or eafcedded composite layers or bonded 
metal beams [13 to 21] . Systematic research data concerning the regularities of damping behaviour of 

modem composite strtxturtl elements are not available. 

A teamwork with VFU-Fokker rendered damping data for I-beams (composed of two aluminum U-preftlet partly 

with CFff facings bonded on} and for sandwich beams with aluminum honeycomb cores and aluminum or CFRf/iFRP 
hybrid composite facings [22, 23] , Fip. 16 and 17. 

The damping measurements were carried out at small amplftudts in free-free lateral vibrations and 

consecutive resonant frequencies and show these characteristic trends: 

o   Damping increases in the sequence (Fig. 16}: 

I-bean; I-beam with composite layers; AI-sanAHch; sandwich with 0P-CFRP/3flo-IFRP-factngs; 

sandirtel« iHtli ^-CFIP-fedngs; sanAHch with 908-OT^/l00"4»W-f»riiip; sandwich with 

«S^tJW-faciBfi. 

e  A remarkably unsteady damping cum with inonaasinf natttral freqaencies is observed on 

SMdwieh beams only. 

Additionally, the dMplnfl data of isolated flP- m4 4l9-CFSf-fiaiif» are plotted. THt graph offers an 
insight Into the damplaf characteristics of special cemposite structural elements of different 

configurations. 

Apf«, the temperttwe dependwey of tfmflfif Is fanrtcally infliMieei by the netri* behwlt*»", tfcoagh 

Is seme »iteadlisefs especially at Mghtr lauf*« orientation anflet» Fig. 17. 
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5. DAMPING OF LOAD-BEARING COMPOSITE STRUCTURES 

Composite technology for load carrying aero/space structures 1s still In an accelerating development 

phase. In the fields of sailplanes and rotor blades composite techniques are state of art, but without 

rendering sufficient data on damping up to date. 

Wing box 

A« experimental wing box developed together with the Oomier Company for loading tests of composite 

wing structures was also tested to measure damping properties. The box is a fulldepth honeycomb sandwich 

configuration with aluminum honeycomb core and hybrid composite facings of several O0-CFRP- and - 30o-BFRP- 
lamlnae (App. I). 6FRP-U-spars were used on both sides to close the box. The joints for load introduction 

on both ends were made of aluminum and titanium components. 

The equipment for free decay testing consisted of a rigid clamping device and a mechanical release set; 

deflection was achieved hydraulically. Fig. 18. 

Test objective was to expand the measurements at small amplitudes, carried out at OFVLR-AVA-Göttingen, 

to large amplitudes on the identical box. Further the damping of the wing box should be compared to the 

damping behaviour of the elements (sandwich, facings). Results are plotted in Fig. I9a vs. a reduced 

amplitude (vibration amplitude/free length) which seemed to be a reasonable parameter. To find a parameter 

for comparing the damping of different elements and structures proved to be a precarious problem, as data 

differ in dimensions, frequencies, mass and stiffness distributions and stresses. Amplitude and stress per 

se are unsuitable for damping comparison. 

As evident from Fig. 19a, comparing the damping of different but similar configurations sttm  to be 
difficult, but not impossible. Related to the damping of facings and sandwich beams, the wing box damping 

{ ^Jf) is expected to be between the values for 0°- and 45°- sandwich beams { o )• However, less damping 

of the wing box was measured, accidentally close to CFRP-0o-fac1nfs. 

By adding tip masses tu the free end of the wing box, damping changes as Indicated in the small diagram 

of Fig. 19a. Assuming, the aluminum tip end in the box (mass « 1 kg) would be removed, a damping Increase 

of sbout 20 % would occur, rendering approximately the same damping as the 00>sandw1di beam ( ^ ). 

Added tip masses decrease frequencies, but mode shapes are deformed, too. To assure that stress 

distributions are kept invariant over the test structure, the box frequencies t*ere reduced by attaching 

distributed adequate additional masses to the box surface [24] . Fig. i9b shows the results of the fret« 

free fundament«! bending mode at small amplitudes and demonstrates the damping dependence on frequency 

of this composite stricture. 

Assembled structures often cannot be changed afterwards. Therefore, further measurements should b« 

carried out in order to provide damping data for an empirical or numerical approach to the daaping 

behaviour of composite strueturts from component damping. Thus prescribed damping properties cettld 

be considered in th« design phase already. 

Cteapwite rotary wi»a blade stracttim 

'Hit advamtaps of et»posftt ttdmeloqy appltcatien to helicepter rotor blades «id blades of wind 

•nerfp turtlnts have already be«« rtcoqntsed sine« two decades. Blades Have bean devtloetd to full 

operational safety to date, iotar destqn was tssentialty simplified by ««e omission of flap «id 1a$ 

Maps, tii« fMetlofis of which were rtplaeed by tht Inherent elasticity of composite blades. 

-^iTT. ~ 

'   - 

*ittAS«««l*feil»iS«^«»»*te:-.--««lia&»i»-. 
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One of the activities of our DFVUMnstitute concemes the development of wind energy converters. 

The rotor blades are designed as composite structures. With a GFRP-blade of a 10 KW turbine damping 

tests were carried out, Fig. 20. 

The methods of free amplitude decay and of forced vibrations by electrodynamic excitation in the 

lower bending modes have been applied to a cantilever mounted blade of 5,5 m length. At forced vibrations 

two cases are distinguished: constant energy input at different vibration modes and, on the other hand, 

constant tip amplitudes for all modes tested. 

Fig. 21 shows the results up to the fifth mode. For free decay in fundamental mode the typical damping 

dependence on amplitude is observed again, chiefly due to air damping (T) . At forced bending vibrations 

caused by harmonic excitation at constant energy input, for all the modes a considerable amplitude - and 

damping - decrease up to mode IV becomes apparent; for the subsequent node damping increases again (2) . 

Curve (T) demonstrates damping decrease vs. resonant frequencies at constant energy input. 

Vice versa, if the tip amplitudes for all modes are kept constant by Increasing the energy Input 

(curve (T) for tip amplitudes - 15 msi), there is a damping decrease by 25 % between modes I and II and 

afterwards a weak increase in damping. From this we can conclude a strong influence of air damping, 

especially at the fundamental bending mode. Concerning higher modes, we cannot distinguish by now between 

the decreasing share of air damping and the increasing share due to higher shear/bending stress ratios in 

resulting damping increase. 

The intersection of curves (T) and (T) proves the damping values from free decay and fro« half-bandwidth- 

method to be in good agreement. 

Damping of the same GFRP-blade Is compared to the damping of conventional metal helicopter rotor 

blades [29] in Fig. 22. The values for free decay In fundamental bending mode are plotted vs. amplitude/ 

free length ratios. Profile sections indicate essential differences In structural design of composite 

blades. A higher damping capacity of the composite blade compared to metal blades is observed. Of course, 

from tests on simple beams no direct cmscluslon can be drawn to the blade damping. 

6. SEMI-EMPIRICAL OAMPIHS EVALUATION OF CROSS-PLY LAMINATES 

Description of method 

Mathematical formulation of the (towing of composite structures Is usually coupled with enormous 

difficulties. Therefor«, expertmental dettraination of damplnf of composite structures will prevail in the 

next future. For simple composite beams and specimens, a numerical tmttaent of damping Is difficult, too, 

because of the uncertainties In inttrpretlrif the applied methods. On the other hand, series of ■mwunt 
covering all Influence parameters are time-consuming and expensive. So the requlremnt for methods to 

extrapolate damping values to differing conflfurations Is of great fnterut. As shwn ateve, cvaluttlon of 

damping data for altered air pressures and aspect ratios can supply satisfactory results. 

The following method «teals with the prvdlctablllty of deapfng characteristics of campestt« 

emposed of lamina« with vanffnf syiaetrica! lamina orientation anales. Awllstrill^y of raprtsentatfv« data 

of distinct be«« Is pmumed. 

For unidirectional symetHcaTly arranged lamina« orthotrepfe stiffness MMuHeur eftw am im 
assumed approximately. Formula« far moduli and damping arc ffwn In Tail« III. Eg. (1) descHiMS tit motion 

of a thin orthotreplc yUU 1« lateral vlbrttlon [2S} . Symbols arc: w dtfttetfon, t UM. f density* 
s thfetoms, b^ bending stiffness«« of complex ortttotropfe stiffness matrix, s loafltudliial, y lateral 

coordinates. 
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For the geometrical dimensions of the beams considered, the wave length of the coupled transverse 
resonant vibration in y-dlrection is much longer than the wave length In x-dlrectlon AB  . If bean width b 
is smaller than   Ag^2   " »n<l t*1^ condition holds for the bems regarded - the vibration in y-dlrection 
may be neglected. Thus eq. (1) becomes uncoupled to pure lateral vibration in x-direction, eg. (2). Eg. (3) 
represents the general solution for a free-free beam In lateral vibration with linear damping (A , C   are 
constants,   B   damping factor, can circular natural frequency, 
cosXni.    +   cosh XflL >> 1, n mode). 

X. roots of frequency equation 

After separating the real and Imaginary parts, solutions of eq. (2) by eq. (3) render the storage and 
loss functions eq. (4), where I is the axial Inertia moment, F the cross section. At damping factors 

< 0.1, eq. (5) is valid for the n     values of natural frequency, eq. (6) for the damping factor, and 
eq. (7) fo^he log. decrement. The complex longitudinal stiffness b,, Is replaced by the longitudinal 

k k        ?      k k ' stiffness a.^, according to bn « sJ . ajj/12. As indicated by eq. (10) in Table IV, aJ, is «»posed of 
storage stiffness a^ and of loss stiffness ajj. The loss factor d^ Is defined by the ratio »ii/air 

If transverse beam contraction is not restrained, then a*. « E., » E; the dynamic modulus in bending 
is given by eqs. (4) and (5) from measured resonant frequencies. This holds for thin beams in pure bending, 
as long as the empirical value s<AB/2iris not exceeded. Corresponding evaluation of shear strain Influence 
and deformation of the beam cross section (for isotropy) proved eq. (4) and (5) to be employable   [27] for 
the beams considered. 

f 

Beam slendemess L/b should be >5  to assure unrestrained transverse contraction of the beam. If 

this ratio is related to the nodal distances in the different modes, then at n » 2 already transverse 

contraction restraint should occur, for beam dimensions with I * ISO m and b > 15 mm, for example. 
An increase In stiffness and a decrease in damping due tc this effect was not observed, however. 

Evaluation of modulus and damping 

The orthotropic stiffness matrix (Table IV) contains 4 independent elastic constants. Provided that 

measurements carried out on 0°- and 90°-beams rendered uncoupled compliances a!,, aiL and lass factors 

dn. ^wt there we« left only two unknown coefficients In the equations of polar transformtion for the 
k* k* 

rotated compliances: transverse contraction ten« a.^ and shear compliance a^ (eq. 9). 

For GFRP laminates It has been proved that, for uniaxial loading, determination of diagonJ coefficients 
k* 

In the compliance matrix for the main directions of orthotropy is sufficient. I.e. omitting a^ ^ds to 

an error smaller then 10 S, thus being in the scatter of measurement accuracy [9] . 

flow, if another pair of frequency and damping data of a third arbitrary lamina orientation is 
k* 

available, shear compliance a^ can be calculated from trtnsfdrmations eq M (9) for ij« ■ 0 (e.g. for 
O • - 41° see eq. (U) }. For «11 residual orientation angles - o  the coefficients of the compliance 

diagonal matrix, respectively by inversion the complex stiffness matrix, can be calculated now. 

Fig. 23 shows the results thus derived from meeswrwMnt data en 0e, 45° and 90s-t>eams. Hatched areas 
indicate the difference between measwements »M numeHca! approach. Tne applied evtluation method 
delivered an acceptable agreement of maeHcal and test 4tta for SFI^- and CFRP-beaaB. For 8W, results 
are diverflng in the rente - a <   49°. Caused by the inherent «nlsotr^c of 8FRP, due to the rather 

kw large fiter dimeters, there may be an wmcgltctible i«flue»ee of tern t^. Thus, sheer modulus S ■ l/a 
should be taken only as rough appraximatlon. 

33 

.^m.j^m 
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7. SUMMARY 

Damping behaviour of modem composite naterials is governed by characteristic regularities, 

qualitatively valid for the entire material category. Air damping and test body configuration have a 

great influence on damoing, especially at large amplitude vibration. Comparison of damping capacities of 

different configurations and materials should include stiffness properties. 

Prediction of structural damping of composed systems based on damping measurements of simpler, but 

'iirailar configurations seems to be possible (e.g. wing box). Damping of more complex structures (e.g. rotor 

blades) at present cannot be derived from simple element damping. 

A numerical approach to damping characteristics of flat beams at modified conditions is practicable, 

but sometimes with unsatisfactory accuracy (air pressure, aspect ratio- lamina orientation). 

Future damping activities on composites should be directed towards problems as: 

- further investigations on regularities and relationships of damping behaviour of structural elements 

and structures made of then, - improvement and development of numerical approach to damping behaviour, 

- systematic completion of experimental damoing data, - influence of composite structures damping 

characteristics with respect to economy and life endurance, - damping behaviour of composites under 

environmental conditions, e.g. space environment. 
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BBlBar  ♦ STRUCTURE ♦ OPERATION 

Table I : Characteristics of Composite damping 

Fig. 1 : Test equipment "Fihrster IUISTO«T 1.024- for stall wlbratlim «if'Häides 

«s M j „m,mm 
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Fig. 7 : Test equipment for 
large amplitudes. 
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free decay. 
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Fig. 12 : Log. decrement versus 
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Fig. 13 : Effect of air pressure 
and laminae orientation 
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Fig. 15 : Effect of frequency 

n§. 16 and 17 : Oaring of structural elentnts. Effect of natural freqwenctes 
and tamper«ture 



Fig. 18 : Wing box. 
Test equipment. 
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Fig. 23 : Comparison of theory and test results of flat beams. 
Log. decrement and Young's modulus of cross-ply laminates. 
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Table III : Lateral vibration of plates and flat beams. 
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VISCOELASTIC DAMPING IN USAF APPLICATIONS 

by 
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Wright-Patterson MB,  OHIO 45433 

and 

L.C. Rogers 
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SUMMARY 

The possibilities for developing new vibration control 
techniques based on the energy dissipation characteristics of 
viscoelastic damping materials emerged with the development of 
synthetic rubber during World War II.  These new materials have 
created an entire industry for the production of an almost 
endless variety of chemical substances having both rubber like 
properties and high energy dissipation capability under cyclic 
strain. USAF interest in these materials for purposes of vibration 
control began about the time the B-52 began to experience sonic 
fatigue. Since that time, the technology has developed greatly 
with improvements occurring in the areas of materials, design 
concepts and application methods. The aim of this paper is to 
describe some aspects of the development and utilization of 
viscoelastic damping technology for vibration control in the 
united States Air Force. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Young's modulus 

complex Young's modulus of damping material 

Young's modulus of base plate or beam 

Young's modulus of constraining layer 

complex Young's modulus of shear damping layer 

complex shear modulus of shear damping layer 

shear parameters 

thickness of base plate or beam 

thickness of shear damping layer 

thickness of constraining layer 

length of beam 
effective length 

temperature 
number of layer pairs in treatment 
loss factors 

nth eigenvalue 

shift parameter 

1.     INTOÖDOCTIOB 

h  large variety of aerospace systems being developed for USAF operational needs in 
the future, as well as many of those in the current inventory, will strongly utilise 
damping technology for vibration control. Figure 1 illustrates «one of these actual 
or potential application areas, as well as the technology base which will support the 
efforts. The aim of this paper is to describe sone of these applications in more detail, 
along with recent advances in the technology base (materials, characterisation, design) 
which make possible the achievement of future successful applications. 

Let us first look at where these needs arose. In the renote past, vibration of 
machinery has occurred fxom time to time, bat has «»Bally involved « single fixed 
frequency of excitation, low stresses and relatively ««exacting perfonwnee regnirenents. 
I» today's aerospace systeas, OR the other hand, we invariably find th-j oppoeite to be 
true1 excitation is broad-bend random or arise* fro« haraonle loads which chaage in 
fregaency during operation of the lysten, so that reaoaanoe camtot be avoided 1 stresses 
are often high, and perfozaaaee requirements arc invariably exacting. In these 
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circumstances, damping has a vital role to play in almost every case - sometimes alone, 
most often ir conjunction witn other related measures.  In large flexible spacecraft 
structures, for example, active control techniques will be used to move the systems in 
response to commands and to control some of the resulting jitter, but the extremely 
exacting requirements for positional stability will require passive damping to supplement 
the active controls, especially when very high modal densities are encountered. In 
jet engines, many of the stationary components are subjected to very high Ic-els of 
combined static stress (often from thermal gradients) and dynamic stress (from 
resonance)-, and damping has often emerged as the most cost effective approach toward 
reducing replacement and repair costs, as well as sometjnes arresting crack growth 
completely in situations where critical crack lengths exist, beyond which point 
catastrophic failure can occur. Seme of these applications will be described in this 
paper. Other areas such as printed circuit boards, aircraft avionics and equipment 
support structures will also be discussed. 

2.  TECHNOLOGY BASE 

2.1. Summary 

Referring once more to Figure 1, we see that the windows for advantageous 
application of damping technology in the united States Air Force, for vibration control 
in large space vehicles, jet engines, aircraft avionics, aircraft structure, and equip- 
ment support structures are approached through a three-level technology base. This 
technology base requires, and has, a capability for (i)production of damping materials; 
(ii)characterizing,measuring and standardizing the daaiping properties of these materials 
and (iii)designing and creating damping configurations for specific components in their 
operational environment. 

The area of damping material production is heavily influenced by the civilian 
automotive industry,since it is the largest single market for the materials manufacturers. 
The OSAF, as a far smaller customer, utilizes materials originally developed for auto- 
motive or related purposes, as well as creating a requirement for smaller quantities 
of more exotic materials, usually at higher costs. 

As far as the design and production of damped components is concerned, a number 
of specific technological areas are of interest to the ÜSAF.  Some of these areas 
include (i)the complex modulus representation of viscoelastic damping material behavior 
under harmonic excitation; (ii)the reduced-frequency concept (Ferry1 et al) and the 
newly developed reduced-temperature nomogram2; (iii)the equations of Ross, Kerwin and 
Ungar3 and of Oberst1* for predicting the complex flexural stiffness of free and 
constrained layer treatments on various structures, as well as more recent work in 
these areas; (iv)the continuing process of measuring the damping properties of 
elastomers5 and enamels6, including the study of the effects of composition changes 
and (v)finite element analysis7 and transfer matrix8 analysis of damped structure 
response. We shall now discuss some of these areas. 

2.2. Modeling of viscoelastic material behavior 

It is well known and generally accepted that when a specimen of a linear viscoelastic 
material is harmonically strained at a single, specific frequency, the corresponding 
stress also varies harmonically with a phase difference between the stress-time and 
strain-time signals. It is further generally known and accepted that the corresponding 
locus of stress against strain under harmonically varying excitation is an elliptical, 
or nearly elliptical, loop9, and that if the strain varies as exp(iut), then the stress 
varies as expi(ut+jr) where: 

« E'e1^ - E'd+inJe = (E! + iEB)f. 

This equivalence can also be expressed as: 

E'e + E'n 
I.. I 

de 
dt 

(1) 

(2) 

which is a form usable whether or not we use the complex representation e exp(iut) 
for the strain e(t). However, it is not directly usable whan c(t) is not a cyclic, 
harmonic, function of time, and this has led to many questions regarding the complete 
generality of the complex modulus approach and a search for alternative approaches. 
These questions have not yet been fully resolved, but this should not prevent us 
from working in the frequency domain, where much of our modern testing capability lies. 

Other ways of representing the stress-strain relationship for linear viscoelastic 
materials are used, but wa feel that ehe complex modulus approach is by far the simplest, 
especially sine» for real materials the properties are very highly dependent on 
frequency and temperature, and hence the need to track only two physical quantities, 
namely K' and n   (or S* and E") is very useful. Because of the very large number of 
materials which Bust be characterized in order to be available to designers and 
other users, for practical application, this i« eitremely important. The work involved 
in data redaction is enornoos and every possible valid simplification raust be used to 
cope with what would otherwise be an "Information explosion". 



Once one has, by some test method or another, measured the modulus and iosa factor 
of a given damping material sample, the data generated will generally consist of a 
limited, discrete, set of points in the frequency-temperature domain, as illustrated 
in Figure 2. Only by exploiting a fundamental relationship between the frequency and 
temperature variables can one collapse all the data onto a single variable, namely 
the reduced-frequency faT of Ferry et al, where f is the frequency and a_ is a function 
of temperature alone for each specific damping material. This is the well known 
temperature-frequency principle. This technique is often used in the Air Force for 
data reduction, display, standardization, trausmittal and storage.  In fact, it has 
been taken even further through the use of "reduced-temperature" nomogram2 as 
illustrated in Figure 3. With the aid of this concept, we have been able to rationally 
characterize a very large number of elastomeric and  other damping materials, including 
acrylic adhesives, silicone polymers, synthetic rubber, natural rubber, neoprene and 
many glasses and enamels. These form the basis of a technology which can be used to 
effectively control vibrational response in many structures at temperature ranging 
from -TO'C to +1100oC. Some typical measured material properties are shown in Figures 
4 and 5. 

2.3. Measurement of damping material properties 

Many methods have been used, with varying degrees of success, to measure the 
dynamic mechanical properties of viscoelastic materials, including mechanical impe- 
dance10,!1, resonance12, impact13,and vibrating beam techniques11*"16. At the present 
time, the vibrating beam techniques are being used by the Air Force and a high level 
of reliability has been achieved within the inherent limits of such methods. The 
outcome of these measurement activities will be a series of nomograms describing the 
damping properties of a large number of commercial and generic materials, which will 
be usable by designers, researchers and experimentalists in the near future. 
Furthermore, significant efforts are now being made to develop a O.S. Standard17»18. 
and eventually an International Standard, on measurement of dynamic properties of 
damping materials. Figure 6 shona  some typical beam geometries. 

2.4. Design of damping treatments 

Most damping treatments used at the present time consist of one or more layers of 
viscoelastic material bonded between one or more metallic or other stiff structural 
members. Figure 7 illustrates some of the concepts available. The simplest known 
basis for analysis of all such treatments is the well known set of equations due to 
Ross, Kerwin and Ungar3 for the effective flexural rigidity of a three element sandwich 
beam or plate, illustrated in Figure 7: 
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The equations were derived many yearj ago hut  th«y still ruuin onm of th« most 
useful sets of equations for predicting daaplng treatment behavior. If wm  neglect 
the flexural rigidity of the middle layer aad mmawm  that the saaawich is symatrle 
these equations reduce to the much simpler formt 

Ejli  g*H3,E1Hl 

for this symmetric sandwich configuratioa, tlMS« aquation« can torn  inverted vary readily 
to dariv« th« shear modulus S2 and th« loss factor nj of tha middle layer fro« ohservsd 
resonant frequencies and modal damping. The equations in this particular for» depend 
heavily on the asaunptioa that the hewn behave« as a pimied-piawsd bean of leofth l( 
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and for other boundary conditions some level of approximation must be introduced. This 
is usually done by defining an effective length l    where 

^ = **/?, 

n  eigenvalue. where £ is the n  eigenvalue. This approach works very well indeed for most classical 
boundary conditions, except for those which deviate most markedly from the pinr.ed- 
pinned shape, such as the fundamental mode of a clamped-free beam. 

For multiple sandwich layers, the equations can be used, in succession, for each 
group of layers, starting at the outermost sandwich as illustrated in Figure 8. Having 
found E*I for that sandwich, one can use it as an effective constraining layer having 
a complex E| and create the next sandwich, and so on until all the layers have been 
accounted for.  In this way, one can allow for different damping materials in different 
layers, and hence design a treatment for specific damping capability over a selected 
temperature range in a given mode- Calculator and computer programs have been developed 
to perform these calculations, given the physical dimensions and complex modulus 
properties of the selected materials. 

Figure 9 shows a typical computer plot of modal damping versus temperature for a 
constrained layer treatment on a beam.*9 The effects of temperature and constraining 
layer thickness are clearly seen. For each specific damping material, the peak damping 
and the corresponding temperature depend on the adhesive thickness and the constraining 
layer thickness. Figure 10 shows the result of varying the««* parameters. The 
corresponding (ü/T) points form what is referred to as a "carpet plot", which is a very 
useful way of allowing a designer to select a treatment before concluding more detailed 
analysis. 

For structures with non-classical boundary conditions, or consisting of many beam- 
like or plate-like segments jointed together, as in a typical aerospace structure, 
damping treatments might normally be applied only to parts of the structure.  It is then 
much more difficult to predict the effect of the treatments on modal response and damping, 
and the "equivalent free layer" treatment approach20'21 comes into its own. The usual 
approach here is to analytically or experimentally treat each multiple layer damping 
configuration as if it were homogeneous, having equivalent uniform complex modulus 
properties which depend only on a new shear parameter g^ = g/N, where N is the number 
of layer pairs, and the thickness ratio H1/H2. N 

Needless to say, many variations on this approach are possibla, and different 
materials can be used in each layer, for example to broaden the effective temperature 
range of the treatment. The most important thing to recognize is that these methods and 
equations are currently being used for the design of damping treatments for a wide 
variety of specific applications i.e. the aim is design, not research. The approximations 
and simplifications Involved, while by no means essential if one wishes to seek exact 
answers, do serve to make the analyses readily amenable to calculator and computer 
programming. This is important even today, if only because of economic factors. 

Other important damping treatments which are sometimes more useful than the layered 
damping treatments, particularly where high vibration amplitudes occur without 
correspondingly high surface strains, include the tuned damped vibration absorber and 
dissipative linkages. Many geometric configurations nave be^n developed and some will 
be discussed in the applications, 

2.5, Current Technological Problems 

While many theoretical froblams remain to be solved in damped vibration analysis, 
the problems of most concern to the United States Air Force are those involved with 
the practical application of damping treatments in operational and planned systems. 
Quite simply, the most Important such problems appear to be the following: 

(i)  Heed for damping materials data base 
(li) Need for improved techniques for protecting treatments in sever« environments 
(ill) Reductiori of manufacturing and application coats 
(iv) Need for more advanced design techniques for structures with additive 

integral damping (laminaten) 
(v)  Need for technology transfer to industry 
(vi) Need for effective damping aateriala for the temperature range 200*C to 

450*C and for temperature below -70*C 

or 

Sane of these problems have been discussed in the literature22''^11. 

3.  APPLICATIONS 

3.1. Summary 

Mow that a rational technological base for characterising and measuring damping 
material behavior and for damping treatment design is available and becoming more 
widely ktmmt,  efforts to utilise such materials for vibration and noise control in 
diverse areas are increasing In number and level of «access. 
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Areas where greatest gains are being made at the present time include jet engine 
stationary components, equipment support structures, circuit boards and avionics and 
some of these will be discussed presently. Areas where strong future gains are possible, 
but cannot be readily captialized on yet because of some gaps in the technology base, 
include large flexible spacecraft struct ires and rotating jet engine comronents.  In 
the case of spacecraft, the low frequencies, the space environment {vacuum, radiation, 
wide temperature range) and the large s:.2e of some planned structures will demand that 
further efforts be made to seek more prictical design configurations (than those in 
current usage), and to  seek an appropriate role for passive damping in relation to active 
control and to produce materials or configurations appropriate for the environment. 

In the case of rotating engine components, efforts are needed to produce and 
characterize appropriate materials and design concepts for use in the high temperature/ 
high g-load environment and to develop prediction procedures to determine effect of damp- 
ing configuration on dynamic stress levels. Such appioaches include the utilization of 
glass or enamel coatings in dovetails and enhanced slip at such interfaces. In both 
these cases, new dovetail designs may eventually evolve to take advantage of the 
possibilities and minimize the problems. Some of the possibilities have been discussed 
briefly in the literature.2s»26 

3.2. Jet Engines 

Most successful applications of damping technology in jet engines, up to the present 
time, have utilized polymeric damping materials on non-rotating components at temperatures 
below 400<,C (75G0F) . 

3.2-l Inlet guide vane damping wrap 

A bonded vibration damping wrap, comisting of multiple layers of damping adhesives, 
separated by constraining layers of aluminum foil, has been successfully applied to the 
inlet guide vanes (IGV) of TF-30 engines27 used in the P-lll, and shown in Figure 11. 
This wrap has been extensively tested in both test cells and in service experience over 
a 3 year period. It has been shown tc be an effective solution to a high maintenance 
cost situation, and is presently being applied on a production basis during engine over- 
haul. Major cost savings are expected. The high maintenance costs were due to repair 
and refurbishment of vanes which had cracked after a short time in service (sometimes 
less than 50 hours). Cracking was found to bo due to high cycle fatigue (HCF) caused 
by the resonant vibration of the vanes, excited by pressure. 

Since the environment of the inlet guide vanes is very severe because of inlet air 
flow and a wide range of operating temperatures, the design of this damping treatment 
involved the application of advanced bonding technology along with modern vibration 
damping technology. The details of the design of the damping wrap are shown in Figure 
12. Materials and thicknesses were chosen to produce the required damping for the 
temperatures, resonant frequencies, and wavelengths expected in service. Two different 
viscoelastic adhesives (2 layers of 3M-ISD 830 on the convex aide, 2 layers of 3M-ISD 
112 on the concave side) are used to obtain the desired modal damping as a function 
of temperature. The bar graph in Figure 13 shows percent of time versus total inlet 
air temperature for service conditions of the F-lll aircraft from a statistical analysis 
of data recorded during 1500 heirs of operation27. Based on these data the damping 
treatment was designed to be effective in a temperature range frrm 0*F to 125*P. 
This range accounts for 98 percent of engine operation and the most significant damage 
accumulation. Occasional excursions to higher and lower temperatures, due to infrequent 
flight conditions, «re not important from a fatigue damage accumulation standpoint, 
but were considered in determining durability of the damping treatment. Furthermore, 
the design of the treatment was specifically selected for high damping in the modes 
occurring at about 3000 and 4000 Hz since the highest vibratory stresses were associated 
with diese modes. The damping of the fourth torsional mode of a single wrapped vane, 
measured In a fixture under laboratory conditions27 is shown in Figure 13 as a function 
of temperature. The entire damping wrap is carefally assembled in a manner which 
minimizes volatile« and entrapped air so as to enhance wrap durability. Finally the 
wrap is bonded to the titanium surface of the inlet guide vane using a structural 
adhesive (AF 453 «poxy manufactured by 3M), which is cured under temperature and pressure 
in an autoclave. 

Stress on inlet guide vanes with and without the damper wrap installed indicate 
that vibratory stresses have been lowered to a level to preclude HCF cracking. In 
addition, other system integration parameters such as effects on engine performance, 
distortion tolerance, anti-icing effectiveness, and wrap durability have been carefully 
assessed and found to be succeptable. Field service experience over a three year period 
has substantiated these findings. The coats savings resulting from applying this dapping 
wrap to Air Force TP-30 engine is expected to exceed $13 million in the first five 
years. Investigations are presently underway to extend this type of damping concept 
to similar problems in other engines. 

3.3.2. Inlet exteneioa daapimi 

Another multilayer vieeoelastlc damping treetnwMSt has bee» suceeaefttily designed end 
tested, on tarn inlet extension of the «-41 engine in the A-7© «ircreft**. fhis inlet 
extensicMt» »town is Figure 14, is a trunceted «me of sheet steel, «pproximsteiy 20 cm 
(8 in)  wide, with flanges welded on each end. Xa its original configarstion, the 
extension «as coated with a layer of fiberglass and spoxy, about 1 en tMek, to stiffen 
Ute »traetote and minimiJO high cyele fatigus daring engine operation. ?a service? 
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however, the fiberglass became an expensive item to maintain and repair. Local disbonds 
in the fiberglass resulted in burned spots, caused in turr. by frictional heating in the 
severe vibration environment. The burned spots then led to reduced local stifrness which 
resulted in fatigue cracks in the steel. Repair and replacement of the fiberglass coating 
was time consuming and expensive. 

Damping was required in several modes of vibration in the frequency range 2000 to 
3500 Hz and over the temperature range -540C (-650F) to 107oC (2250F).  Since the 
selection of damping materials and the geometric configuration of the damping tieatment 
affect both the peak loss factor and the temperature at which it occurs, a computer 
program was used to optimize these design parameters in conjunction with the Ross, 
Kerwin, Ungar equations. The results of this optimization identified two separate 
multilayer damping treatments, utilizing commercially available damping materials, which 
were equally suitarle for this application. Both treatments use a moderately high 
temperature shear type damping adhesive to produce one damping peak near BO'C (1750F) 
and a lower temperature shear damping adhesive to given another damping peak near 
270C (80oF), applied on top of the higher temperature treatroenc. The two aluminum 
constraining layers were 0.254 mn (0.01 in) thick. One treatment used 3M company 
materials, namely a 0.025 mm (0.001 in) thick layer of 3M-ISD-110 hiah temperature damping 
material and a 0.051 mm (0.002 in) thick layer of 3M-ISD-112 mid temperature damping 
adhesive. The other treatment utilized Soundcoat Company materials, and was designated 
Soundfoil 10N2-10D2, having both damping material layers 0.051 mm (0.002 in) thick. 
ha  of the present time, the 3M treatment has been tested for over 1000 hours in a test 
cell with no apparent degradation. Similar tests have commenced on the Soundfoil 
treatment, but only a few hours have been accumulated LS  of this time, with no 
degradation. 

After laboratory verification of the treatment designs had been completed, instrumented 
runs in an engine test cell were conducted, under heated ram inlet conditions, so as 
to simulate flight conditions associated with maximum vibration levels. Figure 15 
shows a comparijon of acceleration levels on a standard fiberglass coated case with 
those measured on a damped case (3M treatment), under the same operating conditions 
and accelerometer position. Maxirum accelerations on the standard case vere in excess 
of 3000 g's, as compared with about 500 g's for the damped case.  Subsequent tests, 
conducted after 1000 hours of operation, confirm these results. 

3.2.3. Vitreous enamel applications at high temperature 

Vitreous enamels have shown promise as damping materials for stationary engine 
components operating at temperatures ^n excess of 400oC (7520F). Various enamels have 
been demonstrated on engine components such as an exhaust duct for a helicopter30, an 
augmentor mixer, an augroentor liner, an afterburner liner p.nd various sheet metal 
fairings in the turbine sections of jet engines.  In each application, it was necessary 
to not only match the damping peak to the environmental temperature and frequency of the 
engine component, but also to match the thermal expansion and adhesion characteristics 
of the enamel and the alloy being coated. Further to this, long term durability of 
the enamels in the thermal, chemical and airflow environraent of the engine must be 
carefully considered. Each of these aspects are being investigated at the Air Force 
Materials Laboratory, under several programs. The projected payoff will be a major 
improvement of the durability of high temperature, non-rotating, engine components. 
In addition to this, research efforts have been initiated to determine the feasibility 
of using these material a to control the vibrations of rotating components such as high 
temperature compressor and turbine blades. 

3.3. Avionic» 

3.3.1 "ireuit Boards 

Criteria and methodology are well established [31] for vibration control of circuit 
boards using conventional approaches. Circuit board and electronic chassis applications 
using viscoelastic materials data back to the early 1960's [32,331. Table 1 lists some 
concepts for damping of circuit boards using viscoelastic materials. 

Figure 16 shows a self-adhesive constrained layer damping treatment installad [34]. 
A reduction of first mode motion in the range of 50-67% was requirsd. The maximum 
total thickness permissible was 2.63MN (.080 inches) to allow for card ramowal and 
manufacturing tolersncn» to prevent interference with adjacent cards. The trsatoent 
design chosen was 1.524MM (.060 in.) of the 3M Company ISO 112 with .SOiMM (.020 in.) 
scotch-ply fiber-glass as a constraining layer. It is paelable at -40*C (-40*F) to 
allow circuit maintenance and repair. Respons« of a typical board with and without 
damping is shown in Figur« 17. Reduction in wuciaum response was about 7SI in the first 
mode, SOt in the second and less in  the higher »odea at room temperature. Analysis 
indicated that the response tiould b« adequately reduced at temperature expected in 
operation and the treatment was placed in service. 

Another application 1351 used danpinf to control resonant response to vibration. 
As a consequence, design criteria «ere imposed to limit the maximum dynaaio amplifi- 
cation factor of the pmel under sh&ker excitation to 6 while providing a ISO as 
minimum resonant frequency. The original design consisted of a 2.2t€ tM {0.090 in.) 
aluminum plat« with a stiffening rib. The rib was removed and low tensity foam was 
bonded to the plate with hole« to bridge over the relays. This maintained enough 
shear stiffness to minimise shear deflections and provided an offset "spaced" «UstancA 
to maximise straining of the viscoelastic material which was applied as a free layer. 
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The damping and resonant frequency met the design criteria. In another application35 two 
similar boards whicii were so densely packed with electronic parts that no path was 
available to install damping material. The board boundary conditions were altered to 
accomplish damping. To do this, a mid-span support was removed from botb ends of the 
frame and the damping material was bonded on the now free edges, using one board as the 
constraining layer for the other. The strip was approximately 6.35 MM {]/4 in.) wide. 
The narrow constrained strips were placed so that they were deformed by the fundamental 
mode in the region of maximum curvature. 

An integrally damped circuit board design [35] has been used for a high vibration 
environment. Connector rocking, which could break glass bodied parts or fatigue lead 
wires mounted nearby, is controllsd by bonding the connector to the constraining layer of 
strips of damping material. Free edge modes are controlled by the damped sandwich 
fir.ger and the edge strip. Other modes are controlled by the center constrained layer 
strip. The relative sizes of the damping materials, constraining layers, and board are 
determined by analysis. This integral design approach includes provisions for the damping 
treatment from design inception, permitting a more effective treatment and greatly 
enhancing reliability. 

On boards in a moderate environment, one strip is often sufficient to adequately 
control 'ribration response. For example, a strip having 5% of the board width is often 
adequate. Epoxy-glass is a suitable constraining layer  The strips can be more effective 
when aluminum or high modulus graphite-epoxy constraining layers are used, permitting a 
smaller width and thickness. However, care must be taken to avoid excessive stiffening. 

It should be noted that the dynamic modulus of the viscoelastic material employed 
dominates the configuration of the damping treatment. The "soft" or low modulus viscoe- 
lastic material lends itself to the full coverage laminate, which inherently damps all 
plate-type modes but complicates maintenance or repair. The "stiff" or higher modulus 
viscoelastic material requires somewhat more sophistication in design and is mora suited 
to the strip. A concept which should be mentioned here is the staggered platelet rib [36] 
(nr Stegosaurus, the dinosaur). The base of the row of platelets is bondod to the circuit 
board and the viscoelastic is placed at the tip of the platelets to kinematically magnify 
deformations or, eguivalently, "space" the viscoelastic material away from the neutral 
axis. 

An interesting approach [37] is one which used the tendency of viscoelastic foam to 
return to its original dimensions to install the viscoelastic material. The 12.7 MM 
(C.5 in.) thick 110 kg/m3 (7 lb/ft3) nonburning, closed cell foam is compressed to as 
thin as .508 MM (.020 in.) and placed between circuit boards. The foam expands and con- 
tours around components to flushfit the board. Local modes of the components on their 
lead wires as well as the plate type modes of the circuit board are damped. The damping 
mechanism probably involves both extenaional and shear deformation type energy dissi- 
pation. The modal loss factor is improved by as much as an order of magnitude. 
Obviously, this type of installation could have a large effect on temperature distributions. 
A somewhat related concept [38] makes use of a silicon« rubber, in particulate form, 
poured loose into the unoccupied volume in electronic gear. 

Another design concept for damping of a stack of circuit boards is illustrated in 
Figure 18. Rigid pest« support and connect the circuit-boards at tiie corners while a 
viscoelastic link connects adjacent boards at the midpoint of a free edge. This arrange- 
ment is effective in damping the fundamental mode because of the large amplitudes at 
the connection of the link. There exists an optimum dynamic stiffness for the link; 
too littl« resistance would not provide significant damping and too much resistance 
would serve to restrict notion, and therefore, to not introduce damping. This concept 
has proven effective and has been incorporated into a number of spacecraft equipment 
items. 

A rather obvious concept is to use a laminated metal sandwich for the heat transfer 
plate which conducts the heat to the guides aud the connector, when such a plate is used 
because of the board power consumption level. A thin layer of soft viaccelastlc material 
would be required, and probably would not significantly affect the thermal distribution. 

3.3.2 Other Avionie» 

A OHF antenna [39,40] had been failing due to vibration induced, high cycle fatigue 
on tbe FIDO aircraft. The excitation was broad bond random and the dosage was induced 
by resonant response of a single mode. The high «trains were in the bmtfä  radius, and the 
center pm*t of the antenna (i.e., the electric«! connector and adjacent disk) moved 
predominantly as a rigid body? thus» m  timed viseoelestic dasper was designed to reduce 
the response. Vibratiooal energy dissipated in ti»e for» of heat caused the temperature of 
the viscoelastic material to riae but this effect was accounted for in design and test 
end the duration of tne «xcitatlcn was short enough for repeated use of tue deraper to be 
possible. Subsequent to initial test failures, en additive constrained layer damping 
treatment w&s applied to «everal 8-1 s^teanes which were to be located in ttee «ft fuse- 
lage [40] where they wc%M bm  subject«! to A high noise environment. Several large, 
flat, thin panels «rare ineloded in the aatena* ronfigarations. Naximum syectrwa level 
stress redaction exceeded an order of mitgaitade in Ishorstory testing and tiie damping 
trcatabnts were incorporated into th* aircraft «ataam« design«. 

The feasibility of dasping doubly carved gimbsl "riafs* has been demonstrated 135} 
for the Charles Stark Draper Msoratory. fhs standard gimhal had heavy rings and extra 
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material thickness for strength and stiffness, fhe dampiug apprcach is shown in Pigur« 
19. Excess material was removed so that the structure could be aiore eauily daaiped. 
The constrained layer treatment restored auch of the original stiffness, but th« damped 
gimbal weighed 20% less than the baseline gimbal. With a natural frequency of 124 Ha 
and a maximum response magnification of 8, the damped design was satisfactory. 

Work  is continuing to complete the feasibility study OH three gimbal rings in the 
presence of the flight temperature gradients. This treatment is used in combination with 
Draper developed interfacial damping and a visroelastic device in the intergimbal bearing 
assemblies. 

During vehicle vibration testing the response of a reaction wheal and of the S-band 
antenna and K-band feed were controlled by the addition of damping i35J. The reaction 
wheel and a maximum response nagnification of 34 and the S-band response Bagnification 
was 44. These levels were discovered early in the vibration test and would , if not 
corrected,have seriously threatened the structural integrity of the equipment and 
structure during the expected launch environment. In both cases, treatments were de- 
signed and installed before the completion of the test, avoiding damage anJ expensive 
additional testing. The maximum reaction wheel response isagnification was reduced to 
4.5 by the introduction of a strut composed of two metal angle bars connect.! by a pad 
of damping material in direct shear. The maximum S-band/antenna feed response magnifica- 
tion was reduced to 10.9 by the addition of a plate-like connection between the three 
S-band support tubes and a flange in tne feed horns. This placed the damping material in 
direct shear between the flange plate connected to the support rods. 

An acoustic attenuating enclosure container developed for the NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center to demonstrate the feasibility of space aht ttle payload acoustic covers has 
a double wall construction [35,42]. The cylinder body is composed of two 508 MM 
(0.020 in.) thick aluminum sheets with a core of damping material. 

The end bulkheads consist of a flat disk and a shallow cone of aluminum connected 
by wedges of damping material. Parametric variations were made to determina the amount 
of area coverage by the GE SMBD (for Structures and Materials Research Department, 
General Electric Company) damping material, the thickness needed to obtain a suitably 
stiff composite crossection and a low surface density. The high composite stiffness 
allowed the lightweight cylinder to be effective in reducing the noise transmission 
into the container at the lower frequencies. The overall noise reduction was 20 dB 
with a fiberglass reverberant liner blanket included and 12 dB without the blanket. 
The high damping controlled noise transmission in the mid-frequency range when the en- 
closure began resonating. At higher frequencies the noise transmission was reduced 
by the "mass law" primarily, but damping is of value at the high frequencies, also. 

3.4. Equipment Support Structure 

In the preceding discussion of circuit boards and avionics, the fragile item itself 
was damped to centra" its response to a given environmental vibration. Often horever 
the equipment support structure itself transmits the vibrational energy, and its re- 
sonances contribute to the severity of the environment. In these instances, the 
enviionmental vibration way be abated by damping the resonances of the equipment 
support structure. 

A damped bracket for a camera was developed for the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
to be used on the International Ultraviolet Explorer. The camera is bolted to the 
inner frame at three points. The inner frame is supported by metal "dog-legs" which 
eliminette h^steretic misalignment while providing flexibility in all directions. The in- 
ner frime is redundantly connected to the channel-shaped constraining shells via six 
blocks of damping material which are strained by «ny of the six rigid body modes of 
the camera. The redundant path through the damping material also provides a large 
fraction of the total ntiffness. This design protects the camera front high frequencies 
(to which an internal part is sensitive) by isolation. The bracket rasonances are well 
daapsd as can b« seen in  Table 2, which sho-j* results of hard Mounted bracket/camera 
testing. This design -«as analyzed by finite «lament methods with adequate success. 
The natural frequency was within 10 percent of the prediction and the isolation 
characteristic satisfactorily matched. Beginning at 650 Mz,  cawra elastic saodes were 
isolated well enough to protect the int**na1i parts of th© caiwtra. Response magnification 
was also satisfactorily predicted. The undamped bracket had naxlmm response 
magnifications of 10 to 20 various freq«eir;ie« and had no clear isolation characteristic. 

f» test of an Interia Upper Stag« '.1XS8}  eqali«»?Jt smlf  is d-wcribed in figure 20. 
Smm  test results are described in Tables 3 and 4. linesraticA.Uy, isti^xal vibratira 
of th« deck strut causes vibration of the equipaent deck. Th« dancing traatssent tested 
included a vijcoelastic link to the atrwt. A acre effective damping treatment would be 
a constrained layer larainated design for the strut as shown- 

rigore 21 presents reapons® acceleration power tpectr* fox acoustic excitation oi' the 
test article. The RMS r<t«ponse and th« hiejh Imrel were reduced except for a peak at 
«tout 100 BE. Modal surrey data was not available in sufficient detail to define this 
«ode. Table« 3 and 4 coespare IBIS and peak reeults. 
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In spacecraft equipment mounting structure such as bulkheads and panels, heat transfer 
through the structure is typically a major design requirement. The design concepts shown 
in Figure 22, have excellent thermal conductivity and damping. The honeycomb sandwich 
may be brazed to the faco sheets to improve the heat transfer while the damping is 
provided by a thin layer of a suitably chosen viscoelastic material. The layer of 
viscoelastic material is a few thousandths of an inch thick and,therefore, does not 
seriously degrade the thermal path. Alternatively, as also shown, the constraining 
material may be some type of stiffener. 

3.5. Other Aeronautical Structures 

In several cases, multiple constrained layers of elastomeric damping materials 
have been applied to existing Air Force structures, either to increase service life 
or to reduce noise. For example, sonic fatigue was a primary design consideration for 
the aft fuselage o£ the B-l aircraft. The Air Force Materials Laboratory investigated 
the possibility of applying damping to the skin and supporting structure of an aft 
fuel tank in the B-l aircraft with a view to increasing the sonic fatigue life'*^ i1*5. 
The environment of this structure presented several formidable challenges to a designer 
of damped systems, including (i) anticipated structural temperature near to 150PC 
{302oF)  during take-off; (ii) sound pressure levels anticipated at one time to be 
as high as 173 dbA and (iii) a requirement that the treatment be unaffected by long 
term exposure to aircraft fuel. Although this particular application was never intro- 
duced into practice, the investigation did serve as a basis for later design efforts'*i 

and contributed to the development of digital Fast Fourier Transform test techniques 
for aiding design of damped systems. 

Fatigue cracks in secondary structure can frequently be prevented or minimized 
through the application of additive damping. An example of such an application was 
the multiple layer treatment developed for application to the leading edge of the F-15 
rudder. This treatment not only prevented initiation of new cracks, but also stopped 
the propagation of existing ones1**.  In another application, a multiple constrained 
layer treatment was used to extend the service life of the SUU-41 weapons dispenser1*7. 

Multiple constrained layer treatments have also been shown to be effective for noise 
control. Such additive damping was used to reduce helicopter cabin noise caused by the 
resonant response of the skin-stringer type fuselage structure1*8. This type of damping 
is presently being used on a routine basis during the construction of new helicopters 
in the U.S.A. 

4.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have given a very brief survey of some of the applications of 
damping technology in the united States Air Force, for vibration control, as well as 
the possibilities for application of this emerging technology in the future.  It is 
evident that benefits resulting from reduction of maintenance costs in widely used 
systems are very high and, furthermore, that the payoff in improved performance and 
maintainability of new vibration-critical systems, such as large flexible spacecraft 
structures, digital electronics systems and rotating jet engine components, could be 
even greater. 
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TABLE 1 

VISCOELASTIC DAMPING CONCEPTS FOR CIRCUIT BOARDS 

INTEGRAL CONSTRAINED LAYER32 

ADDITIVE CONSTRAINED LAYER31« 
CONSTRAINED LAYE? STRIP35 

SPACED FREE LAYER STRIP35 

PLATELET RIB (STEGOSAUROS38) 
UNBONDED FOAM LAMINATE37 

PARTICULATE FOAM PACKING38 

LINK 
LAMINATED METAL HEAT TRANSFER PLATE 
HIGH LOSS MATRIX MATERIAL 
UNBONDED FOAM POST 

Table 2 Camera Bracket G „„, toapona« 

TE^T  INPUT KKÜ 

X                                   Y                                    Z 
UNDAMPED mt&m UNDAMPED DAMMD m0M»tb MMPtt) 

4.1 
4.2 
8.8 

1.94 
0.81 
1.76 

1.2 
8.8 
2.83 

0.17 
3.53 
0.6 

1.34 
1.56 
4.52 

1.41 
1.38 
4.38 

(0.005 G2/i«j  3.15 6rn8 input) Maxim» Camera 
Rande» Raspons« Reduced by 2.5 
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TABLE 3 

lüS TEST RESULTS - RMS 

GRMS 
ACCELEROMETER 

LOCATION 
ACCELEROMETER 

DIHECTIQJ 
BASELINE DAMPED RATIO 

OUTER 
3 lb RING 

RADIAL 
VERTICAL 

14.5 11.5 
9.0 

.79 

D0X MID 
SPAN 

RADIU. 
VER1ICAL 

11.25 
17.5 

8.5 
12.2 

.76 

.70 

20 lb 
Box 

RADIAL 
VERTICAL 

7.0 
10.5 

5.4 
6.75 

.77 

.64 

Outer Deck 
Ring 

RADIAL 
VERTICAL 

10.5 
14.0 

7.25 
9.5- 

.69 

.68 

Deck Strut RADIAL 30. 9.54 .32 

TABLE 4 

\ 

IUS TEST RESULTS -PEAKS 
SPECTRAL PEAKS - GVHZ 

ACCELEROMETER FREQ BASELINE DAMPED RATIO 
HZ 

3 lb 190 .96 .47 .44 
BOX 280 .4 .13 .33 
VERTICAL 350 .23 .092 .40 

900 .38 .15 .39 

20 lb 200 .125 .095 .76 
BOX 220 .18 .12 .67 
VERTICAL 340 .34 .18 .53 

1100 .23 .038 .17 

DECK 255 2.25 .31 .14 
STRUT 340 9.0 .43 .048 
RADIAL 1000 .43 .06 .14 
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Figure 11. Damping treatment on inlet guide vanes 
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Figure 12. Damping treatment geometry 
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Figure 16. Circuit board damper installation 35 
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Figure 18. Damped links in stack of circuit boards 
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BILAN SUR LA MISE EN OEUVRE DE TECHNIQUES D'AMORTISSEMENT POUR DES PROBLEWES 

LIES AUX VIbRATIDNS ET AU BRUIT 

Par 
8. DUPFWy et L. GAUORIOT 

SOCIETE METRAVIB 
24 bis, Chemin des Moullles 

19130 ECULLY 
FRANCE 

I - INTRODUCTION 

Le bilan pr§sent§ ici est celui d'une society de service engag§e d«»puis plu? de dix ans dans les prob- 
lömes de vibrations et de bruit interessant un large secteur d'applications industrielles, mScaniques et 
glectriques, constructions navales et spatiales notarroent. 

Pamti les diverses techniques usuelles mises en oeuvre pour contröler ces probieros vibratoires et 
acoustiques (dimensionnement judicieux, techniques de filtrage, monitoring), il est apparu trös tot que 
I'accroissement d'araortisseient des structures par apport de iwteriaux viscoölastiques nota^aent, pouvait 
presenter un tr6s grand intörit. 

Apr*s des etudes de validation fondles sur des approches thäoriques et exp§ri Rental es, nombre de cas 
concrets ressortissant a des domaines d'application tr§s divers ont §te abord6s, certains avec succ6s. On 
a pu remarquer que dans tous les cas oü un r^sultat favorable a §t£ obtenu, cela a correspondu 3 une bonne 
connaissance du cowportement dynanrique des structures, un choix adäquat des mat§riau.y, ainsi qu'une bonne 
connaissance de leurs caractSristiques dynaraiques. 

Ainsi, outre I'aspect modglisation dynamique des structures, qui est une des activit§s de base de la 
soci§tS, il a §t6 igalement n§cessaire de susciter la promotion de produits amortissants bien adapt§s et 
une collaboration etroite avec la SOCIETE NATIONALE DES POUDRES ET EXPLOSIFS a StS nrlse en place dans ce 
but. 

Enfin, il a ögalement 6tS n^^ssaire de dövelopper un appareillage sp*c1fiquefrient adaptö I la caractfe- 
risation des paramStres dynamiques des matSriaux (viscoSlasticin*tre - planche I), qui a trouv§ par 
ailleurs un marcM international. 

Aujourd'hui, la Söci6tS METRAVIB continue de s'employer au transfert des techniques d'ainortisseriient I 
un secteur industriel lar^, ce qui a incite notatament a se präoccuper du dSveloppement tte produits nou- 
veaux tels que : 

- cosposites rtalisis i partir de rislnes amorties renforcSes par des fibres de »erre, 

- matiriaux pour haute tempfrature, notamraent verres et cörarniques, inities par une collaboration avec 
le Docteur 0.1.G. JONES de WRIGHT PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE. 

Toutefois, la question du mellleur parti i tirer de ces techniques, tant du point de vue performances 
que de celti du coflt, se pose   dfisonuais de manldre parti cull Srement aigue et c'est la une interrogation 
qui reste sous-jacente au fil de 1'expose. 

II - EXPOSE GENERAL DES CAS D'APPLICATION 

Nous allons exposer quelques cas d'application des techniques d'asBortlssement par produits viscoeias- 
tiques, de cosplexite croissante, dont les risultats se swt averts positlfs. tous presenterom ensulte la 
philosophic general« qui s'en digage a notre point de vue. Nous Ta cospieterons par les rl'flexlws que nous 
Inspire notre experience de prowoteur de ces techniques dans le secteur Industriel. 

- L'application la plus Issntdlate «tes produits viscoeiastlques I fort «Mortlssnent se trouve dans les 
composants ii«can1q»»J d'une catigorie qui relive de ce qu'on peut appeler la "nicanlque du caoutchouc". 
L'exenple le plus typique est ctW d'un plot eiastique anortl. Nous prtsentons, ci-cpris, les caracteHs- 
tlques d'une teile realisation «tont rintlrlt evident se »anlfeste par la fälble surtenslon de la courbe de 
transsrissiblllte et par Ta pent« de filtrage (     12 dB/octave) dans wit §mm Targe de temperature - 
Plane*» 2 - 

- ün exenple egaleaent BMII feste est fouml par le cas des tdles minoüt vibrant en regim relatlvement 
T1t>r« sous des sollicitations de contour, qui se rlviTent Itre des sources (te bruit iainrtarrtes. 
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Nous citerons l'exentple constituö par des jupes d'alternateur auxquelles un traitement par revitemnt 
simple a permis une attenuation de Vordre de 3 dB, ramenSc I l'enseflfcle sur la frequence de rotation et 
de 4 (ffi pour un tiers de la surface traitfie sur 1'harmonique deux - Planche 3 - 

- Un cas plus particulier est constitue par Tamortisseraent d'un rgservoir de combustible liquide de 
fusSe. Un gain d'amcrtissement par revitement single partiel des parois de quelques pourcents s'est ai.isi 
regele determinant vis ä vis de l'accrochage du phSnomSne POGO du lanceur DIAMANT B - Planche 4 - 

- La mise en oeuvre de 1'amortissement dans les embases des auxiliaires qui §quipent les bätiments de la 
MARINE a 6tä exploree de fagon plus systömatique dans le but de diminuer les niveaux vibratoires transmis I 
la coque. 11 en est ressorti un gain appreciable sur le bruit rayonne dans Teau, gain essentiellement fonc- 
tion de 1'amortissement et de la surcharge apportee aux structures support qui propagent 1'energie vibra- 
toire. On donne ci-aprös l'exemple d'un groupe electrique sur coque de sous-marin - Planche 5 - 

- Un cas d'emploi plus indirect de raroortissement est constituö par Tapplication ä des trans forma teurs 
electriques de distribution de vaible puissance ( ru IOC KVA), destines 3 Itre places en etage dans les 
immeubles. Ce cas resulte d'une etude menee en collaboration avec les Services des Etudes et Recherches de 
l'ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE. 

L'amortissement direct des parois de la cuve s'avöre inooerant du point de vue acoustique du fait du 
caractöra force impose par les vibrations magiStostrictives du noyau ä la conposante rayonnante du champ vib- 
ratoire des parois. Un remede a cette situation consiste ä realiser un tres fort -aidissement de la cuve. II 
en resulte un gain sur 1'harmonique 2 en regime force, mais ce gain se trouve contrebalance par des pertes 
sur les harmoniques   de rang plus eievS, ou les parois presentent un rggime ä caractöre resonnant, maintenant 
rayonnant. L'amorti ssement par revltement contraint est alors pratique pour attenuer ces effets, et assurer 
ainsi le gain global en bruit recherche. - Planche 6 - 

III - COMHENTAIRES SUR LES EXEMPLES PRECEDENTS 

La demiere application dont I'interet industrie! reste ä prouver, illustre Tavantage que peut apporter 
1'amorti ssement dans la correction d'effets secondaines, qui apparaissent dans une restructuration visant I 
agir au niveau de caracteristiques priroaires : redistribution des raideurs et masses. Ces effets secondaires 
peuvent Itre par exemple : le decalage des resonances par rapport au spectre des excitations, la distribution 
des parts resonnantes et non-r§sonnantes, la modification des implications, telles qu'acoustiques. 

Si un tel point de vue devait se gineraliser ä Tepreuve des faits, il iraposerait la prise en cosipte des 
possibilites   de Tamortissement, ä la conception meme du projet dynamique de structure, en tant que facteurs 
fondamentaux de son architecture. II va sans dire que cela supposerait la mise a disposition d'une gamme 
trgs large de matlriaux amortis avec une technologic d'emploi adaptee a la variite des environnements, ainsi 
que d'une maftrise profonde du role a leur faire jouer dans les comnortements dynamiques d'ensesable. 

11 s'agit 13 d'un point de vue qui apparaft aujourd'hui encore futuriste. Si Ton sange en effet que la 
technique du soudage a nris vingt ans pour s'imposer vis a vis de celle du rivetage, et que celle de 1'assem- 
blage par collage apparaft tout juste dans le domaine industriel aprSs plus de dix ans d'application dans le 
döBaine aSronautique, on peut penser qu'une diffusion des techniques d'amorti ssement, de portöe ilargie sur 
le plan des coaportements dynamiques, demandera des dölais encore plus Stales ! 

Compte tenu en effet des produits disponibles i Theure actuelle, de leur cout, des dlfficultes technolo- 
glques, de leur mise en oeuvre. ainsi d'ailleurs que du niveau trts aval de la conception d'equlpesoents 
dwt les aspects vlbratolres sont envisages, 11 n'spparatt pas possible d'avancer a pr#sent l'M»rt1sse(Knt 
comm un remgde suffisasment Sprouvi auquel on puisse toujours penser s'adresscr en dernier ressort. 

Ainsi, faute d'etre trSs conscient de cet 6tat de fait, on se trouve confrontfe I la situation de vouloir 
deaander trop I 1'aimrtlssement et 1'on se heurte Iwaldiatement aux reticences des utilisateurs : les cont- 
ralntes de mise en oeuvre et d'envlronnement sont juge«s souvent inacceptables, les performances apportees 
par les materfaux dont on dispose sont consldirges cmm trop pointues, les coats apparaissent en general 
prohlbltlfs. Or, 11 est evident qu'on ne pourra apporter (te nellleures reponses techniques aux questions 
posies que lorsque le march* industriel de ces produits pourra s'ouvrlr ; on est done place i ce point de 
vi« dans un systlM boucle, dont I'lvoluticm ne pourra Itre que lente et dont la »trlclti peut Itre iaagl- 
nle cmm reposant sur le dlveloppemnt particulier dornt i ces techniques dans les secteurs technologiques 
tradltlonnelleMnt  porteurs: spatial, a«ronaut1q«e, autoisoblle, etc ... 

Or, dans as secteurs «ims, la question de l'intlrit de la «rise en oeuvre A» techniques aaortissantes 
est actuellenent posit, tkm allor» faire Itat ä ce sujet 4 1'experience liwitie acquise en coqjeration 
avec le domine spatial frangals. 
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IV - ROLE ACTUELLEMENT DEVau AUX TECHNIQUES D'W«RTISSE>ENT DAfiS LES LANCEURS DU PROGWWE SPATIAL EUROPEEN 

Nous pr£senterons d'abord schimatiquement le cadre g£n§ra1 des problgmes dynamlques au sein aesquels 
s'inscrivent les §tudes menees, ces etudes visant ä explorer bs possibilitts offertes par Taraortissenient 
dans le but de reduire les niveaux vibratoires auxquels sont soumis les divers equipements des lanceurs, et 
ce «-ssentienement pour des probl&nes de tenue a la fatigue - Planche 7 - 

Dans ce cadre, il a 6te entrepris une Stude gönerale ä caract§re methodologique relative aux surtenslons 
I attendre d'equipements lies ä des structures support atnorties par reveternent vlscoelastlque. D'autre part, 
II a ete considfirg deux probl&nes particullers interessants respectlvement   un support d'iquipement du 
SPACELAB avec la firme ERNO (Bremen) et Tlsolation acoustlque de la colffe du lanceur ARIANE avec le 
C.N.E.S. 

Aucune de ces solutions n'a pourtant donn§ lieu ä ce jour ä application op^rationnelle. Nous les prSsen- 
tons neanmoins ä titre d'exemple et degageons ensuite le röle devolu ä 1'amortissement dans le deroulement 
des projets spatiaux actuels. 

Le premier exemple conslste dans l'gtude du couplage d'un §quipement sur plateau "nid d'abeille" ä un 
cone support inter-etage. II s'agit d'explorer l'lnteret de 1'amortissement du cone vis a vis de la reponse 
dynamique de Tequlpement. Le recours a une m§thode de synthöse modale par modes complexes a permls de rendre 
compte de Tamortissement resultant sur les modes couples. On donne 3 titre d'exemple, les courbes d'impö- 
dances ponctuelles calculöes et tnesurees dans le montage presents sur la photo - planche 8 - 

L' amortisseiTient te A % i 6 % conf6r6 aux premiers modes (embase bloquSe) correspond ä un gain de 15 dB ä 
attendre dans la sollicltation vibratoire verticale d'entrafnement du cöne, et ce pour une augmentation d'un 
tiers de la masse du cöne. 

Le deuxieme exemple intSresse une plaque support d'equipements thermostatee (cold plate support struc- 
ture) du Laboratoire Spatial Europfeen (E.S.A.). Le probl&re a Ste pose comme un probläme d'amortissement 
pur : 11 s'agissait de conförer au plateau support "nid d'abeille" en appui sur son contour, un coefficient 
d'amortissement moyen de 10 % sur les premiers modes propres de flexion (100 Hz ä 600 hz). Compte tenu des 
conditions d'environnement et de mise en place sur la structure existante, le choix technologique s'est 
porte sur un reveternent contralnt avec contre-plaque d'alliage l§ger, et un matäriau polyur#thane satlsfai- 
sant aux conditions de temperature (0oC 3 45°C) et aux norraes d'inflammabnite, de dögazage et de toxlcite 
-Planche 9 - 

Le troisi§me exemple a rapport au projet d'isolement acoustlque de la coiffe du lanceur ARIANE. 

D'une part, la structure de la coiffe est prg-dgfinie : tole d'alliage d'aluminlum avec raidisseurs cir- 
conf§rentiels et longitudinaux. D'autre part, la masse 3 consacrer au traitement acoustlque est fixge. La 
question est done posfie de faire le mellleur usage acoustlque de ce credit de masse. Une analyse statlstique 
de frequence d'anneau oü le transfer! s'effectue princlpalement par les modes resonnants de trSs forte den- 
site. Dans cette zone, un traitement amortissant des panneaux par revStement simple dolt permettre la mell- 
leure efficacite. Une solution mixte, par traitement comprenant un matSriau amortissant plus m materiau 
absortant acoustique Interieur, a 6te pröconlsee pour assurer les caracterlstlques theoriques sulvantes 
(voir planche 10) - cette solution n'a pas ite retenue - 

Si ces quelques exemples presentent un int6r#t de principe, le fait qu'lls n'alent pas donn§ lieu 3 
Implementation sur des lanceurs dimlnue en fait beaucoup leur portfee. Leur intirit n'est pas neanmoins 
nSgatif dans la mesure ou Us ont permls de digager un premier point de vue vis 3 vis (fe la mise en oeuvre 
d'amortissement chez les archltectes spatiaux. Nous nous faisons ici leur porte-paroles pour le präsenter 
dans ses grandes Hgnes. 

f L'idee qui prtvaut actiellement est en fait de conslderer Tamortissement conwe un remMe de demifire 
heure, que 1'on gar<te en reserve, pour palller les defauts reviles, solt par le calcul prSvisionnel, solt 

V au cours des essais. Ce remede conslste alors en des traltenents particullers appliques localement que Ton 
I envisage concurremment i d'autres remedes plus immidlats : raldlssement des structures ou surqualification 
1 des equlpements. 

I Apris examen de cas d'etude abord#s precidemnent, 11 apparaft clalrement que Ton se trouve dans une 
» situation encore tris eiolgnSe du point du vue futurlste enonc6. SI Ton ch«rche des causes i cet «tat de 
f. fait, on est conduit 3 InvcKiuer, solt les contraintes liees i 1a arise en oeuvre <te Vawrtlssement qui sont 

dlfflcllement acceptees par les archUectes spatleux, soit le Ranque d'Imagination des promoteurs de ces 
solutions qui sont en position de valoriser cette technique. 

En conclusion, revenant au role awteur attendu du secteur spatial vis i vis des techniques d'anortlsse- 
ment, compte tenu des posslbilitts d'application qui sont appanm en cours d'itude, la qwstlon est posle de 
savolr si ce dcMialne est effectlvemnt desl^ii pour imier le röle de pronoteur Inltlalenent pressentl pour 
c*i techniques. 
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V - CONCLUSION GENERALE 

Les quelques exemples presents d'application de 1" amort Iss einen t attestent du caractöre pratique positif 
de Tempioi de ces techniques. 

11 s'agit toutefois de cat particuliers a partlr desquels il apparaft tr§s difficile de faire un veritable 
bilan sur 1'utilisation g4n6rale de Tamortissement. Les raisons sont ä rechercher ä notre avis dans le 
defaut d'unicite latent des id#es directrices qui ont prfisidS aux mises en oeuvre de ces techniques. 

11 s'agit en effet d'emplois, soit trop ä priori. seit trop ä posteriori, raais non vraiment int5gres ä 
la conception meme des structures, dans la perspective precise ües dajectifs dynamiques souhaitSs. II faut 
reconnaftre   en effet que la raise en oeuwre de materiaux specifiquement auaptes a la dissipation de l'öner- 
gie vibratoire ne peut etre clairement envisaoee que dans le cadre de ce que Ton pourrait entrevoir conme 
un art de la conception statique qui a culming dans la creation architecturale. Cet art qui pourrait repo- 
ser sur la conception propagative de Tenergie par ondes irapliquerait en particulier une connaissance tres 
approfondie de la variete des sonicitations dynamiques, jointe a un sens tres pricis du meilleur usage 4 
faire de la grande variStS de materiaux disponibles. 

On est evidenwent loin de ce schema si Ton considere que les aspects dynamiques ne sont actuellement 
abordes qu'ä posteriori, par calculs et essais, les structures 6tant congues sur des bases quasi statiques 
essentiellement. 

L'avenir particulier des techniques d'apport d'^mortissement procfederait done dans cet esprit du develop- 
pement parallele de : 

- möthodologie de conception dynamique, 
- materiaux spgeifiquement adapt6s aux finalites vibratolrps. 

On ressent lä une evolution generale dont on ne distingue pas encore claireinent la piogressinn. 

On pressent neanmoins a travers les quelques resultats positifs acquis la necessity de soutenir Teffort 
mesure, consacrfi actuellement du developpement des matäriaux et de leurs techniques d'application. faute 
d'orientations precises, cet effort reste pourant diffus et les implications pratiques ponctuelles ; cette 
situation ne reflate ä notre avis que le fait que les materiaux amortissants sont apparus dans la palette 
des architectes industriels d'une fa?on que Ton doit reconnaftre comme prematuree. 
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In this paper the importance of dynamic damping is highlighted and particular attention is given to the effect of rivet- 
ed joints on energy dissipation. The state of the art in the field of joint damping is illustrated with reference to past experi- 
ence and to several theories on damping mechanisms. 

Then a series of tests carried out on specimens with riveted joint: is discussed. Experimental results are pointed   out 
with the intent of giving a further contribution to the knowledge of joint damping. 

INTRODUCTION 

The importance of damping prediction  in complex structures and the high interest in the contribution gjven by diffe- 
rent types of joints is shown by recent research activities carried out in this field (1, 2,3,4]. Obviously the study of energy 
IMS is not a new subject, but in the last few years damping effects have become decisive for the aiccessof aerospace pro- 
jects, the main problems being connected with acoustic fatigue, aeroelastic supercritical vibrations, spinned satellite instability 
and POGO effect (3, 5,6], 

In the first part of the present work the principal problems on joint damping discussed in most recent publications 
are briefly introduced. 

A general demand on the development of experimental research has soon come out, since the theoretical approach does 
not appear sufficient to acquire a good knowledge of the problem and to make satisfactory previsions on the dynamic behav- 
ior of complex structures. Damping prediction at joints is essential to make use of numeric simulation  programs and to   ac- 
count for energy dissipation mechanisms by means of proper coefficients [7]. 

In the second part of this paper a sen» of tests carried out at the Institute of Aerospace Technology (Rome Univem- 
ty) is discussed; riveted specimens with different types of joints have been considered and the experimental work represents a 
preliminary investigation with the aim of developing teste to detemune the different behavior between jointed and non-jointed 
specimens by using the testing facilities presently available. The satisfactory outcome of these tests encourages to continue this 
Und of investigations by using more and more complex specimens in presence of those environment conditions which are  of 
interest in the aerospace field (temperature and pressure). 
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PART   1 

DAMPING  EFFECT  IN JOINTS 

I.I     GENERAL REMARKS 

Joints are always present in any complex structure and great attention is given to their design both for static strength 
requirements and for fatigue resistance; in many instances, however, also their damping capacity is considered very carei'uily 
in actual fact material damping is not always sufficient to limit resonant vibration amplitude« and stresses; in such cases 
structural damping may represent the solution of the problem and joints play a paramount role in energy dissipation processes: 
this is proved, for instance, by the simple consideration that built-up structures tend to show higher damping properties   than 
similar one-piece structures [1]. 

Even material damping is quite a difficult phenomenon to understand; nowadays, however, numerical data are easily 
available at least for the most jsual materials; the values of the "damping ratio" generally lie within a well known range. 

As to built-up structures, their dynamic behavior cannot always be found out experimentally because cf their complexi- 
ty and dimensions; furthermore, when tests are carried out with sufficient accuracy, their cost is very high; theiefore the possi- 
bility of making reliable predictions would be extremely desirable. 

Structural damping has been studied quite deeply, with particular emphasis given to energy dissipation mechanisms   at 
joints, since they show excellent damping capacity and are universally recognized to be the main source of energy loss. 

In the following sections brief information will be presented on some results and theories, so as to give a general  pic- 
ture about the state of the art in the field of structural joints. 

1.2    INTERFACE LAYER DAMPING 

Comprehensive studies and remarkable research activities have been carried out to determine the effect of viscoelastic 
insert? on the increase of structural damping [8]; their use, however, is limited by the reduced stiffness they cause [1). 
Viscoelastic inserts in bolted joints may have interesting practical applications. 

In Ref. 9 the damping capacity of viscous inserts is widely discussed: tangential and normal displacements are consider- 
ed. Furthermore, also the case of rotation about an axis perpendicular to the mating surfaces is investigated. Good agreement 
between theory and experimental tests is found; it is also demonstrated that energy loss is dependent only on two material 
properties, the incompressibility of the medium and its viscosity in simp!« shear. Other damping mechanisms do not show any 
particular effect in all cases (tangential, normal and angular motion) [9]. 

Finally, it is well   known that viscoelastic layers have been used rather extensively to increase the damping capacity of 
built-up structures with low weight penalty: to achieve satisfactory energy dissipation it can be sufficient to add viscoelastic 
material, for instance by introducing a viscous insert between the panel and the stringers in a stiffened plate. A detailed   dis- 
cussion of the several item* of this problem is presented in [4|. 

1.3    BUILT-UP STRUCTURES 

Realistic joints are normally dependent on several complex parameters and unknowns, so that analytical studies are a 
difficult task; in Part 2 an ittempt will be made to give some information atout tests on riveted fastenings, but before dis- 
cussing this subject & brief presentation will be mtde of previous studies on simple joints and built-up structures. 

Generally, it is possible to observe that Coulomb friction is the main damping mechanism in joints chart iterized    by 
relative tangential motion between the mating surfaces; of course, there is an optimization problem involving pressure    and 
other parameters if the highest possible energy loss is to be obtained. Furthermore it is rtemonstMted that in many structures 
a small deviation from the optimized values can lead to a reduction of damping. Obviously serious problems due to fretting 
and corrosion may represent a difficulty so that different solution» are often preferred (for instance lubricated surfaces    or 
adhesive inserts). 

A detailed discussion of the damping effect due to uniform clamping pressure in lap joints is given in Ref. 10. where 
the following relationship is developed for the caer^ dteipaiion per cycle: 

——    »,'  ({I    *) k] 

where  tv  is the joint width, p the clamping pressure, p   the frictton eaefftent,   *,  the extensionai »tiffnea of ti* lower 
plats and AF the amplitude of the thearing force; fmally if ^   k the extenstowai itiffncst of the upper piale, it is: 
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It should be observed that the equation ts valid only for load displacement curves which form a dosed loop [10]. 

A similar formula is derived in Ref. 2 for the energy dissipation per cyde in rotary joints, consisting  of   two cy- 
lindrical members in contact over a ciicular surface: 

D   -i*"^-'   n-2^2/,3-^) 
3 S 

where. 

1/5 =   I/ZjC,  + 1//2G2 

A    =   const = (4 7rMPi'3/3-^iW)1':, /(4ir(4p/J/3)1/3 

Apart from  ii   and p , already defined, the symbols used have the following meanings: 

r = outside radius of contact surface 
AM = amplitude of alternating torque 

;  !J = axial length of first and second member 
; C, = shear modulus of first and second member 

The relationship was obtained by assuming that the applied torque is transferred through shear friction stresses; such 
stresses, given by the product between friction coefficient and clamping pressure, are assumed to be constant add to exist 
only where relative motion has taken place; otherwise they are set equal to zero. The assumptions just described represent a 
remarkable semplification of real joints, but the results of the analysis are convalidated by experimental tests (2]. 

It has already been pointed out that if shear motion is prohibited the damping capacity of joints is rather low,   on 
the other hand "loose" joints reduce structural stiffness and involve serious fretting problems; there is, however, an intermedi- 
ate solution: joints can be fastened tightly enough to prevent translation and allow relative rotations; in this case the stiffness 
loss is very little ard the damping effect is good. 

A detailed discussion of the problem can be found in Ref. 11, where an analysis is carried out by means of a compu- 
ter program fit to represent the friction joint. 

Ref. 12 is an extensive study on the damping capacity of built-up beams with riveted joints: a theoretical analysis  is 
carried out for beams with no sliding motion at joints; the theory appears to be in good agreement with experimental results, 
that ihow an energy dissipation roughly proportional to the third power of the stress amplitude when vibration amplitudes 
are small; otherwise the energy loss is proportional to a lower power [12]. 

Generally speaking, there is an optimum condition characterized by the highest damping capacity. If this condition 
takes place fastenings are neither loose nor perfectly tight but somewhere in between. It should be noticed, however, that 
such situation can not normally be realized in practice, since it would cause structures  to be rather loo«! and inefikient. 

The response of built-up plates at high frequency was studied in Ref. 13, where an attempt is made to identify  the 
dominant damping mechanisms; experiments at different pressures and at frequencies much higher than the pane! fundamental 
resonance frequency have shown that the damping capacity a mainly due to an air pumping effect which appeen when  the 
mating surfaces move apart; according to the test results, the pressure (which depends on the applied torque) is of no impor- 
tance. The joints considered were tight enough to prohibit any relative motion and the amplitudes were rather anal!, so as to 
avoid damping measurements dependent on the vtbntion amplitudes [13]. 

It has Ao teen demonstrated that dumping of stiffened plates defends on the frequency, on the presence of lubricants 
and on the width of the contact ares between stringer and panel. 

A tremendous work has been faced during the design of the Space Shuttle, where the problem of structunl joint mo- 
deling was ^ven great attention: tte approach techniques developed during the design phaae are widely discussed in Ref. 7: 
in this context it wit! be enough to summarize just a few basic concepts which can be extended to other structunl  damping 
problems. 

First of tl! it should be remembered once agate that the dependance of joint damping on otter ptiameten it   not 
linear; nevertheless a linear mode! can be used by introducing an equivalent viscous damping. 

This aawunption m justified by considering that the snusoid«! response to a sinusoidal excitation is practically not in- 
fluencec1 by dumping non linearities. Furthermoie. when riveted Joints in plate etemmte m considefed, it should be   noted 
that the energy dissipation is characteitted by three different stages: material dampiag, local plastk defonaation and dynamic 
frkttai losses- they are due, respectively to smalt displacanwit» («lastk reikn), teger motkng (plastic regtoB) and relative 
süpping of die mating surfaces f7J. 

1.4    CONCLUDING REMARKS 
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ing importence of damping in stnictunl de»:V' 

In actual fact, the need of experiraeiita] work should not be imdeiestiroated, since significant data on the subject are 
very rare, especially when riveted joints are considered. 

These considerations have encouraged the beginning of a systematic experimental analysis on the dampuig effects in 
riveted joints and the preliminary results are shown in the following section (Part 2). 

PART 2 

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

2.1     DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMENS 

A series of specimens realized at SIAI Marchetti has been tested at the Institute of Aerospace Technology (Rome Uni- 
versity) to study the effect of rivets on energy dissipation. 

All the specimens were made of aluminum alloy (2024-T3-QQ-A-250/4); the main properties of the material are 
reported in Table  I (14J. 

TABLE 1 

Density 2.77 103 kg m'3 

Modulus of elasticity in tension 7.26 1010 ,V   m2 

Shear modulus 2.90 10'« N   m1 

Ultimate tensile stress 4.32 10* N   m1 

Proportional limit in tension 2.75 10* N   m2 

Elongation at rupture 10 i 15% 

Two sets of specimens have been used and the principal difference can be found in the change of their width: 

5-1)   width   : IS mm 
length  : 280 mm 

S2)   width   ; 65 mm 
length  : 250 mm 

The joints have been realized by means of different rivets and their specifications are reported in figures 1,2,3. For 
both sets of specimens three types of joints "lave been tested, namely lap joint, butt joint (with single strap), butt joint 
(with double strap), as si.own in Figures I and 2. 

In Fig. 3 the different specimens v.ith riveted-fastened laminates are illustrated; at last, a comparison has oeen made 
with specimens m<.de out of an aluminum alloy plate (thickness : 2 mm) without joints. 



In Table 2 the specifications of all   the specimens are summarized. 

TABLE 2 

SPECIMEN JOINT • RIVET THICKNESS 

(mm) 

LENGHT 

(mm) 

WIDTH 

(mm) 

SI 

a lap 
MS20426AD3-3 1 

280 15 

b b.ss. 

c b.d.s. 

a' lap 
MS 20470 AD5-5 I 

b' b.s.5. 

c' b.d.s. 

g r.fl MS2(M26AD4-4 
2 

«' r.f.l. MS 20470 AD5-S 

/ — 2 

S2 

d tap 

MS204MAD3-3 I 

250 65 

e b.s.s. 

f b.d.i. 

h r.f.l. MS 20426 AD3-3 2 

I — — 2 

ft.s.S.    =   butt - single strap 
b.d.s.   =   butt - double strap 
r.f.l     =   riveted - fastened laminates 

2.2    MEASUREMENT METHOD AND TEST PROCEDURE 

The testing equipment used to evaluate damping is composed by the system shown in Fig. 4 and consists of the follow- 
ing instruments: oscillator, vibration exciter, capacitive detector, amplifier and recorder [IS]. 

The specimen is clamped on a mounting, while the electromagnetic exciter and the vibration detector can move along a 
slide which is fixed on the same mounting. A frequency range between 2   and 2,000 Hz can be examined, a digital frequency- 
meter and an oscilloscope allow to determine resonant frequencies correctly. It is well known that several difficulties are involv- 
ed, since measurement is influenced by vibration amplitudes, transducers position, clamping pressure, specimen characteristics, and 
so Oil. 

Experiments have been carried out making any possible effort to maintain identical conditions, with the purpose of ob- 
taining repetitive and comparable results; particular attention has been given to reproduce the same constraint conditioiis and 
to keep comparable vibration amplitudes. 

Non-dimensional damping coefficients vs. specimen vibration amplitude (peak-peak) are reported in Fig. 5, which refers 
to nomuü test conditions; it can be noticed that the Vibration amplitude has no effects in the working conditions selected. 
The non-dimensional damping coefficient is measured by means of two classical methods, namely frequency sweep (amplitude 
sweep with constant force) and decay transient [16]. 

The measioement of the damping coefficient through the frequency sweep method has been carried out by using dif- 
ferent values of the ratio between the amplitudes: the band width has been evaluated, respectively, at -3 dB (ratio between 
amplitudes:   X>  l/v^)   and at -14<tö (x- 0.20). 

As shown in Fig. 6, the various methods lead to values that differ only in a ssnaB percentage. The results reported in 
the following sections represent mean value«. 

it 13    EXPERIMENTAI  RESULTS 

A series of tests bat been made in the frequency »uige between IS and 100 %; the resonant frequency variation has 
been obtained, for each specimen, by chaagiag the ienffli of its fine tide. All the rsttdts are refened to the excitation of the 
first tebding modt. The experimental fetuita an presented teough a set of dJagrans (from Fig. 7 to Fig. 11} whew danpfaig 
coeflideats vs. ftequency an reported. Each diagram shows the damping effect due to «Sffncnt tfpe» of joint, for a given 
rivet: a eompatiion it made with the spedasen without Mats. 

h Pig. 7 damping coeffkientt far spedmcas e.b,e, of series 51, are Aown: ttteas tpedmef» are chaxacterized by the 
three jräiti deaajted before and tare been made by miBg 0« same ifret AIS20426.403-3. In Fig. 8 tha teauits obtained 
for spedmem «.'b'.c' (with rivet if£20470.4i>S-S) are repotted.wUe Pig.9 refen to the dampiag coeflideats typical   of 

X and f* (seife» S i) witt riveted- 



As pointed out before, all the results of Figures 7-9 are «mpared with data obtained by testing specimen i (with- 
out joints). 

In Fig. 10 the damping coefficient for specimens d,e,f. of series 5 2 (with rivet MS 20426.403-3 and the three 
joints considered, are compared)with the values concerning specimen / (without joints); in Fig. II, finally, a comparison 
is made between specimen t and specimen h of series S 2 (with riveted - fastened laminates). 

2.4    TESTS IN VACUUM CHAMBER 

The effect of atmosphere on global damping can be evaluated by carrying out tests in vacuum; therefore some speci- 
mens of both series have been tested in a vacuum chamber available at the Institute of Aerospace Technology [17]: its dia- 
meter is 457 mm (18") and its height 762 mm (30"). 

The general lay-out of the equipment is shown in Fig, 12, while in Fig. 13 damping coefficients at normal pressure 
are compared with the values obtained at a pressure lower than lO-5 Torr. 

2.S    ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

As pointed out before, the purpose of the research was to evaluate the contribution of riveted joints to global damp- 
ing properties: the effect due to riveting has been exhibited through the comparison with specimens without joints. 

Figures 7,8,10 show a sensible increase of damping coefficients in jointed specimens and their behavior as a function 
of frequency is similar to the behavior of the specimen without rivets. Damping coefficients of series 5 2 (Fig. 10) are higher 
than in series 5 1 (Fig. 7,8); this effect is probably due to the different constraint conditions used for the two sets  of 
specimens. 

As a matter of fact damping coefficients represent global values for the system that is being examined; therefore the 
behavior of distinct systems must be necessarily different. 

This effect, however, has not represented any problem for the comparison between riveted and non-riveted specimens 
within the same series. 

On the contrary no remarkable differences have been noticed by changing either the joints or the rivets, this result 
seems to be in agreement with References [1] and [13]. 

The mean percentage increase determined in jointed specimens (in comparison with the non-jointed one) is reported 
vs. frequency in Fig. 14. 

Finally, specimens consisting of riveted - fastened laminates (Fig. 9 and <1) apear to have the same damping properties 
of the specimen without rivets, this effect is probably due to tensile stresses caused by the rivets [8] and this in agreement 
with the results obtained by [18J. 

As far as atmosphere is concerned. Fig. 13 shows that energy dissipation is about 25% higher; this in agreement with 
References [17, 18,19J. 

2J6    CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

The analysis of the results obtained for elementary structural components shows that significant data concerning energy 
loss in riveted joints can be obtained by mnans cf normal testing facilities. Therefore, the next step may be a systematic   re- 
search on similar specimens to evaluate the effect of temperature and vacuum (which are of high interest for space applica- 
tions) and to study the dependence of damping on vibration modes. Further developments shall lead to extensive tests on 
mote complex structural component«, such as stiffened panels. 

The tests just presented and the future program represent an attempt of collecting experimental data with the aim, as 
far as possible, of defining a methodology (founded on empirical bases) whkh shall serve as a guide towards dynamic response 
prediction for complex aerospace structures [20]. 
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